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Hydrogen bond plays a crucial role in many areas of physics,
chemistry, and biology. This issue compiles five exciting
papers presenting the state of the art in spectroscopic and
computational aspects of hydrogen-bonded systems in three
original research articles and two reviews.
These papers will stimulate the continuing eﬀorts to
understand molecular interactions in hydrogen-bonded
complexes, liquids and solids, the development of experi-
mental and theoretical strategies to treat hydrogen-bonded
systems, and the new evaluation of outcomes.
The papers describe new methods for characterization
of spectra, advances in molecular description of molecular
interactions in hydrogen-bonded systems, new insights into
molecular models, and current concepts in the treatment
of small and large hydrogen-bonded systems. The topics
include recent developments in experimental and theoretical
studies of hydrogen-bonded systems, advances in theoretical
models of hydrogen bonds, spectroscopy of hydrogen bonds
in excited electronic states, proton transfer in hydrogen-
bonded complexes, photophysics of hydrogen-bonded sys-
tems, polymorphism, and dynamical aspects of hydrogen
bonding.
In the paper by A. Gorski et al., the authors discuss
polymorphism, hydrogen bond properties, and vibrational
structure of 1H-pyrrolo[3,2-h]quinoline dimers performing
analysis of IR and Raman spectra, combined with DFT calcu-
lations. Theoretical investigation of the cooperativity in the
CH3CHO·2H2O, CH2FCHO·2H2O, and CH3CFO·2H2O
systems is presented in the paper by A. K. Chandra and
T. Zeegers-Huyskens. Temperature and H/D isotopic eﬀects
in the IR spectra of the hydrogen bond in solid-state
2-furanacetic acid and 2-furanacrylic acid are discussed in
the paper by H. Flakus and A. Jarczyk.
L. Sobczyk et al. review proton transfer equilibria and
critical behavior of H-bonding. They analyze the hydrogen
bond properties of the acid-base systems depending on the
ability of the proton transfer in the formulation of the
Bro¨nsted approach. M. J. Wo´jcik et al. present theoretical
studies of dynamic interactions in excited states of hydrogen-
bonded systems. They present model for vibrational inter-
actions in the hydrogen-bonded dimer of benzoic acid in
electronically excited state which is used for theoretical
simulation of the O–H stretching IR absorption bands and
calculate tunneling splittings for vibrationally excited states
in electronically excited tropolone.
By compiling these papers, we hope to enrich our readers
and researchers with respect to the modern problems of
spectroscopy of hydrogen-bonded systems.
Marek J. Wo´jcik
Paul Blaise
Joanna Sadlej
Henryk Flakus
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Polarized IR spectra of 2-furanacetic acid and of 2-furanacrylic acid crystals were measured at 293 K and 77 K in the vO−H and
vO−H band frequency ranges. The corresponding spectra of the two individual systems strongly diﬀer, one from the other, by the
corresponding band shapes as well as by the temperature eﬀect characterizing the bands. The crystal spectral properties remain in
a close relation with the electronic structure of the two diﬀerent molecular systems. We show that a vibronic coupling mechanism
involving the hydrogen bond protons and the electrons on the π-electronic systems in the molecules determines the way in
which the vibrational exciton coupling between the hydrogen bonds in the carboxylic acid dimers occurs. A strong coupling
in 2-furanacrylic acid dimers prefers a “tail-to-head-” type Davydov coupling widespread by the π-electrons. A weak through-
space coupling in 2-furanacetic acid dimers is responsible for a “side-to-side-” type coupling. The relative contribution of each
exciton coupling mechanism in the dimer spectra generation is temperature and the molecular electronic structure dependent.
This explains the observed diﬀerence in the temperature-induced evolution of the compared spectra.
1. Introduction
Infrared spectroscopy still constitutes a basic tool in the
research of the hydrogen bond dynamics. The νX−H bands
measured in the highest frequency range of the mid-infrared
attributed to the proton stretching vibrations in X–H· · ·Y
hydrogen bonds are the source of wealth data system in this
matter. Complex fine structure patterns of these bands are
considered as the result of anharmonical coupling mecha-
nisms involving the proton stretching vibrations and other
normal vibrations occurring in associated molecular sys-
tems, mainly the low-frequency X· · ·Y hydrogen bridge
stretching vibrational motions [1–5]. The band contour
shapes are extremely susceptible on the influences exerted
by diverse physical factors, such as changes of temperature,
changes in the matter state of condensation, pressure, and
solvents [1–5].
Among the contemporary theories of the IR spectra of
the hydrogen bond, formed in molecular systems, quanti-
tative theoretical models elaborated for the description of
the νX−H band generation mechanisms are of the particular
importance. There are two most advanced quantitative
theoretical models, namely, the “strong-coupling” theory [6–
8] (the elder theory) and the “relaxation” (linear response)
theory, the novel model [9, 10]. Both models are of a purely
vibrational nature. Over the last four decades, by using of
these theories, IR spectra of diverse hydrogen bond systems
have been reproduced satisfactorily. The model calculations
concerned quantitative interpretation of spectra of single,
isolated hydrogen bonds [7, 11], spectra of cyclic dimeric
hydrogen bond systems [7, 12–14], and the IR spectra of
hydrogen-bonded molecular crystals [15]. Simultaneously,
the H/D isotopic eﬀects observed in the spectra of the
deuterium-bonded corresponding systems have been inter-
preted [7–15].
Nevertheless, despite the doubtless successes achieved in
this area, when interpreting the hydrogen bond system spec-
tra, it seems that a number of basic theoretical problems still
remain unsolved. It also seems that the main source in the
understanding of many spectral phenomena characterizing
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systems consisting with a number of mutually coupled
hydrogen bonds, in terms of the two diﬀerent quantitative
approaches, is in the early history of these studies. In practice,
up to the beginning of the 90s of the 20th century, these
studies were restricted to the interpretation of spectra of
a number of very simple hydrogen bond systems, mainly
to the spectra of cyclic acetic acid dimers formed in the
gaseous phase [7, 12–14]. The extension of this research over
other, more diversified and complex hydrogen bond aggre-
gates allowed us to recognize numerous puzzling spectral
eﬀects attributed to these systems. Interpretation of these
eﬀects seemed to be beyond the contemporary quantitative
theoretical models of the hydrogen bond IR spectra without
assuming that some not revealed yet mechanisms codecide in
the spectra generation.
For the last decade, spectroscopy in polarized light
of hydrogen-bonded molecular crystals has provided key
experimental data in this area. By measuring of polarized IR
spectra of spatially oriented molecular crystals, characterized
by a rich diversity of hydrogen bond arrangements met in
their lattices, the most complete information has been be
obtained about the coupling mechanisms involving hydro-
gen bonds in these systems. It appeared that the investigation
of spectra of even so simple mutually interacting hydrogen
bond aggregates like cyclic dimers (e.g., carboxylic acid
dimers) allowed to reveal new H/D isotopic eﬀects, namely,
the H/D isotopic self-organization eﬀects. They depend on
a nonrandom distribution of protons and deuterons in the
crystal lattices of isotopically diluted hydrogen bond systems.
These spectral eﬀects may be considered as the manifes-
tation of a new kind of cooperative interactions involving
hydrogen bonds, that is, the so-called dynamical cooperative
interactions [16–18]. This revealing has emphasized the role
of the vibronic coupling between the electronic and the
proton vibrational motions taking place in hydrogen bond
aggregates, in the generation of the very nature of the
hydrogen bond as the natural phenomenon and in the
interhydrogen bond interaction mechanisms [17, 18].
In the lattices of carboxylic acid crystals, centrosymmet-
ric hydrogen bond dimers, present in the (COOH)2 cycles,
are frequently met [19, 20]. These dimers are the bearers
of the main crystal spectral properties in the frequency
ranges of the νO−H bands attributed to the proton stretching
vibrations. One might expect that regardless of the molecular
structure of carboxylic acids in their fragments placed
outside the carboxyl groups, the νO−H band contour shapes
should be fairly similar one to the other. This presumption is
based on the considerations of the classic vibrational analysis,
which predicted that the proton stretching vibrations in these
molecules practically do not mix with vibrations of other
atomic groups [21]. The experiment learns, however, that
spectra of diverse carboxylic acid crystals considerably diﬀer,
one from the other, with regard to their νO−H band contour
shapes as well as with regard to the temperature eﬀects
measured in the spectra. Qualitatively similar conclusion is
valid for the νO−D bands in the spectra of the deuterium-
bonded species [22–27]. Our hitherto estimations, resulting
from the comparison of the IR crystalline spectra of diverse
carboxylic acid molecular systems, ascribe the diﬀerences
between the compared spectra in relation to the diﬀerences
in the electronic structure of carboxylic acid molecules.
For instance, π-electronic systems of aromatic rings or
other larger conjugated π-electronic systems, linked directly
to carboxyl groups, strongly change the basic spectral
properties of carboxylic acid dimers in comparison with
the analogous properties of aliphatic carboxylic acids [22–
27]. The generation mechanism of these eﬀects still remains
unknown.
This paper deals with IR spectra of the hydrogen bond
in crystals of two diﬀerent carboxylic acids, namely, of 2-
furanacetic acid and 2-furanacrylic acid. In these crystalline
systems, associated molecules form hydrogen-bonded cyclic,
centrosymmetric dimers (Complete crystallographic data for
2-furanacetic acid and (excluding structure factors) have
been deposited at the Cambridge Crystallographic Data
Centre under the number CCDC-885823. Copies can be
obtained free of charge from CCDC, 12 Union Road,
Cambridge CB2 1EZ, U.K. (Fax: Int.+1223-336-033; e-mail:
deposit@ccdc.cam.ac.uk)). The crystallographic data for 2-
furanacrylic acid can be found in [28, 29]. Molecules of these
two individual molecular systems diﬀer, one from the other,
by their electronic structures. In the latter case, the carboxyl
groups are directly linked to the large π-electronic systems. In
the 2-furanacetic acid crystal case, methylene groups separate
the hydrogen bonds, formed by the associated carboxyl
groups, from the π-electronic system of furan rings.
The aim of the study reported in this paper was to
provide new arguments of experimental nature about the
role of the electronic structures of carboxylic acid molecules
in the generation of IR spectra of cyclic hydrogen bond
dimers. The investigation results presented constitute a part
of results obtained in the frames of a wider project, which
also assumed measuring of crystalline spectra of other
carboxylic acids, mainly of furan and thiophene derivatives.
Our choice of these model molecular systems was strongly
supported by advantageous well-developed νO−H and νO−D
band contour shapes in the IR spectra of these systems. We
expected that the quantitative analysis of the polarized IR
spectra of 2-furanacetic acid and 2-furanacrylic acid crystals
and also of the spectra of relative carboxylic acid crystals
should provide new arguments for the formulation of a new
theoretical approach for the description of the hydrogen
bond dimer spectra. The understanding of the temperature
eﬀects and the generation mechanism of the intensity
distribution patterns in the νO−H and νO−D bands in the
spectra of diverse carboxylic acid crystals are of the particular
interest and importance in this project.
2. X-Ray Structures of 2-Furanacetic Acid
and 2-Furanacrylic Acid
Crystals of 2-furanacetic acid are monoclinic and the space-
symmetry group is P21/c, Z = 4. The lattice constants at
100 K: a = 13.0525(4) A˚; b = 4.85360(10) A˚; c = 9.4107(3) A˚,
β = 103.832(3)◦. In a unit cell four translationally nonequiv-
alent molecules form two plain centrosymmetric cyclic
hydrogen-bonded dimers (Complete crystallographic data
for 2-furanacetic acid (excluding structure factors) have been
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Figure 1: The X-ray structure of 2-furanacetic acid crystal. Projec-
tion of the lattice onto the “ac” plane.
c
a
Figure 2: The X-ray structure of 2-furanacrylic acid crystal. Projec-
tion onto the “ac” plane.
deposited at the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre
under the number CCDC-885823). The molecules of 2-
furanacetic acid in the lattice are linked together by the O–
H· · ·O hydrogen bonds, forming centrosymmetric dimers.
A view of the crystal lattice of 2-furanacetic acid is shown in
Figure 1.
Crystals of 2-furanacrylic acid are also monoclinic, the
space-symmetry group is C2/c and Z = 8. The unit cell
parameters are a= 18.975 A˚; b = 3.843 A˚; c = 20.132 A˚, β =
113.9◦. The molecules of 2-furanacrylic acid in the lattice are
linked together by the O–H· · ·O hydrogen bonds, forming
cyclic approximately centrosymmetric dimers [28, 29]. The
X-ray structure of 2-furanacrylic acid crystals is shown in
Figure 2.
3. Experimental
2-Furanacetic acid (C4H3O–CH2–COOH) and 2-furanacrylic
acid (C4H3O–CH=CH–COOH) used for our studies were
the commercial substance (Sigma-Aldrich). 2-furanace-
tic acid was employed without further purification, while 2-
furanacetic acid was purified by crystallization from its
acetone solution. The d1 deuterium derivatives of the
compounds (C4H3O–CH2–COOD and C4H3O–CH=CH–
COOD) were obtained by evaporation of D2O solution of
each compound at room temperature and under reduced
pressure. It was found that the deuterium exchange rate for
the COOH groups varied from 60 to 90% and from 70 to
90% for diﬀerent samples, respectively.
Crystals suitable for further spectral studies were
obtained by melting solid samples between two closely com-
pressed spaces CaF2 windows, followed by a very slow cooling
of the liquid film. By that means, reasonably thin crystals
could be received, characterized by their maximum absorb-
ance at the νO−H band frequency range near to 0.5 at room
temperature. From the crystalline mosaic, adequate mono-
crystalline fragments, having dimensions of at least 2×2 mm,
were selected and then spatially oriented with the help of a
polarization microscope. It was found that in each system
case the crystals most frequently developed the “ac” crys-
talline face. These crystals were selected to the experiment
by use of a thin, tin plate diaphragm with a 1.5 mm diameter
hole, and then IR spectra of these crystalline fragments were
measured by a transmission method. Spectral experiments
were accomplished at room temperature and also at the
temperature of liquid nitrogen, using polarized IR radiation.
In each measurement, two diﬀerent, mutually perpendicular
orientations of the incident beam electric field vector “E”
were applied, with respect to the developed face of the crystal
lattice. The solid-state polarized spectra were measured with
a resolution of 2 cm−1, for the normal incidence of the IR
radiation beam with respect to the crystalline face. The IR
spectra were measured with the Nicolet Magna 560 FT-IR
spectrometer. Measurements of the spectra were repeated for
ca. 8 crystals of each isotopomer of an individual compound.
Spectra were recorded in a similar manner for the deuterium
derivatives.
The Raman spectra of polycrystalline samples of 2-
furanacetic acid and 2-furanacrylic acid were measured at
room temperature with the use of the Bio-Rad FTS-175C FT-
IR spectrometer at the 1 cm−1 resolution.
4. Results
The preliminary experimental studies of spectral proper-
ties of 2-furanacetic acid and 2-furanacrylic acid based on
the measurements in CCl4 solution in the frequency range
of the νO−H proton stretching vibration bands. The results
are shown in Figure 3.
In Figure 4 are shown the νO−H bands from the IR spectra
of the polycrystalline acid samples in KBr pellets, measured
at 298 K and 77 K, and in Figure 5 the νO−D bands spectra
of the deuterium derivatives samples in the same conditions.
The comparatively wealth spectrum of νO−H and νO−D bands
for 2-furanacrylic acid molecules may be predictable, based
on earlier results for cinnamic acid crystals [24], while the
νO−H and νO−D bands for 2-furanacetic acid crystals are
relatively poorer, similarly as in the phenylacetic acid crystal
case [25].
Polarized IR spectra of the two crystalline systems mea-
sured at the room temperature in the νO−H band frequency
4 Journal of Atomic, Molecular, and Optical Physics
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Figure 3: The νO−H band in the IR spectra of (a) 2-furanacetic acid
and (b) 2-furanacrylic acid in CCl4 solution.
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Figure 4: The νO−H bands in the IR spectra of polycrystalline sam-
ples of (a) 2-furanacetic acid and (b) 2-furanacrylic acid, dispersed
in KBr pellets. Temperature eﬀect in the spectra. The Raman spectra
measured for polycrystalline samples of the compounds at room
temperature are also shown.
range are presented in Figure 6, whereas the corresponding
low-temperature spectra are shown in Figure 7.
The corresponding spectra of isotopically diluted crystals
recorded in the νO−D band range are shown in Figures 8 and
9.
The temperature eﬀect in the crystalline spectra in the
most intense polarized components of the νO−H bands is
shown in Figure 10 and in the νO−D bands is given in
Figure 11.
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Figure 5: The νO−D bands in the IR spectra of polycrystalline
samples of (a) d1-2-furanacetic acid (ca. 45% H and 55% D) and
(b) d1-2-furanacrylic acid (ca. 20% H and 80% D) dispersed in KBr
pellets. Temperature eﬀect in the spectra.
5. Isotopic Dilution Effects in
the Crystalline IR Spectra
On comparing the spectra in Figures 3 and 6–9, it can be
noticed that the replacement of the major part of the hydro-
gen bond protons by deuterons changed the dichroic prop-
erties in the “residual” νO−H band substantially. The band
shapes no longer depended on the crystal orientation inves-
tigated and resembled the spectrum measured for the CCl4
solution of the compounds. Regardless of the increase in the
rates of deuterium substitution in the samples, the “residual”
νO−H band still retained its “dimeric” character. This is due
to the fact that the hydrogen-bonded dimeric spectrum
measured in the “residual” νO−H band range is still under
the influence of the interhydrogen bond vibrational exciton
interactions occurring within each individual carboxylic acid
dimer [22–27].
The unusual properties of the “residual” νO−H bands
have proved that the distribution of protons and deuterons
between the hydrogen bonds of the isotopically diluted crys-
talline samples is nonrandom and in an individual dimer
the coexistence of two identical hydrogen isotope atoms,
proton or deuterons, is preferred. As a result, the interhy-
drogen bond exciton interactions still occur in each dimeric
system and consequently the “residual” νO−H bands retain
their “dimeric” properties. These spectral eﬀects, that is,
the so-called H/D isotopic “self-organization” eﬀects, are
Journal of Atomic, Molecular, and Optical Physics 5
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Figure 6: Polarized IR spectra of 2-furanacetic acid and 2-furana-
crylic acid crystals measured at room temperature in the νO−H band
frequency range for the IR radiation of the normal incidence with
respect to the “ac” crystal faces. (a) 2-furanacetic acid crystal. (I) The
electric field vector E of the incident beam of IR radiation parallel
to the a-axis (II) The E vector parallel to the c∗-axis (the c∗-symbol
denotes the vector in the reciprocal lattice). (b) 2-furanacrylic acid
crystal. (I) The electric field vector E parallel to the c-axis. (II) The
E vector parallel to the a∗-axis.
the attribute of the “dynamical cooperative interactions”
involving hydrogen bonds in the dimers [16–18].
In the case of high excess of protons in the crystals quali-
tatively similar spectral eﬀects can be identified in the “resid-
ual” νO−D bands, located in the range of 1900–2300 cm−1, as
those observed in the “residual” νO−H bands. In the low con-
centration of deuterons, the “residual” νO−D bands still retain
the characteristic linear dichroic eﬀects accompanying them
(see Figures 4–9). For the two compared “residual” bands,
νO−H and νO−D, not only the linear dichroic but also the
temperature eﬀects appear to be similar to the corresponding
eﬀects measured in the spectra of isotopically neat crystals.
This property results from the “dynamical cooperative
interactions” in the hydrogen-bonded systems which lead
to the appearance of the so-called H/D isotopic self-
organization eﬀects in the hydrogen bond IR spectra [17, 18].
The source of these nonconventional interactions in the
hydrogen bond dimers is a vibronic coupling mechanism
involving the totally symmetric proton stretching vibrations
and the electronic motions in the systems [17, 18]. According
to the theory of the “dynamical cooperative interactions,” the
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Figure 7: Polarized IR spectra of (a) 2-furanacetic acid and (b)
2-furanacrylic acid crystals measured at 77 K in the νO−H band
frequency range. (a) 2-furanacetic acid crystal. (I) The electric field
vector E parallel to the a-axis. (II) The E vector parallel to the c∗-
axis. (b) 2-furanacrylic acid crystal. (I) The electric field vector E
parallel to the c-axis. (II) The E vector parallel to the a∗-axis.
symmetric hydrogen bond dimers of the HH or DD-type,
with identical hydrogen isotope atoms, are thermodynami-
cally more stable than the non-symmetric dimers of the HD
type. The distribution of the HH- or DD-type dimers in
the lattice sites is random. The energy diﬀerence between
the two forms of dimers, the HH and the HD types was
estimated as approximately equal to 1.5 kcal/mole of the
dimers. Therefore, the relative concentration of the HD-type
dimers is negligibly low and practically nondetectable with
the use of the IR spectroscopic methods [16–18].
From the experimental studies presented in Figures 3–11
it also results that hydrogen-bonded cyclic centrosymmetric
dimers are the bearers of the crystal spectral properties, since
the inter-dimer vibrational exciton interactions are negligibly
small.
6. Model
6.1. Carboxylic Acid Dimers the Basic Idea. The problem
of the quantitative theoretical treatment of the spectral
properties of systems composed with mutually interacting
hydrogen bonds still constitute a real challenge in the area
of the hydrogen bond research. There are still many problems
to solve in this matter, since even the most advanced theories,
6 Journal of Atomic, Molecular, and Optical Physics
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Figure 8: Polarized IR spectra of (a) d1-2-furanacetic acid and (b)
d1-2-furanacrylic acidcrystals measured at room temperature in the
νO−D band frequency range. (a) 2-furanacetic acid crystal (ca. 10% H
and 90% D). (I) The electric field vector E parallel to the a-axis, (II)
The E vector parallel to the c∗-axis (b) 2-furanacrylic acid crystal
(ca. 65% H and 35% D). (I) The electric field vector E parallel to
the c-axis, (II) The E vector parallel to the a∗-axis.
elaborated for the description of the IR spectra of hydrogen
bond systems, are unable to reliably explain a number of
eﬀects observed in the dimeric spectra. Despite of spectacular
achievements in the quantitative description of the intensity
distribution in the νX−H bands, which are the attribute of the
proton stretching vibrations in the X–H· · ·Y bridges and in
the description of the H/D isotopic eﬀects, the understanding
of temperature eﬀects in the spectra seems to be totally
incomplete.
Cyclic hydrogen bond dimers, formed by associated
carboxyl groups of diverse carboxylic acid molecules, are the
most frequently studied model systems investigated in this
research area. They exhibit some unusual spectral properties
in IR connected with the highly abnormal thermal evolution
of the νO−H and νO−D band contour shapes. One could expect
that the hydrogen bond spectra of diverse carboxylic acid
dimers, measured in the νO−H and νO−D band frequency
ranges, should be fairly similar one to another due to the
identical structural units of the molecular dimers, namely,
the (COOH)2 rings, in which two hydrogen bonds exist
forming hydrogen bond dimers. However, on comparison of
the crystalline spectra of diverse carboxylic acids, a consider-
able variation degree of the analyzed band contour shapes
can be found. This fact undoubtedly remains in a close
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Figure 9: Polarized IR spectra of (a) d1-2-furanacetic acid and (b)
d1-2-furanacrylic acid crystals measured at 77 K in the νO–D band
frequency range. (a) 2-Furanacetic acid crystal (ca. 10% H and 90%
D). (I) The electric field vector E parallel to the a-axis, (II) The E
vector parallel to the c∗-axis. (b) 2-Furanacrylic acid crystal (ca 65%
H and 35% D). (I) The electric field vector E parallel to the c-axis,
(II) The E vector parallel to the a∗-axis.
connection with diﬀerences in the electronic structures
of diverse carboxylic acid molecules. Simultaneously, these
spectra strongly diﬀer, one from the other, by temperature
eﬀects characterizing them. Also these eﬀects undoubtedly
remain in a close relation with the electronic structures
of the associating molecules. The basic experimental facts
supporting the hypothesis given above are presented in the
following.
6.2. Electronic Structure of Carboxylic Acid Molecules versus
the Temperature Eﬀects in Their Crystalline IR Spectra. Based
on our previous studies, at this point, let us summarize the
basic properties of the νO−H bands in the IR spectra of the
hydrogen bond cyclic dimers formed by diverse carboxylic
acid molecules, in relation to their electronic structures.
(a) In the case of carboxylic acid molecules in which the
aliphatic fragments are connected directly with car-
boxyl groups (e.g., aliphatic monocarboxylic acids
[11–13, 30, 31] and dicarboxylic acids [22]), the
νO−H bands are characterized by diﬀerent inten-
sity distribution patterns, when compared with the
corresponding band properties in the IR spectra
of arylcarboxylic acids [23, 26]. In the first case,
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Figure 10: The νO−H bands in the IR spectra of monocrystalline
samples of (a) 2-furanacetic acid and (b) 2-furanacrylic acid. Tem-
perature eﬀect in the spectra.
the higher-frequency branch of the νO−H band is
more intense in relation to the intensity of the lower-
frequency band branch.
(b) In the case of hydrogen-bonded molecular systems,
in which carboxyl groups are directly linked to π-
electronic systems (e.g., arylcarboxylic [23, 26] and
arylacrylic acids [24]), the νO−H band contours are a
“mirror reflection” of the band shapes of systems from
the point “a.” In this case, the lower-frequency branch
of the band is the most intense one. Similar property
characterizes spectra of carboxylic acids with other
large π-electronic systems in their molecules, for
example, cinnamic acid [24], 2-naphthoic acid [26],
and 1-naphthylacrylic acid [32].
(c) For other carboxylic acids, in which aromatic radicals
are separated from carboxyl groups by fragments
of aliphatic hydrocarbon chains (e.g., arylacetic acid
[25, 27] and styrylacetic acid [33]), the νO−H band
contour shapes are fairly similar to the corresponding
band characteristics from the point “a,” that is, to
the corresponding spectra of aliphatic monocarboxylic
acids [30, 31] and dicarboxylic acids [22]).
The νO−H bands in the spectra of the hydrogen bond
of carboxylic acid crystals from the “a” and “c” groups,
measured at room temperature, are characterized by rela-
tively low intensity of the lower-frequency branch of he band
in comparison with the higher-frequency band branch
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Figure 11: The νO−D bands in the IR spectra of monocrystalline
samples of (a) d1-2-furanacetic acid (ca 10% H and 90% D). and (b)
d1-2-furanacrylic acid (ca 65% H and 35% D). Temperature eﬀect
in the spectra.
intensity. On the decrease of temperature to 77 K, only
a relatively small growth of the relative intensity of the
lower-frequency branch of each band can be observed. This
band branch still remains of the lower intensity in the low-
temperature spectra.
In the case “b,” even at room temperature spectra, the
νO−H bands exhibit relatively high intensity of their lower-
frequency branch in relation to the higher-frequency branch.
On the temperature decrease up to 77 K, a considerable
growth of the relative intensity of the lower-frequency branch
of each analyzed band can be observed. As the result of
the band contour thermal evolution, in the low-temperature
spectra of carboxylic acid crystals of this group the lower-
frequency branch is of the dominant intensity in the bands.
According to the “state-of-art” in our contemporary
knowledge about the quantitative description of the IR
spectra of the hydrogen bond in carboxylic acid dimers, the
following interpretation of the νO−H band generation mech-
anisms seemed to be valid: the lower-frequency branch of the
νO−H band is generated by the transition occurring to the
Ag-symmetry excited state of the totally symmetric proton
stretching vibrations in the dimers. This transition, forbid-
den by the symmetry rules, becomes allowed via a vibronic
mechanism, which is a kind of reverse of the familiar
Herzberg-Teller mechanism, originally responsible for the
promotion of forbidden electronic transitions in UV spectra
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of aromatic hydrocarbons [34]. Within this approach of
the reverse Herzberg-Teller vibronic coupling mechanism,
electronic properties of single hydrogen bonds themselves,
as well as electronic properties of the whole associated
molecules and the proton vibration anharmonicity, are
responsible for the magnitude of the forbidden transition
promotion eﬀects in the dimeric spectra [35]. The promo-
tion mechanism determines a unique property of centrosym-
metric hydrogen bond dimeric system. This eﬀect found
no counterpart in the vibrational spectroscopy of single
centrosymmetric molecules.
On the other hand, the higher-frequency spectral branch
of the band corresponds with the symmetry-allowed tran-
sition to the Au-state of the nontotally symmetric proton
vibrations in the centrosymmetric hydrogen bond dimers.
One should expect that the higher-frequency branch of the
νO−H band, attributed to the allowed transition, should be
more intense than the other band branch related with the
forbidden transition. Therefore, based on these intuitive
predictions, the spectral properties of the carboxylic acid
dimers from the “b” group seem to be highly surprising,
contradicting the interpretation of the spectra of systems
belonging to the “a” and “c” groups. The particular electronic
properties of the carboxylic acid molecules from the “c”
group can anyway explain the extremely high integral inten-
sity of the forbidden lower-frequency branch of the band and
its strong temperature dependence.
In order to propose a reliable explanation of this paradox
in our analysis, one should also recall the hydrogen bond IR
spectra of other hydrogen bond dimeric systems, including
spectra of hydrogen-bonded heterocycles. On comparison
of the IR spectra of diverse crystalline systems containing
cyclic hydrogen bond dimers as the structural units of their
lattices, the following general conclusions can be made: most
of centrosymmetric hydrogen bond dimers exhibit regular
enough spectral properties characterizing their hydrogen
bond spectra. Usually, the νX−H bands have the lower-
frequency (i.e., the “forbidden”) branch of a lower intensity,
even in their low-temperature spectra. However, in some rare
cases, for example, 3-hydroxy-4-methyl-2(3H)-thiazolethione
[36], 2-tiopyridone [37], and 2-pyridone [38], the νO−H and
νN−H bands are characterized by an abnormal, that is, by
a “reverse” intensity distribution patterns in their contours.
In the latest cases, the lower-frequency branch of each band
is more intense when compared with the higher-frequency
band intensities. It fairly resembles the properties of the
spectral properties at 77 K of carboxylic acid crystals of
the “b” group. In the case of the dimeric spectra of the
reverse intensity distribution patterns in the bands, for
example, 3-hydroxy-4-methyl-2(3H)-thiazolethione [36] and
2-tiopirydone [37], this eﬀect was ascribed previously to
the influence of the extreme lengths of the O–H· · · S and
N–H· · · S hydrogen bonds in the dimeric systems.
The recent considerations, aiming to explain these phe-
nomena, were performed in terms of the dipole-dipole model
of the vibrational exciton interactions involving the hydrogen
bonds in the dimers. In the case of the interpretation
of the spectra of 3-hydroxy-4-methyl-2(3H)-thiazolethione
[36] and 2-tiopirydone [37], the hydrogen bond geometry
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Figure 12: The “side-to-side” (SS) exciton coupling involving the
proton stretching vibrations in a cyclic centrosymmetric hydrogen
bond dimer.
was considered to be responsible for the unusual spectral
property of these dimers. However, this approach fails in the
interpretation of the spectra of 2-pyridone cyclic dimers [38],
in which the N–H· · ·O hydrogen bonds are considerably
shorter when compared with the N–H· · · S bond lengths
in 2-thiopyridone cyclic dimers [37] and their spectra
qualitatively fairly resemble the corresponding spectra of 2-
pyridone [38]. On the other hand, even among the hydrogen
bond dimers of diverse molecular systems with the N–
H· · · S hydrogen bonds, for which the extreme spectral
properties were found, a substantial diversification in the
analyzed spectral properties has been found, despite the
extremely long hydrogen bonds in these cases. The IR spectra
of 2-mercaptobenzothiazole cyclic dimers [39] exhibit regular
properties of the intensity distribution pattern in their νN−H
band contours, similarly as the carboxylic acid dimers in the
crystals of the groups “a” an “b,” regardless of the extreme
N–H· · · S bond lengths, like these found in 2-thiopyridone
dimers [37].
6.3. Spectra of Cyclic Dimers versus Spectra of Chain Hydrogen
Bond Systems. It is surprising that spectra of cyclic hydrogen
bond dimers in 3-hydroxy-4-methyl-2(3H)-thiazolethione
[36], 2-thiopyridone [37], and 2-pyridone [38] crystals fairly
resemble by their intensity distribution patterns of the νN−H
bands the spectra of chain hydrogen bond systems in a
particular group of molecular crystals. In the hydrogen bond
spectra of pyrazole [40] and 4-thiopyridone [41] crystals, with
hydrogen-bonded molecules forming infinite chains in their
lattices, strong linear dichroic eﬀects can be observed, which
prove a considerable influence of the exciton interactions
involving the adjacent hydrogen bonds in each chain. Figures
12 and 13 explain the source of the diﬀerences in the
hydrogen bond dimers, the cyclic and the chain ones.
The analysis of this inter-hydrogen-bond coupling, in
case of cyclic centrosymmetric dimers and in linear dimers,
requires taking into consideration two situations of the
vibrational transition moment directions for hydrogen
bonds in the dimers. For cyclic dimers, the parallel mutual
orientation of the dipole transition moments, the exciton
interaction energy EAu in the limits of the dipole-dipole model
is of the positive sign. The vibrational transition correspond-
ing to such arrangement of the vibration dipole moments is
Journal of Atomic, Molecular, and Optical Physics 9
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Figure 13: The “head-to-tail” (TH) exciton coupling involving
the proton stretching vibrations in an infinite chain of associated
hydrogen bonds.
responsible for generation of the intense, symmetry-allowed,
shorter-wave branch of the dimeric spectra. In contrast,
when the dipole transition moments are of the antiparallel
arrangement (see Figure 12), the energy exciton interaction
energy value EAg is negative, so the band generated by
this situation is placed at the lower frequency and it
corresponds to the symmetry-forbidden excitation of the
totally symmetric proton vibrations. Such sequence of the
spectral branches in the hydrogen bond stretching bands is
typical for cyclic, centrosymmetric hydrogen bond dimers.
When the vibrating transition moment dipoles in a linear
dimer, in the case of the totally symmetric proton vibrations,
are oriented axially as “tail-to-head” (Figure 5), the sign
of the exciton interaction energy value E+ is negative, so
the intense branch corresponding to the symmetry-allowed
transition is placed at the lower-frequency range. On the
contrary, the forbidden by the symmetry rules spectral
branch, situated at the higher frequency, is generated by
the antiparallel orientation of the vibrating dipoles (see
Figure 13). In this case, the exciton coupling energy E− is
of the positive sign. The sequence and the properties of the
branches in the proton stretching vibration bands in the
discussed case are reverse to those observed in the IR spectra
of hydrogen bond cyclic dimeric systems.
Therefore, the following problem demands explanation:
why do some individual cyclic hydrogen bond dimeric
systems exhibit similar spectral properties to the correspond-
ing properties of a particular group of crystals with chain
structures of hydrogen-bonded associates (formic acid [31],
pyrazole [40], and 4-thiopyridone [41] crystals). Undoubt-
edly, this property remains in a close connection with the
π-electronic properties of the associating molecules. In the
associated molecular systems, vibrational exciton couplings
are of the “tail-to-head” (TH) type. They involve the adjacent
hydrogen bonds within each individual chain in the lattice.
The electronic structure of molecules of this group is most
probably the key factor governing these interhydrogen bond
interactions.
Nevertheless, the majority of crystals with hydrogen-
bonded molecular chains in their lattices surprisingly exhibit
the spectral properties similar to the analogous properties of
cyclic hydrogen bond dimer spectra from the “a” and “c”
groups (e.g., acetic acid [30], N-methylthioacetamide [42],
or acetanilide [18] crystals). In the latest case the exciton
interactions of the “side-to-side” (SS) type involve the closely
spaced hydrogen bonds where each moiety belongs to a
diﬀerent chain. In molecules of this group, large π-electronic
systems are absent. Only carbonyl or thiocarbonyl groups,
each with a small π-electronic system, are present in these
molecules.
From the above-presented data, it results that the way of
realization of the vibrational exciton interactions in various
hydrogen bond aggregates (cyclic dimers, infinite chains),
aﬀecting the νX−H and νX−H band fine structures, does not
directly depend on the hydrogen bond system geometry.
It is rather determined by the electronic structure of the
associating molecules.
7. Theoretical Approach Proposed
The dipole-dipole interaction model, widely used for a
simplified description of the exciton interactions between
hydrogen bonds, seems to be nonadequate in the explanation
of the wide diversity of the spectra of cyclic hydrogen bond
dimers. There is some experimental data indicating that these
couplings do not always occur as “through-space” and they
are also widespread by the hydrogen bond electrons as well as
by electrons of the molecular skeletons. Therefore, in terms
of the theory of molecular vibrational excitons [43, 44],
the exciton interaction integrals in some cases may also
considerably strongly depend on the electronic coordinates.
In advantageous circumstances, resulting from a proper
electronic structure of the associating molecules, the proton
stretching vibrations can induce electric current oscillating
around a cyclic hydrogen bond dimer, or in the other case,
oscillating along a hydrogen bond chain. However, only the
totally symmetric proton vibrations are able to eﬀectively
induce the electric current in the ring or in the chain,
while the nontotally symmetric vibrations are inactive in
this mechanism, since currents induced in each individual
hydrogen bond are annihilated in a dimer. The formalism
of the model of the electric current generated by oscillating
protons in cyclic hydrogen bond dimers was proposed by
Nafie three decades ago [45].
In the scope of the considerations given above, it seems
justified to treat formally a cyclic hydrogen bond dimer
by the following two ways, taking into account the exciton
interactions in the system.
(1) As a closed chain in which the adjacent hydrogen
bonds are strongly exciton-coupled, similarly as in
the chain associates in pyrazole [40] and 4-thio-
pyridone [41] crystals. This is the coupling of the
TH type occurring around the molecular cycle. This
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way the coupling occurs via the easy-polarizable
electrons on the π-orbitals. Therefore, the cyclic
dimer spectrum is fairly similar to the spectrum of
a chain system, with a low intensity of the higher-
frequency band branch.
(2) As a pair of partially independent hydrogen bonds,
which remains only “through-space” exciton coupled.
It can be considered as a coupling of the SS type,
without the generation of the ring electric current in
the dimer. This behavior characterizes the associated
molecular systems with no large π-electronic systems
in their structures, where only small π-electronic
systems are present in carbonyl and thiocarbonyl
groups. In these circumstances, the dimeric spectra
are of the standard form, with a low intensity of the
lower-frequency νX−H band branch. For the quantita-
tive description of the exciton interactions involving
hydrogen bonds, influencing the dimer spectra, the
dipole-dipole model is suﬃciently adequate.
The νX−H band shapes in the two types of the dimer
spectra are related one with the other by the approximate
mirror reflection symmetry. In the case 1, the lower-intensity
spectral branch appears in the higher-frequency range and is
generated by the quasiforbidden vibrational transition in a
dimer, occurring to the excited state of the totally symmetric
proton stretching vibrations. In case 2 the lower intensity
spectral branch appears in the lower-frequency range. It
corresponds with the quasi-forbidden vibrational transition
in a dimer. The above-presented spectral properties of
diverse hydrogen bond cyclic dimers may allow explaining
the thermal evolution eﬀects in the hydrogen bond IR spectra
of carboxylic acid crystals.
It seems that in order to explain the temperature eﬀects in
the IR spectra of cyclic hydrogen bond dimers the following
hypothesis concerning the mechanisms of the spectra gener-
ation should be accepted: let us assume that two competing
mechanisms of vibrational exciton interactions involving
hydrogen bonds in cyclic dimers are simultaneously respon-
sible for the formation of the νX−H band contour shapes.
The contribution of each individual mechanism depends
on the electronic structure of the associating molecules, on
the electronic properties of the heavy atoms forming the
hydrogen bridges as well as on temperature.
(A) The first mechanism depends on the “side-to-side”
(SS)-type vibrational exciton coupling between the
hydrogen bonds in cyclic dimers. In this case, the
dimer hydrogen bonds interact one with the other as
through-space via the van der Waals forces.
(B) The other mechanism assumes a “tail-to-head” (TH)-
type exciton coupling involving the hydrogen bonds
in the dimers. These interactions occur around the
cycles via electrons.
The “B” mechanism seems to be privileged in the case
of the particular kind of associated molecules, in which
hydrogen bonds couple with large π-electronic systems, for
example, for aromatic carboxylic acid molecules. The “A”
mechanism seems to dominate in the case of molecular
systems with small π-electronic systems, for example, for
aliphatic carboxylic acid molecules.
It seems obvious that for an individual hydrogen-bonded
dimeric system the contribution of each mechanism is tem-
perature dependent. For molecules with large π-electronic
systems directly coupled with the hydrogen bonds, the “B”
mechanism should be privileged at very low temperatures.
Temperature growth, influencing the increase of atomic
vibration amplitudes, should annihilate the electric current
induced by the totally symmetric proton vibrations in the
cycles. In these circumstances, the role of the “A” mechanism
increases, namely, of the “through-space” vibrational exciton
coupling between the hydrogen bonds in a dimer. This
should, therefore, result in a particularly strong temperature-
induced evolution of the νX−H bands, especially in the case of
the spectra of 2-thiopyridone [37] and 2-pyridone [38] type
dimers. Even when the lower-frequency branch of the band
is less intense when compared with the higher-frequency
one, the temperature decrease till 77 K causes its considerable
intensity growth, and in these circumstances the lower-
frequency branch becomes more intense than the higher-
frequency band branch.
In the spectra of cyclic dimers, with only small π-
electronic systems in the associating molecules, the tempera-
ture decrease usually does not cause a considerable intensity
growth of the lower-frequency band branch. It still remains
less intense when compared with the higher-frequency
branch of the band. It means that, due to the molecular
electronic properties of this group of dimers, the “B” mecha-
nism cannot be activated eﬀectively enough even at very low
temperatures.
8. Spectral Consequences of the Model for
Carboxylic Acids
From the above assumptions, it results the choice of the
proper way of the model calculations of the νX−H and νX−D
band contours in IR spectra of hydrogen bond dimers. In the
limits of the proposed approach, a theoretical spectrum of
the model system can be derived, formally treated as a super-
position of two component spectra, where each individual
spectrum corresponds with a diﬀerent mechanism of the
exciton interactions, SS (A) and TH (B), involving the dimer
hydrogen bonds. In terms of the “strong-coupling” theory
[6–8], in each exciton interaction mechanism case, the νX−H
band in the dimeric spectrum is a superposition of two
component bands, “Plus” and “Minus,” each of a diﬀerent
origin.
The “Plus” band is generated by the dipole allowed tran-
sition to the excited state of the nontotally symmetric proton
stretching vibrations in a centrosymmetric dimer, belonging
to the Au representation. On the other hand, the “Minus”
band is connected with the symmetry forbidden transition
to the Ag-symmetry state of the totally symmetric proton
vibrations in the dimers, activated by a vibronic mechanism
[35]. In the case when the mechanism “A” exclusively decides
about the dimer spectra generation mechanism, the “Minus”
band appears in the lower “B” mechanism frequency range in
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relation to the “Plus” band location. In the other case, when
the “B” mechanism governs the dimer spectra generation,
the two component bands appear in the reverse sequence
than in the case “A.” It means that in the case of the “B”
mechanism governing the spectra generation, the “Minus”
band representing the forbidden transition appears in the
higher-frequency range than the “Plus” band connected with
the allowed transition.
9. Model Calculations of the Band Contours
In the two cases, A and B, model calculations, aiming at
reconstituting of the “residual” νO−H and νO−D band shapes,
were performed within the limits of the “strong-coupling”
theory, for a model centrosymmetric O–H· · ·O hydrogen
bond dimeric system. [6–8, 46]. We assumed that the
main νO−H and νO−D band shaping mechanism involved
strongly anharmonically coupled the high-frequency proton
(or deuteron) stretching vibrations and the low-frequency
O· · ·O hydrogen bridge stretching vibrational motions.
Calculation of the hydrogen bond system IR spectra in
terms of the “strong-coupling” model allows to obtain results
fairly comparable with the results of the spectra calculation
performed using the “relaxation” theory [9, 10, 47–49].
According to the formalism of the “strong-coupling”
theory [6–8, 46], the νO−H band shape of a dimer depends on
the following system of dimensionless coupling parameters:
(i) on the distortion parameter, “bH”, and (ii) on the
resonance interaction parameters, “CO” and “C1”. The “bH”
parameter describes the change in the equilibrium geometry
for the low-energy hydrogen bond stretching vibrations,
accompanying the excitation of the high-frequency proton
stretching vibrations νO−H. The “CO” and “C1” parameters
are responsible for the exciton interactions between the
hydrogen bonds in a dimer. They denote the subsequent
expansion coeﬃcients in the series on developing the
resonance interaction integral “C” with respect to the normal
coordinates of the νO···O low-frequency stretching vibrations
of the hydrogen bond. This is in accordance with the formula:
C = CO + C1Q1, (1)
whereQ1 represents the totally symmetric normal coordinate
for the low-frequency hydrogen bridge stretching vibrations
in the dimer. This parameter system is closely related to the
intensity distribution in the dimeric νN−H band. The “bH”
and “C1” parameters are directly related to the dimeric νN−H
component bandwidth. The “CO” parameter defines the
splitting of the component bands of the dimeric spectrum
corresponding to the excitation of the proton vibrational
motions of diﬀerent symmetries, Ag and Au. In its simplest,
original version, the “strong-coupling” model predicts reduc-
tion of the distortion parameter value for the deuterium
bond systems according to the relation:
bH =
√
2bD. (2)
For the “ CO” and “C1” resonance interaction parameters,
the theory predicts the isotopic eﬀect expressed by the 1.0
to
√
2-fold reduction of the parameter values for D-bonded
dimeric systems.
As the consequence of the “strong-coupling” model, the
νO−H and νO−D band contour fine structures were treated as
a superposition of two component bands. They correspond
to the excitation of the two kinds of proton stretching
vibrations, each exhibiting a diﬀerent symmetry. In the case
of the A exciton coupling mechanism and for the Ci point
symmetry group of the model dimer, the excitation of the
Ag vibrations in the dimer generates the lower-frequency
transition branch of the νO−H band when the Au vibrations
are responsible for the higher-frequency band branch. In the
case of the B mechanism, the component subbands appear in
reverse sequence.
Here, we consider an identical anharmonic coupling
parameter system for the two individual mechanism cases
A and B although diversification of the coupling parameter
value systems seems to be better justified. We assume the con-
tribution of each mechanism as governed by a Boltzmann-
type relation. In addition, for the statistical weight param-
eters of each individual mechanism, PA(T) and PB(T), one
must distinguish which state is dominant, that is, when the
SS (A) state is of the lower energy and the TH (B) state is
of a higher energy value and vice versa. In order to repro-
duce the temperature dependence of experimental spectra
particularly for its width and the position of its first moment,
we used for the PABA (T) exponential temperature dependence
according to
PABA (T) = 1− exp
(
− α
AB
kBT
)
, (3)
where is αAB the activation energy parameter when the SS
state is dominant and kB is the constant of Boltzmann. In
such circumstance, PABB (T) takes the following expression:
PABB (T) = exp
(
− α
AB
kBT
)
, (4)
It is interesting to note that, in the case of A, for very
low temperatures, the statistical weight PABA (T) parameter
is close to 1.0 and PABB (T) is almost equal 0.0. In these
circumstances, the SS-type interaction is the basic type of
the exciton coupling involving the dimer hydrogen bonds.
For high temperatures, the PABB (T) parameter values are
diﬀerent from 0.0 and they are intermediate between 0.0
and 1.0 (rather closer to 0.5) and PABA (T) approaches 0.5.
When the temperature increases, PABB (T) also increases. It
means that, the TH coupling, occurring via the electric
current in the ring is activated in higher temperatures in
a magnitude depending of the energy gap between these
two states of the vibrationally excited dimer. From our
experimental estimations, the energy gap for some dimeric
system cases is relatively large and in another cases it may be
relatively low.
In the case B, where the TH state is of a lower
energy value, we assume the same formula but the energy
barrier αBA height is relatively low. In such a circumstance,
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the statistical weight parameters, PA(T) and PB(T), may be
written as follows:
PBAA (T) = exp
(
− α
BA
kBT
)
,
PBAB (T) = 1− exp
(
− α
BA
kBT
)
.
(5)
As we can see, for very low temperatures, PABA (T) may be
practically equal to 1.0. For this kind of dimeric systems, the
TH-type exciton coupling is the basic natural way in which
the inter-hydrogen bond interactions occur. The growth in
temperature annihilates this way of the coupling, due to the
vanishing of the electronic current induced in the cycles,
accompanied by large-amplitude thermal motions of atoms
in the dimers. For high temperatures, PABA (T) decreases and
becomes of an intermediate value between 0.0 and 1.0 (rather
closer to 0.5), while the statistical weight PABA (T) grows
declining from 0.0 up to 0.5. The energy gap between the
two states in some molecular cases is usually relatively large,
and in other cases it may be relatively small. It depends
of the electronic properties of the associating molecules
forming the dimers. From our experimental data, it can be
concluded that the cases A and B represent the extreme
cases of the interhydrogen bond coupling in cyclic hydrogen
bond dimers. There are also many systems exhibiting an
intermediate behavior. For a relatively small magnitude of
the absolute values of the energy barrier height, the two cases
A and B are practically nondistinguishable.
The theoretical spectra reconstituting the νO−H band
contours measured at the two diﬀerent temperatures, 293 K
and 77 K, were calculated in terms of the two diﬀerent
individual coupling mechanisms, SS and TH, which generate
the two component bands, “plus” and “minus” in a diﬀerent
sequence. The following coupling parameter values, identical
in both molecular system cases, were used.
For the 2-furanacetic acid crystal spectra: bH = 1.6, C0 =
1.5, C1 = −0.2, F+ = 1.0, F− = 0.2, ΩO···O = 100 cm−1, and
we used the same parameter system for calculation of the 2-
furanacrylic acid crystal spectra: bH = 1.6, C0 = 1.5, C1 =−0.2,
F+ = 1.0, F− = 0.2, ΩO···O = 100 cm−1.
The F+ and F− symbols denote the statistical weight
parameters for the “plus” and “minus” theoretically derived
subspectra contributing at the band formation.
The coupling parameter values used for calculation of the
νO−D band contour shapes were as follows.
For 2-furanacetic acid crystal, spectrum bD = 0.7, C0 =
0.7, C1 = −0.1, F+ = 1.0, F− = 0.2, ΩO....O= 100 cm−1 and for
2-furanacrylic acid crystal spectrum: bH = 0.7, C0 = 0.7, C1 =
−0.1, F+ = 1.0, F− = 0.2, ΩO···O = 100 cm−1.
For the 2-furanacetic acid crystal spectra the statistical
weight parameter ratio, PA(T): PB(T), for the SS and TH
mechanisms was estimated as equal to 1.0 : 0.0 in the case of
the room temperature spectrum reconstitution. For the low-
temperature spectrum case, this parameter ratio value is very
similar and equal to 1.0 : 0.0. Among various parameter ratio
values for the SS and TH mechanisms contributing in the
band generation, this parameter ratio value allowed for the
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Figure 14: The theoretically derived νO−H band contours calculated
in terms of the “strong-coupling” theory in the limits of the two
diﬀerent vibrational exciton coupling mechanisms involving the
cyclic dimer hydrogen bonds, that is, “side-to-side” (SS) and “tail-to-
head” (TH). (a) The SS coupling mechanism. (b) The TH coupling
mechanism. (I) The “minus” band. (II) The “plus” band (III)
Superposition of the I and II spectra, each taken with its appro-
priate individual statistical weight parameter, F− and F+. In both
mechanism cases, the same coupling parameter value system was
used for calculations: bH = 1.4, C0 = 1.5, C1 = −0.2, F+ = 1.0,
F− = 0.2, ΩO···O = 100 cm−1. The transition frequencies are in the
ωO···O vibrational quantum units, and the transition frequencies
are expressed with respect to the gravity center of the hypothetical
spectrum of a monomeric hydrogen bond in the cyclic hydrogen
bond dimer. Transition intensities are in arbitrary units.
most adequate reproduction of the temperature eﬀect in the
crystal spectra.
For the 2-furanacrylic acid crystal spectra, the statistical
weight parameter ratio, PA(T) : PB(T), for the SS and TH
mechanisms were estimated as equal to 0.35 : 0.65 in the case
of the room temperature spectrum reconstitution. For the
low-temperature spectrum case, this parameter ratio value
is equal to 0.55 : 0.45.
In Figures 14 and 15, we present the theoretical νO−H and
νO−D band contours calculated in terms of the two individual
mechanisms of the vibrational exciton interactions involving
the dimer hydrogen bonds, SS and TH.
In Figures 16 and 17, the evolution of the νO−H and
νO−D band contour shapes accompanying the variation in the
relative contribution of the SS and TH coupling mechanisms
in generation of a dimeric spectra is shown. Similar band
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Figure 15: The theoretically derived νO−D band contours calculated
in terms of the “strong-coupling” theory in the limits of the two
diﬀerent vibrational exciton coupling mechanisms involving the
cyclic dimer hydrogen bonds, that is, “side-to-side” (SS) and “tail-to-
head” (TH). (a) The SS coupling mechanism. (b) The TH coupling
mechanism. (I) The “minus” band. (II) The “plus” band. (III)
Superposition of the spectra I and II, each taken with its appro-
priate individual statistical weight parameter, F− and F+. In both
mechanism cases, the same coupling parameter value system was
used for calculations: bH = 0.7, C0 = 0.7, C1 = −0.2, F+ = 1.0,
F− = 0.2, ΩO···O = 100 cm−1. The transition frequencies are in the
ωO···O vibrational quantum units, and the transition frequencies
are expressed with respect to the gravity center of the hypothetical
spectrum of a monomeric hydrogen bond in the cyclic deuterium
bond dimer. Transition intensities are in arbitrary units.
shape evolution accompanies temperature changes during
the spectral experiments.
From the comparison of the corresponding calculated
and experimental spectra, it results that the intensity distri-
bution patterns and the temperature eﬀects in the spectra
of the two diﬀerent crystalline systems have been at least
semiquantitatively reproduced via the model calculations.
10. Spectra of 2-Furanacetic and 2-Furanacrylic
Acid Crystals
On comparing the IR spectra of the hydrogen bond for the
two crystalline systems, essential diﬀerences analyzed crys-
talline spectra othe νO−H and νO−D bands. In the case of 2-
furanacetic acid spectra, the fine structure pattern of each
band, νO−H and νO−D, is relatively simple. Each band consists
of a low number of well-separated spectral lines. In the
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Figure 16: Temperature-induced evolution of the νO−H band
contour shapes accompanying the variation in the contribution rate
of the two diﬀerent exciton coupling mechanisms, that is, “side-
to-side” (SS) and “tail-to-head” (TH). Numerical reproduction of
the temperature eﬀect in the spectra of hydrogen-bonded (a) 2-
furanacetic acid crystal (b) 2-furanacrylic acid crystal. The relative
contribution ratio of the SS and TH mechanisms in the νO−H band
generation is, for 2-furanacetic acid crystal: 0.95 : 0.05 at 293 K and
0.95 : 0.05 at 77 K and for 2-furanacrylic acid crystal: 0.65 : 0.35 at
293 K and 0.40 : 0.60 at 77 K. The experimental spectra are shown
in inset.
spectra of 2-furanacrylic acid, each considered band is
composed of a noticeably larger number of lines (ca. 2 times
larger). It seems to prove a more complex mechanism of
the spectra generation in the case of 2-furanacrylic acid in
relation to the mechanism governing the spectra generation
of 2-furanacetic acid.
The analyzed crystalline spectra of 2-furanacetic acid
seem to fully belong to the case A. On the other hand, the
crystalline spectra of 2-furanacrylic acid seem to satisfy the
demands of the case B. The analyzed diﬀerence in the spectral
properties of arylacetic acid dimers and the arylacrylic acid
dimers most probably results from the influences exerted on
to the hydrogen bond dimers, present in the (COOH)2 cycles,
by the aromatic rings. The direct contact between the furan
rings with carboxyl groups (arylcarboxylic, furanacrylic, and
thiopheneacrylic acids) most likely influences the electric
charge density in the (COOH)2 cycles. This in turn strength-
ens the vibronic mechanism of the electronic current gen-
eration in the hydrogen bond cycles [45]. Separation of
the carboxyl groups from aromatic rings by methylene
14 Journal of Atomic, Molecular, and Optical Physics
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Figure 17: Temperature-induced evolution of the νO−D band-
contour shapes accompanying the variation in the contribution rate
of the two diﬀerent exciton coupling mechanisms, that is, “side-
to-side” (SS) and “tail-to-head” (TH). Numerical reproduction of
the temperature eﬀect in the spectra of deuterium-bonded: (a) 2-
furanacetic acid crystal (b) 2-furanacrylic acid crystal.The relative
contribution ratio of the SS and TH mechanism in the νO−D band
generation is, for 2-furanacetic acid crystal: 0.95 : 0.05 at 293 K and
0.95 : 0.05 at 77 K and for 2-furanacrylic acid crystal: 0.65 : 0.35 at
293 K and 0.40 : 0.60 at 77 K. The experimental spectra are shown
in inset.
groups (arylacetic acids, furanacetic acids, and thiopheneacetic
acids) eﬀectively weakens the vibronic coupling mechanism.
Therefore, these latter systems belong to the A case.
The analyzed spectral properties of the two diﬀerent
crystalline systems, 2-furanacetic acid and 2-furanacrylic acid,
are in a good agreement with the described above vibrational
exciton interaction mechanisms of the spectra generation
for cyclic hydrogen bond dimer. This remains in a close
relation to the electronic properties of the two carboxylic
acid molecules. For 2-furanacetic acid dimers, the exciton
interactions involving the dimer hydrogen bonds of a SS-
type is only weakly temperature dependent. In the case of 2-
furanacrylic acid dimers, due to their electronic structure, the
interhydrogen bond exciton coupling mechanism changes its
character along with the changes in temperature. At very low
temperatures, the TH-type interactions, transferred in the
(COOH)2 cycles via electrons are dominating. When tem-
perature increases, this mechanism becomes less privileged
as being annihilated by the hydrogen-bond atom thermal
vibrational motions. It is replaced by the other mechanism
depending of the SS-type interactions. Each individual
mechanism generates its own spectrum characterized by
its unique intensity distribution pattern. Therefore, the
νO−H and νO−D bands in the spectra of 2-furanacrylic acid
crystals exhibit more complex fine structure patterns, since
they are superposition of two diﬀerent spectra, where each
component spectrum is of a diﬀerent origin. Each com-
ponent spectrum contributing to the νO−H and νO−D band
formation, with its statistical weight parameter depended of
temperature, corresponds with another exciton interaction
mechanism in the cyclic hydrogen bond dimers in the lattice.
Spectra of 2-thiopheneacrylic acid crystals [50] exhibit
qualitatively fairly similar properties as the spectra of 2-
furanacrylic acid crystals. Their νO−H and νO−D bands also
demonstrate complex and dense fine structure patterns. They
also show very similar temperature eﬀects when compared
with the corresponding spectra of 2-furanacrylic acid crystals.
In turn, the spectra of 2-thiopheneacetic acid crystals [50]
exhibit qualitatively very similar properties as the spectra
of 2-furanacetic acid crystals. Their νO−H and νO−D bands
also exhibit relatively simple fine structure patterns. They
also demonstrate fairly similar temperature eﬀects when
compared with the corresponding spectra of 2-furanacetic
acid crystals.
From the comparison of the spectra of the two diﬀerent
groups of carboxylic acid crystals, it results that the electronic
structure of the associating molecules is the main factor
determining the crystal spectral properties in IR, diﬀerenti-
ating the spectral properties of the two groups of hydrogen-
bonded systems. Namely, the temperature eﬀects registered
in IR spectra of the hydrogen bond in carboxylic acid crystals
remain in a close connection with the electronic spectra of
the associating molecules forming cyclic hydrogen-bonded
dimers in the lattices.
11. The Problem of the Vibrational Selection
Breaking in IR Spectra of Centrosymmetric
Hydrogen Bond Dimers
The mechanism proposed in this paper for understanding
the sources of temperature eﬀects in the IR spectra of cyclic
centrosymmetric hydrogen bond dimers explains the gener-
ation of the lower-frequency νO−H and νO−D band branches
of extremely high intensities in IR spectra of carboxylic
acid crystals. However, at this stage, the relation with the
formerly published vibronic mechanism of the vibrational
rule selection breaking in the IR spectra of centrosymmetric
hydrogen bond dimers [35] ought to be discussed since both
mechanisms can generate and also explain qualitatively fairly
similar spectral eﬀects.
The vibronic mechanism was originally elaborated in the
past for the understanding of the fine structure patterns of
the published earlier IR spectra of the cyclic, centrosym-
metric N–H· · · S bond dimers formed by 2-thiopyridone
and 2-mercaptobenzothiazole molecules as well as extremely
nonregular H/D isotopic eﬀects in the spectra [37, 39,
51]. The isotopic eﬀects were expressed by the unusually
narrow νN−D bands in correspondence to the very wide
νN−H bands characterized by complex fine structure pat-
terns. In terms of the vibronic model, these eﬀects were
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explained by the disappearance of the intensity of the
lower-frequency branch of the νN−D bands attributed to the
N–D bond totally symmetric stretching vibrations in the
dimers, due to the weakening of the forbidden transition
promotion mechanism [35]. In the case of the νN−H bands,
the promotion mechanism was eﬀective enough generating
the forbidden transition spectral branch of noticeably high
intensity. Nevertheless, this branch appeared to be less
intense when compared with the allowed transition, higher-
frequency branch of the νN−H band. The vibronic model
ascribed these eﬀects to the diﬀerence in the proton and
deuteron vibration anharmonicity and to the extremely
high polarizability of the N–H· · · S hydrogen bonds in 2-
thiopyridone and 2-mercaptobenzothiazole dimers. These
factors were considered as responsible for the magnitude of
the vibrational selection rule breaking eﬀects in the dimeric
IR spectra [35].
The IR spectra of carboxylic acid crystals with cyclic
dimers in their lattices considerably diﬀer by the analogous
H/D isotopic eﬀects from the spectra of the N–H· · · S
bonded dimers [22–27, 37, 39]. In the case of carboxylic
acid crystals practically no impact of the isotopic substitution
onto the relative intensity of the lower-frequency band
branch intensities of the νO−H and νO−D bands in relation to
the corresponding higher-frequency band branch intensities.
can be noticed. Also the incidentally observed very high
intensities of the forbidden transition bands distinguish these
IR spectra of carboxylic acid crystals. This proves that the
spectra generation mechanism for the carboxylic acid dimers
in the crystals essentially diﬀers from the vibronic selection
rule breaking mechanism [35].
The following question arises in the scope of our latest
estimations: should the vibronic mechanism be definitively
rejected as inadequate in the description of the IR spectral
properties of centrosymmetric hydrogen bond dimers, espe-
cially carboxylic acid dimers in the solid state?
From our hitherto studies of IR spectra of hydrogen-
bonded molecular crystals, it results that the two diﬀerent
mechanisms forming the band structures act parallel, each
with its individual statistical weight, depending of the
electronic properties of the molecular systems forming the
dimers. In the case of cyclic dimeric N–H· · · S bonded
molecular systems, the vibronic mechanism appeared to be
relatively very suﬃcient, leading to the appearance of intense
forbidden transition νN−H band branches. On the other
hand, the νN−D bands are extremely narrow as practically
devoid of the forbidden band branch [37, 39]. The vibronic
mechanism is also eﬀective in the generation of IR spectra
of crystals with infinite open chains of hydrogen bonded
molecules, for example, N-methylthioacetamide [42] or N-
phenylacrylamide [52] crystals. Also the H/D isotopic eﬀects
in their spectra are fairly similar to the analogous isotopic
eﬀects in the corresponding spectra of the N–H· · · S bonded
cyclic dimers. In these chain structures, centrosymmetric
hydrogen bond dimeric systems are composed of hydrogen
bonds, where each moiety belongs to another chain of asso-
ciated molecules penetrating a unit cell. Most probably, the
chain structure of the molecular associates, which excludes
the possibility of the induction to circulating electric currents
in such dimers, as well as the polarization properties of
these hydrogen bonds, is responsible for the existence of the
vibronic mechanism [35] in the pure form, influencing the
band contour formation.
For the carboxylic acid dimer spectra, the mechanism
proposed in this work is dominant regardless of the elec-
tronic structure of the substituent atomic groups linked to
the carboxyl groups in the molecules. On the basis of the
“state-of-art” in the spectral studies of the hydrogen bond
systems in molecular crystals, the H/D isotopic eﬀects in the
spectra seem to be the main criterion for distinguishing these
two individual mechanisms. However, this problem demands
further intensive studies in the future.
12. Conclusions
In this paper, we report experimental and theoretical study
of IR spectra of 2-furanacetic acid and of 2-furanacrylic acid
crystals measured at 293 K and 77 K in the νO−H and νO−D
band frequency ranges. The corresponding spectra of the
two individual systems strongly diﬀer. Indeed, in the case
of 2-furanacetic acid spectra, the fine structure pattern of
each band, νO−H and νO−D, is relatively simple. Each band
consists of a low number of well-separated spectral lines. In
the spectra of 2-furanacrylic acid, each considered band is
composed of a noticeably larger number of lines. In addition,
the temperature eﬀect characterizing the bands is not the
same for the two compounds. The results presented in this
paper for 2-furanacetic acid and 2-furanacrylic acid allow for
the following observations and conclusions.
(1) The crystal IR spectral properties remain in a close
relation with the electronic structure of the two dif-
ferent molecular systems. The vibronic coupling
mechanism involving the hydrogen bond protons
and the electrons on the π-electronic systems in the
molecules determines the way in which the vibra-
tional exciton coupling between the hydrogen bonds
in the carboxylic acid dimers occurs.
(2) The analyzed spectral properties of the two dif-
ferent crystalline systems, 2-furanacetic acid and 2-
furanacrylic acid, are in a good agreement with the
vibrational exciton interaction mechanisms of the
spectra generation for cyclic hydrogen bond dimer.
(3) For 2-furanacetic acid dimers, the exciton interac-
tions involving the dimer hydrogen bonds of the
SS type are only weakly temperature dependent. A
weak “through-space” coupling in 2-furanacetic acid
dimers of a van der Waals type is responsible for the
SS-type coupling.
(4) In the case of 2-furanacrylic acid dimers, due to their
electronic molecular structure, the interhydrogen
bond exciton coupling mechanism strongly changes
its character along with the changes in temperature.
Strong coupling in 2-furanacrylic acid dimers prefers
a TH-type Davydov coupling widespread by the π-
electrons. At very low temperatures, the TH-type
interactions, transferred in the (COOH)2 cycles via
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electrons are dominating. This mechanism becomes
less privileged at higher temperature as annihilated
by the hydrogen-bond atom thermal vibrational
motions.
(5) Each individual mechanism, that is, the TH and
SS, generates its own spectrum characterized by its
unique individual intensity distribution pattern. As
we can see, the νO−H and νO−D bands in the spectra of
2-furanacrylic acid crystals exhibit more complex fine
structure patterns, since they are superposition of two
diﬀerent spectra, where each component spectrum
is of a diﬀerent origin. Each component spectrum
contributing to the νO−H and νO−D bands formation,
with its temperature-dependent statistical weight,
corresponds with the diﬀerent exciton interaction
mechanism, TH or SS, acting in the cyclic hydrogen
bond dimers in the lattice. This explains the observed
diﬀerence in the temperature-induced evolution of
the compared spectra.
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Theoretical model for vibrational interactions in the hydrogen-bonded benzoic acid dimer is presented. The model takes into
account anharmonic-type couplings between the high-frequency O–H and the low-frequency O· · ·O stretching vibrations in
two hydrogen bonds, resonance interactions between two hydrogen bonds in the dimer, and Fermi resonance between the O–H
stretching fundamental and the first overtone of the O–H in-plane bending vibrations. The model is used for theoretical simulation
of the O–H stretching IR absorption bands of benzoic acid dimers in the gas phase in the first excited singlet state. Ab initio CIS and
CIS(D)/CIS/6-311++G(d,p) calculations have been carried out in the A˜ state of tropolone. The grids of potential energy surfaces
along the coordinates of the tunneling vibration and the low-frequency coupled vibration have been calculated. Two-dimensional
model potentials have been fitted to the calculated potential energy surfaces. The tunneling splittings for vibrationally excited
states have been calculated and compared with the available experimental data. The model potential energy surfaces give good
estimation of the tunneling splittings in the vibrationally ground and excited states of tropolone, and explain monotonic decrease
in tunneling splittings with the excitation of low-frequency out-of-plane modes and increase of the tunneling splittings with the
excitation of low-frequency planar modes.
1. Introduction
There is recently a considerable interest in studies of hydro-
gen-bonded carboxylic acid dimers. The main reason comes
from the fact that they constitute good models to study sys-
tems with two interacting intermolecular hydrogen bonds.
Of special interest is the process of double proton tunneling
along hydrogen bonds in both the ground and excited
electronic states.
Electronic spectroscopy of hydrogen-bonded dimers has
recently received considerable attention due to significant
development and the widespread use of supersonic free jet
techniques. Many investigators still use classical spectros-
copic techniques, such as the vibrational spectroscopy, to
study hydrogen-bonded complexes in their ground elec-
tronic states.
It is well known that vibrational spectra provide physical
information on the dynamics of hydrogen bonds. The most
prominent spectral changes resulting from H bond forma-
tion occur in the IR spectra, especially in the region of
the X–H stretching bands (νs): decrease in the frequency of
the νs stretching mode, increase of its intensity, broadening of
the bands and appearance of a complex fine structure. These
spectacular features of the infrared absorption band of the νs
mode have been a subject of several theoretical studies [1–
11].
An anharmonic-type coupling between the high-fre-
quency X–H stretching and the low-frequency X· · ·Y
hydrogen bond stretching vibration, described in a quantum
mechanical way by Mare´chal and Witkowski [1] is an
important mechanism responsible for the unique structure
of νs bands of hydrogen-bonded systems. Another important
mechanism influencing the fine structure of νs band is Fermi
resonance. Theoretical quantum mechanical model treating
this mechanism was proposed by Witkowski and Wo´jcik [3]
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for a single hydrogen bond and by Wo´jcik [4] for hydrogen-
bonded dimers.
Benzoic acid is the simplest aromatic carboxylic acid
and is also one of the most important acids in chemistry.
The electronic spectra of benzoic acid have been a subject
of extensive studies for a long time. Ito et al. [12] investigated
the eﬀect of dimerization on the UV absorption spectrum.
Baba and Kitamura [13] examined the emission properties
of the monomer and the dimer in glass solution. Baum and
McClure, in series of papers, examined the absorption and
emission spectra of benzoic acid dimers in single crystals of
benzene [14, 15] as well as in hydrocarbon glasses [16, 17].
Later, Poeltl and McVey have reported for the first time the
laser induced fluorescence excitation spectrum [18] and next
the fluorescence emission spectra [19] of jet-cooled benzoic
acid dimers. Tomioka et al. [20] studied the correlation
between the frequencies of intermolecular hydrogen bond
vibrations between the fluorescence excitation and dispersed
fluorescence spectra and concluded that potentials for such
vibrations are aﬀected very little upon electronic excitation.
Significant discovery was made by Remmers and et al. [21].
On the basis of their high resolution ultraviolet rotationally
resolved excitation spectrum of benzoic acid dimer, they have
demonstrated convincingly that the linear and planar (C2h
symmetry) ground state geometry of the dimer is slightly
in-plane bent (Cs symmetry) upon electronic excitation.
Recently Nandi and Chakraborty [22] have reinvestigated the
laser-induced dispersed fluorescence spectra and analyzed
vibronic mode mixing in benzoic acid dimer with aid of
DFT calculations. Among jet spectroscopic techniques there
is increasing use of double resonance methods, which allow
measure, for example, IR absorption of electronically excited
species.
In recent years, infrared spectra of the O–H stretch
region of benzoic acid dimer have been studied in both the
ground and excited electronic state by Florio and et al. [23]
using the FDIR (fluorescence-dip infrared) IR-UV double
resonance method in supersonic jet. The authors have also
computed theoretical IR spectrum of benzoic acid dimer
using anharmonic constants [23, 24]. Benzoic acid has been
also studied in the ground state by traditional spectroscopic
techniques. Infrared spectra of hydrogen-bonded benzoic
acid crystals have been recorded and interpreted theoretically
by Flakus et al. [25–29] and more recently by Boczar et al.
[30] The present work constitutes a development of this
study and is also a continuation of our recent spectroscopic
and theoretical studies of vibrational spectra of hydrogen-
bonded 1-methylthymine [31], acetic acid [32], and salicylic
acid [33]. Theoretical studies on diﬀerent hydrogen-bonded
chemical and biochemical systems in excited electronic states
have been performed in recent years [34–37].
The motion of protons in hydrogen bonds causes great
number of interesting physical eﬀects. Quantum eﬀects, such
as the proton tunneling phenomenon, and strong interac-
tions with vibrating surrounding atoms in hydrogen bonds
are of special interest. The importance of proton tunneling in
chemical and biological systems is well known, for example,
for the DNA base pairing, as discussed by Lo¨wdin [38].
The phenomenon of potential barrier penetration plays
an important role in many branches of physics: quantum
field theory, fission of atomic nuclei, scanning tunneling
microscopy, and solid state physics [39]. In recent decade
appeared several theoretical studies of proton tunneling in
diﬀerent systems [40–49].
Theoretical studies of proton tunneling require the
knowledge of multidimensional potential energy surfaces
which are diﬃcult to obtain from ab initio calculations,
especially for electronically excited states. Tropolone with
its intramolecular hydrogen bond is a model substance for
studying tunneling process in the ground as well as in the
excited electronic state [50–59]. The geometry of tropolone
is presented in Figure 4. Multidimensional proton tunnel-
ing in tropolone has been theoretically studied by Vener et
al. [56] using adiabatic separation of variables. Smedarchina
et al. [57] used instanton approach to account for tunneling
splittings. Takada and Nakamura [58] studied model poten-
tials. On the base of ab initio calculations they proposed
model potential energy surfaces (PES) for electronically
ground X˜ state of tropolone and employed it to analyze
dynamics of proton tunneling. They were however unable to
perform similar calculations for the excited A˜ state. In this
paper we report results of high accuracy ab initio calcula-
tions of the potential energy surface in the excited A˜ state of
tropolone. We fit two-dimensional analytical model poten-
tials to these surfaces and by solving the two-dimensional
vibrational problems, we interpret observed splittings and
their dependence on vibrational excitations in the laser flu-
orescence excitation spectra of jet-cooled tropolone [53, 54].
This work constitutes improvement of previous approach of
Wo´jcik et al. [59] to multidimensional proton tunneling in
the excited state of tropolone.
This review presents results published in [60, 61]. In
Section 2 we present theoretical interpretation of vibrational
interactions in hydrogen bonds in benzoic acid dimer in the
first excited electronic state and interpret its experimental
FDIR spectrum recorded by Florio et al. [23]. The theoretical
model describing these interactions is proposed and used
to simulate the fine structure of the O–H stretching IR
absorption band in the S1 electronic state. In addition
quantum mechanical ab initio calculations have been made
in order to obtain the excited state structure of benzoic acid
dimer and its vibrational frequencies. In Section 3 we present
the results of quantum chemical calculations for the A˜ state
of tropolone. We discuss two-dimensional potential models
of the tunneling and interpret experimentally observed
tunneling splittings [53, 54]. Concluding remarks are given
at the end of each section.
2. Theoretical Interpretation of
Vibrational Interactions in Hydrogen
Bonds in Benzoic Acid Dimer in the First
Excited Singlet State S1
2.1. Quantum Chemical Calculations. All calculations have
been carried out using the Gaussian 03 package [62]. The
vertical singlet state energies were obtained by the ab initio
single excitation configuration-interaction calculations at
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Figure 1: Oscillatory motions in the hydrogen bonds in the benzoic
acid dimer considered in the models.
the CIS [63] and CIS(D) [64, 65] levels with the 6-
311++G(d,p) basis set. The calculations were performed for
the five lowest singlet excited states of benzoic acid dimer
starting from the C2h ground state geometry optimized
at B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level. The RHF/6-311++G(d,p)
population analysis was also performed for the ground state
geometry in order to examine the orbitals involved in proper
electronic excitations.
In the first excited singlet state (S1) the geometry of
benzoic acid dimer was optimized and the vibrational fre-
quencies were computed at the CIS/6-311++G(d,p) level.
To ensure reliable frequencies of low-frequency vibrational
modes (with very small force constants), especially inter-
molecular, in the present calculations we used the tight
convergence criteria.
2.2. Theoretical Model. We make the following physical
assumptions in the model of the νs IR bandshapes of the
benzoic acid dimer in the gas phase in its electronic ground
S0 and the first excited S1 state. This model will be use for
quantitative calculations of the spectra.
(1) In our model the basic physical mechanism respon-
sible for the energy and intensity distributions
within the IR O–H stretching absorption band is
an anharmonic-type coupling between the high-fre-
quency O–H stretching vibration and the low-
frequency hydrogen bond O· · ·O stretching vibra-
tion (νσ) in each hydrogen bond. Since the νs
oscillatory motion is at least an order of magnitude
faster than the oscillatory motion νσ , the vibrational
wavefunction for these modes is represented in crude
adiabatic approximation. This approximation is true
only for weak and medium strong hydrogen bonds.
The high-frequency νs vibration determines potential
for the low-frequency νσ vibration in each hydrogen
bond. The νs and νσ vibrations are assumed to be
harmonic.
(2) When νs vibration is excited, there is shift of equilib-
rium position of the potential energy for νσ vibration
(linear distortion). We do not consider change of
force constant after excitation.
(3) In the ground electronic state (S0) the benzoic acid
dimer has C2h symmetry, therefore in the case of two
equivalent intermolecular hydrogen bonds, present
in the dimer, a nonadiabatic resonance interaction
(Davydov coupling) is considered in the degenerate
excited vibrational state of the νs vibrations. This
eﬀect is a vibrational analogue of the vibronic cou-
pling, such as the pseudo-Jahn-Teller eﬀect, occur-
ring in the electronic spectra of symmetric dimers
[64]. From the experimental data it has been con-
cluded that in the first excited electronic state benzoic
acid dimer is in-plane bent as an eﬀect of localised
electronic excitation on one moiety of the dimer
[14, 18, 19, 21].
(4) In our model we also consider Fermi resonance
between the O–H stretching fundamental and the
first overtone of the O–H in-plane bending (νb) in
each hydrogen bond in the dimer.
2.2.1. Vibrational Hamiltonians for The Dimer. Let us con-
sider a planar cyclic dimer of benzoic acid, presented in
Figure 1. In the ground electronic state it has C2h symmetry
with two hydrogen bonds, linking two moieties of the dimer,
related by the symmetry operator Ĉ2 corresponding to two-
fold symmetry axis. Theoretical model of such dimer with
Fermi resonance, presented below, has been developed by
Wo´jcik [4].
We denote by qs,i, qb,i, and Qi (i = 1, 2) the coordinates
of the O–H stretching, O–H in-plane bending, and O· · ·O
hydrogen bond stretching vibrations in the first or second
hydrogen bond (Figure 1). The corresponding frequencies
are denoted by ωs, ωb, Ω.
The vibrational Hamiltonian Ĥ of the dimer has the
form:
Ĥ = T̂(Q1) + T̂(Q2) + ĥs,1 + ĥs,2 + ĥb,1 + ĥb,2
+ Vah,1 + Vah,2 + Vres,
(1)
where T̂(Qi) are the kinetic energy operators of the low-
frequency O· · ·O vibrations; ĥs,i = T̂(qs,i) + U(qs,i,Qi) the
vibrational Hamiltonians of the high frequency O–H stretch-
ing vibrations; ĥb,i = T̂(qb,i) +U(qb,i) vibrational Hamiltoni-
ans of the high-frequency O–H in-plane bending vibrations;
Vah,i anharmonic coupling terms between the O–H stretch-
ing and O–H in-plane bending vibrations; Vres(qs,1, qs,2) is a
resonance coupling between two equivalent hydrogen bonds.
Udenotes the potential energy.
The total vibrational wavefunction Ψ+j′ describing the
first excited state of the νs vibration takes a four-component
form:
Ψ+m = α1ϕ+s,1ϕb,1ϕs,2ϕb,2 + β1ϕs,1ϕ+b,1ϕs,2ϕb,2
+ α2ϕs,1ϕb,1ϕ+s,2ϕb,2 + β2ϕs,1ϕb,1ϕs,2ϕ
+
b,2,
(2)
where ϕs,i(qs,i,Qi) are the eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonians
ĥs,i; ϕb,i(qb,i) the eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonians ĥb,i; and
αi(Q),βi(Q) are the wavefunctions of the hydrogen bond
vibrations νσ , not yet determined.
To determine these wavefunctions and the total vibra-
tional energy we use the variational principle [66]:
δ
〈
Ψ+m
∣∣∣Ĥ∣∣∣Ψ+m〉 = Emδ〈Ψ+m | Ψ+m〉 (3)
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applied to the Schro¨dinger equation with the Hamilto-
nian (1) and the wavefunction (2). With the crude adia-
batic approximation assumed for the νs and νσ vibrations
([T̂(Qi), χs,i] = 0), the eﬀective Hamiltonian Ĥeﬀ for the low-
frequency vibrations νσ takes the four-dimensional matrix
form:
Ĥeﬀ& =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
T̂(Q1) + T̂(Q2) + ε+s,1(Q1) + εs,2(Q2) + εb,1 + εb,2,V
ah
int,V
res
int , 0
V ahint, T̂(Q1) + T̂(Q2) + εs,1(Q1) + εs,2(Q2) + ε
+
b,1 + εb,2, 0, 0
V resint , 0, T̂(Q1) + T̂(Q2) + εs,1(Q1) + ε
+
s,2(Q2) + εb,1 + εb,2,V
ah
int
0, 0,V ahint, T̂(Q1) + T̂(Q2) + εs,1(Q1) + εs,2(Q2) + εb,1 + ε
+
b,2
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦, (4)
where εs,i(Qi) are the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonians ĥs,i, εb,i
the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonians ĥb,i, V ahint the matrix ele-
ment of the anharmonic coupling between excited states of νs
and νb, and V resint is the matrix element of resonance interac-
tion (vibrational analogue of the exchange integral). They are
defined as:
V ahint =
〈
ϕ+s,1ϕb,1ϕs,2ϕb,2
∣∣Vah,1∣∣ϕs,1ϕ+b,1ϕs,2ϕb,2
〉
qs,qb
=
〈
ϕs,1ϕb,1ϕ
+
s,2ϕb,2
∣∣Vah,2∣∣ϕs,1ϕb,1ϕs,2ϕ+b,2
〉
qs,qb
,
V resint =
〈
ϕ+s,1ϕb,1ϕs,2ϕb,2|Vres|ϕs,1ϕb,1ϕ+s,2ϕb,2
〉
qs,qb
.
(5)
The energies εs,i(Qi) of the high-frequency O–H stretching
vibrations in individual hydrogen bonds determine eﬀective
potential for the low-frequency hydrogen bond vibrations.
We assume that these potentials are harmonic with the same
force constant in the ground and excited states of the O–H
stretching vibrations:
εs,i = 12KQ
2
i , ε
+
s,i = R + LQi +
1
2
KQ2i , (6)
where R is the vertical excitation energy, L the linear dis-
tortion parameter, and K is the force constant.
Introducing dimensionless quantities:
qi = Qi
(
MΩ

)1/2
, pi = Pi
(MΩ)1/2
,
b = L
(MΩ3)1/2
,
r = R
Ω
, r′ = R
′
Ω
,
V ah = V
ah
int
Ω
, V res = V
res
int
Ω
,
(7)
where Ω is the angular frequency and M the reduced mass
for the νσ vibration we can rewrite the Hamiltonian (4) in
the following form:
ĥeﬀ = Ĥ
eﬀ
Ω
=
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1
2
2∑
i=1
(
p2i + q
2
i
)
+ bq1 + r,V ah,V res, 0
V ah,
1
2
2∑
i=1
(
p2i + q
2
i
)
+ r′, 0, 0
V res, 0,
1
2
2∑
i=1
(
p2i + q
2
i
)
+ bq2 + r,V ah
0, 0,V ah,
1
2
2∑
i=1
(
p2i + q
2
i
)
+ r′
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.
(8)
Dimensionless parameters r and r′ describe vertical excita-
tion energies to the first excited state of the νs vibration and
to the first overtone of the νb vibration. For exact Fermi
resonance r = r′.
The four-dimensional matrix Hamiltonian (8) can be
reduced to the two-dimensional Hamiltonians ĥ+ and ĥ−
using the symmetry operator Ĉ2. The method of reduction
was devised by Fulton and Gouterman [67]. The Hamiltoni-
ans ĥ+ and ĥ− are given by the formula:
ĥ± =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
1
2
2∑
i=1
(
p2i + q
2
i
)
+ bq1 + r + V resĈ2,V ah
V ah,
1
2
2∑
i=1
(
p2i + q
2
i
)
+ r′
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦. (9)
Eigenfunctions of this Hamitonians have the spinor form:
[
α(m)±
β(m)±
]
. (10)
In the first excited singlet state benzoic acid dimer is
in-plane bent [14, 19, 21]. Such symmetry lowering (from
C2h to Cs) causes that degeneracy is removed and Davydov
coupling significantly decreases. Also two hydrogen bonds
are no longer equivalent, thus the model parameters (linear
distortion b, vertical excitation energies r and r′, and matrix
elements describing Fermi resonance V ahint must be diﬀer-
ent for two hydrogen bonds. Since benzoic acid dimer is
no longer centrosymmetric in the S1 state, the eﬀective
matrix Hamiltonian (8) cannot be reduced in this case to
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Table 1: Calculated wavelengths of electronic transitions to the three lowest allowed [1] (π, π∗) states of benzoic acid dimer.
Electronic state Experiment [16, 18] CIS/6-311++G(d,p) CIS(D)/6-311++G(d,p)
S1 (Bu) 280 nm (35724 cm−1) 214 nm 248 nm
S2 (Bu) 230 nm 211 nm 204 nm
S3 (Au) 190 nm 178 nm 182 nm
two-dimensional Hamiltonians by the Fulton-Gouterman
method and takes the following form:
ĥeﬀ(S1) =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1
2
2∑
i=1
(
p2i + q
2
i
)
+ bq1 + r1,V ah1 ,V
res, 0
V ah1 ,
1
2
2∑
i=1
(
p2i + q
2
i
)
+ r′1, 0, 0
V res, 0,
1
2
2∑
i=1
(
p2i + q
2
i
)
+ bq2 + r2,V ah2
0, 0,V ah2 ,
1
2
2∑
i=1
(
p2i + q
2
i
)
+ r′2
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (11)
Compared with (8), the model parameters in the Hamilto-
nian (10) have indices 1 or 2 to describe two hydrogen bonds,
which are no longer equivalent in the excited electronic state
of the benzoic acid dimer.
2.2.2. Intensities. IR intensities of the transitions from the
ground state to the excited state of the O–H stretching vib-
rations are given by the formula:
Inm =
∣∣∣∣
〈
Ψn
∣∣∣∣̂μ
∣∣∣∣Ψ+m
∣∣∣∣2 exp
[
− En
kT
]
, (12)
where Ψn is the nth wavefunction of the ground vibrational
state of the νs and νb vibrations, Ψ+m is the mth wavefunction
of the excited vibrational state, μ is the dipole moment of
the dimer, and En is the vibrational energy of the ground
vibrational state of the νs and νb vibrations.
The wavefunctions Ψ+m are given by (2) and the wave-
functions Ψn, in the adiabatic approximation, have the form:
Ψn = α(n)0 ϕs,1ϕb,1ϕs,2ϕb,2. (13)
Neglecting dependence of the dipole moment μ on the coor-
dinates Q of the low-frequency hydrogen bond vibration, we
obtain the intensity given as a combination of the Franck-
Condon integrals between the wavefunctions α(n)0 and the
symmetrical low-frequency eigenfunctions α(m)± , β
(m)
± of the
Hamiltonians (9):
IIR(S0)nm = |M0s|
∣∣∣〈α(n)0 ∣∣∣1± Ĉ2∣∣∣α(m)± 〉
+δ
〈
α(n)0
∣∣∣1± Ĉ2∣∣∣β(m)± 〉∣∣∣2 exp
[
− En
kT
]
,
(14)
where:
M0s =
〈
ϕs,1ϕb,1ϕs,2ϕb,2
∣∣∣∣̂μ
∣∣∣∣ϕ+s,1ϕb,1ϕs,2ϕb,2

qs,qb
= const,
(15)
and δ2 is the ratio of the intensities of the bending overtone
to the fundamental stretching bands.
In the S1 state of the dimer, due to nonequivalence of the
two hydrogen bonds, the formula for intensities of IR transi-
tions takes the form:
IIR(S1)nm ∼
∣∣∣〈α(n)0 | α(m)1 〉 + δ〈α(n)0 | β(m)1 〉 + 〈α(n)0 | α(m)2 〉
+δ
〈
α(n)0 | β(m)2
〉∣∣∣2 exp[− En
kT
]
.
(16)
To obtain this formula we used spinor eigenfunctions of
the Hamiltonian (11):
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
α(m)1
β(m)1
α(m)2
β(m)2
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦. (17)
For simplicity we assumed in the formula (16) that trans-
ition moments (15) are the same for both hydrogen bonds in
the dimer in the S1 state.
2.3. Results and Discussion. The UV absorption spectrum
of benzoic acid consists of three bands: A (190 nm), B
(230 nm), and C (280 nm) [16, 18], which result from single
photon transitions to three lowest electronic states. All three
bands are associated with the π∗ ← π transitions and there
is general agreement that the C band is an eﬀect of transition
analogous to the 1B2u ←1 A1g transition in benzene. Table 1
presents the calculated excitation energies for benzoic acid
dimer for the first three allowed excited states obtained by
the CIS and CIS(D) methods, which are compared with the
experimental data. The comparison was made on the basis
of the analysis of orbitals involved in electronic excitations,
calculated oscillator strengths, and symmetry of the states.
Figure 2 presents the geometry of benzoic acid dimer in
excited electronic state optimized at the CIS/6-311++G(d,p)
and numbering the atoms. Calculated bond lengths and
bond angles are summarized in Table 2. The calculated values
confirm the experimental predictions that electronic exci-
tation leads to the shortening of one of the hydrogen bonds,
whereas the other is lengthened. Also one can observe the
asymmetry in calculated corresponding geometrical para-
meters within the aromatic rings.
The predicted dipole moment of benzoic acid dimer in
the S1 state is 0.55 D with 0.54 D component along axis
of the dimer and 0.12 D component perpendicular to the
axis of the dimer. The calculated rotational constants for
the electronically excited dimer are A = 1949.2 MHz, B =
124.6 MHz, and C = 117.1 MHz.
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Figure 2: Geometry of the benzoic acid dimer in S1 state, optimized at the CIS/6-311++G(d,p) level with numbering of atoms and labelling
of the monomer units (a and b).
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Figure 3: Comparison between (a) the experimental [23] and (b) theoretical (Dirac δ functions and solid line) O–H stretching IR absorption
bands for benzoic acid dimer in the S1 state.
In Table 3 we present the calculated vibrational frequen-
cies of benzoic acid dimer in the S1 state. This table contains
also symmetry and description of the normal modes. All fre-
quencies have been uniformly scaled by a factor of 0.9 as
recommended to compensate for the neglect of mechanical
anharmonicity and lack of electron correlation in the CIS
method [68]. We used the MOLDEN program [69] to visu-
alize the amplitudes of the normal modes.
The experimental FDIR (fluorescence-dip infrared) spec-
tra of benzoic acid dimers in the excited state, taken from
[23], are presented in Figure 3(a) for the O–H stretch region.
Both bands exhibit fine structures. The νs bands are com-
posed of three main branches, which suggest presence of
Fermi resonances. To reproduce the fine structure of exper-
imental O–H stretching absorption bands of benzoic acid
dimer, we used theoretical model presented in Section 2.2.1.
The model describes complex interplay of three diﬀerent
vibrational couplings in a network of hydrogen bonds in
benzoic acid dimer—an anharmonic coupling between the
high-frequency O–H stretching and the low-frequency inter-
molecular O· · ·O stretching modes, resonance (Davydov)
interaction between two intermolecular hydrogen bonds in a
cyclic system, and Fermi resonance between the O–H stretch-
ing and the overtone of the O–H in-plane bending vibra-
tions. For the dimers in the S1 state lowering of their sym-
metry upon electronic excitation was taken into account.
The experimental frequencies of the O· · ·O hydro-
gen bonds stretching modes, observed in the jet-dispersed
fluorescence and laser induced fluorescence spectra of ben-
zoic acid, have been reported to be 118 cm−1 for both the S0
and S1 states of the dimer [18, 22]. This frequency was taken
into account in our model calculations.
To calculate energies and intensities of transitions
between the ground and first excited vibrational states of
the O–H stretching vibrations, we solved the Schro¨dinger
equations for both states. In the ground state the energies and
eigenfunctions are the solutions of equations for harmonic
oscillator. In the excited state they are solutions of the
Schro¨dinger equation with the Hamiltonian (11) for S1. The
energies and eigenfunctions in the excited vibrational O–
H state were calculated variationally by approximating two
components of the spinor (10) in the ground electronic
state or four components of the spinor (17) in the excited
electronic state by finite linear combinations of fourfold pro-
ducts of harmonic oscillator wavefunctions. We assumed the
temperature 10 K as close to typical temperature of cold
environment of free-jet expansion.
We have fitted the calculated spectra to the position of the
peak with maximum intensity. In calculations of the S1 IR
spectra we took the frequencies 3367 and 3473 cm−1 from ab
initio CIS calculations for two O–H groups forming hydro-
gen bonds. We also assumed exact Fermi resonances (r1 = r′1,
r2 = r′2).
In order to determine optimum parameters we perform-
ed series of calculations of the νs stretching bands to mini-
mize the square root deviation between experimental and
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Table 2: Optimized geometry of the S1 excited-state benzoic acid
dimer by the CIS/6-311++G(d,p) method.
Bond lengths (A˚) Angles (deg)
O1· · ·O2′ 2.739 O1–H1· · ·O2′ 176.7
O2· · ·O1′ 2.800 O1′–H1′ · · ·O2 175.3
O1–H1 0.963 C1–O1–H1 110.8
O1′–H1′ 0.958 C1′–O1′–H1′ 110.5
O2′ · · ·H1 1.776 C1–O2· · ·H1′ 129.8
O2· · ·H1′ 1.844 C1′–O2′ · · ·H1 131.1
C1–O1 1.304 O1–C1–O2 123.2
C1′–O1′ 1.315 O1′–C1′–O2′ 122.6
C1=O2 1.200 O1–C1–C2 114.2
C1′=O2′ 1.213 O1′–C1′–C2′ 114.6
C1–C2 1.489 O2–C1–C2 122.6
C1′–C2′ 1.447 O2′–C1′–C2′ 122.8
C2–C3 1.389 C1–C2–C3 121.4
C2′–C3′ 1.402 C1′–C2′–C3′ 123.5
C3–C4 1.384 C2–C3–C4 119.9
C3′–C4′ 1.414 C2′–C3′–C4′ 120.4
C4–C5 1.386 C3–C4–C5 120.0
C4′–C5′ 1.417 C3′–C4′–C5′ 121.9
C5–C6 1.387 C4–C5–C6 120.3
C5′–C6′ 1.397 C4′–C5′–C6′ 118.1
C6–C7 1.383 C5–C6–C7 119.9
C6′–C7′ 1.412 C5′–C6′–C7′ 120.7
C7–C2 1.390 C6–C7–C2 120.0
C7′–C2′ 1.436 C6′–C7′–C2′ 121.3
C3–H3 1.073 C7–C2–C3 120.0
C3′–H3′ 1.072 C7′–C2′–C3′ 117.7
C4–H4 1.075 C7–C2–C1 118.6
C4′–H4′ 1.074 C7′–C2′–C1′ 118.8
C5–H5 1.076 C2–C3–H3 119.7
C5′–H5′ 1.072 C2′–C3′–H3′ 120.1
C6–H6 1.075 C3–C4–H4 119.9
C6′–H6′ 1.074 C3′–C4′–H4′ 118.7
C7–H7 1.073 C4–C5–H5 119.9
C7′–H7′ 1.073 C4′–C5′–H5′ 120.6
C5–C6–H6 120.2
C5′–C6′–H6′ 120.6
C6–C7–H7 120.9
C6′–C7′–H7′ 120.3
theoretical spectra. All parameters were determined with the
accuracy of 0.01.
Theoretical spectrum of benzoic acid in the S1 state is
shown and compared with the experimental spectrum in
Figure 3. The optimized parameters are listed in Table 4. The
theoretical spectra are shown as the Dirac delta functions
and as bandshapes calculated with Gaussian functions of the
optimal half width.
The reproduction of the experimental band is good.
Presented results of model calculation correctly reproduce
main features of the experimental spectrum. Discrepancies
Table 3: Calculated vibrational frequencies for S1 state of benzoic
acid dimer at the CIS/6-311++G(d,p) level (ν, stretching; δ, in-
plane bending; γ, out-of-plane bending; τ, torsion).
No. Sym. Freq. ν (cm−1) Approximate description
1 A′′ 16 “Butterfly” monomers twisting
2 A′′ 30 Oop. monomers twisting
3 A′ 45 Ip. monomers twisting (“cogwheel”)
4 A′′ 52 Oop. monomers rocking
5 A′′ 71 τ(COOH)
6 A′′ 80 τ(COOH)
7 A′ 87 Ip monomers rocking (H-bond shearing)
8 A′ 96 H-Bonds stretching
9 A′′ 103 τ(COOH)
10 A′′ 172 γ(–COOH) (A)
11 A′ 214 δ(–COOH) (B)
12 A′′ 215 γ(–COOH) (B)
13 A′ 249 δ(–COOH) (A)
14 A′′ 306 Oop. ring deform. (B)
15 A′ 307 Ip. ring deform. (B)
16 A′′ 327 Oop. asym. rings deform.
17 A′ 380 Ip. ring deform. (A)
18 A′ 402 Ip. ring deform. (B)
19 A′′ 409 Oop. ring deform. (A)
20 A′′ 437 Oop. ring deform. (A)
21 A′ 497 δ(C–COOH) (A)
22 A′ 525 δ(C–COOH) (B)
23 A′ 592 δ(COOH) sciss. + ip. ring deform. (B)
24 A′ 606 Ip. ring deform. (A)
25 A′′ 624 γ(CH) (B)
26 A′ 646 δ(COOH) sciss. + ip. ring deform. (A)
27 A′′ 673 Oop. ring deform. (A)
28 A′′ 700 γ(COOH) + γ(CH) (B)
29 A′′ 718 γ(CH) (A)
30 A′ 740 δ(COOH) sciss. + ring breath. (B)
31 A′′ 746 γ(OH) + γ(CH) (B)
32 A′′ 755 γ(OH) + γ(CH) (B)
33 A′ 777 δ(COOH) sciss. + ring breath. (A)
34 A′′ 780 γ(C–COOH) + γ(OH) + γ(CH) (B)
35 A′′ 816 γ(C–COOH) + γ(OH) + γ(CH) (A)
36 A′′ 836 γ(CC) + γ(CH) (B)
37 A′′ 860 γ(CC) + γ(CH) (A)
38 A′′ 877 γ(OH) (A)
39 A′′ 901 γ(OH) (B)
40 A′ 903 ν(CC)ring (B)
41 A′ 944 Ring breath. (B)
42 A′ 965 ν(CC)ring (B)
43 A′′ 965 γ(CH)
44 A′ 976 Ring breath. (A)
45 A′ 1003 Ring breath. (A)
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Table 3: Continued.
No. Sym. Freq. ν (cm−1) Approximate description
46 A′′ 1004 γA(CH) (A)
47 A′′ 1009 γA(CH) (A)
48 A′ 1021 ν(CC)ring (B)
49 A′ 1050 ν(CC)ring (A)
50 A′ 1089 ν(CC)ring + δ(CH) (A)
51 A′ 1099 δ(CC)ring + δ(CH) (B)
52 A′ 1111 ν(CC)ring + δ(CH) (A)
53 A′ 1133 δ(CH) (B)
54 A′ 1155 δ(CH) (A)
55 A′ 1201 ν(CC)ring + δ(CH) (A)
56 A′ 1205 ν(CC)ring + δ(CH) (B)
57 A′ 1254 δ(OH) (B)
58 A′ 1282 δ(OH) (A)
59 A′ 1309 δ(CH) (B)
60 A′ 1312 δ(CH) (A)
61 A′ 1385 δ(CH) (B)
62 A′ 1392 δ(CH) (A+B)
63 A′ 1417 δ(CH) (A+B)
64 A′ 1437 ν(CC)ring + δ(CH) (A)
65 A′ 1445 ν(CC)ring + δ(CH) (B)
66 A′ 1485 ν(CC)ring + δ(CH) (A)
67 A′ 1533 ν(CC)ring + δ(CH) (B)
68 A′ 1586 ν(CC)ring (B)
69 A′ 1587 ν(CC)ring (A)
70 A′ 1609 ν(CC)ring (A)
71 A′ 1653 ν(C=O) (B)
72 A′ 1723 ν(C=O) (A)
73 A′ 2990 ν(CH) (A)
74 A′ 3004 ν(CH) (A)
75 A′ 3013 ν(CH) (A)
76 A′ 3015 ν(CH) (B)
77 A′ 3020 ν(CH) (B)
78 A′ 3034 ν(CH) (A)
79 A′ 3038 ν(CH) (A)
80 A′ 3039 ν(CH) (B)
81 A′ 3047 ν(CH) (B)
82 A′ 3051 ν(CH) (B)
83 A′ 3367 ν(OH) (A)
84 A′ 3473 ν(OH) (B)
The calculated frequencies were uniformly scaled by a factor of 0.9. (A) and
(B) label the molecule of the dimer, which is necessary for proper mode
description.
between theory and experiment are related to assumptions
of the present model. Our model assumes that low-frequency
O· · ·O motion is harmonic and does not consider electrical
anharmonicity. Further improvements of the model should
improve agreement between theoretical and experimental
bands.
Table 4: Optimized parameters (the frequencies of the O−H
stretching vibrations for S1 state were taken at 3367 and 3473 cm−1).
S1-state
Ω (exp.) 118 cm−1
b1 0.89
b2 0.82
V res −0.09
V ah1 0.66
V ah2 0.72
δ2 (fixed) 0.01
Half-width 60 cm−1
2.4. Conclusions. We developed a theoretical model for an
isolated hydrogen-bonded dimer of benzoic acid, in the
excited electronic state, describing vibrational couplings
between high- and low-frequency stretching modes in the
hydrogen bonds, resonance interactions between two hydro-
gen bonds, and Fermi resonances between the fundamental
O–H stretching and the overtone of the O–H in plane
bending vibrations. This model was successfully used for
reproduction of experimental spectrum in the excited elec-
tronic state of benzoic acid dimer. The experimental fre-
quencies assigned to intermolecular O· · ·O hydrogen bond
stretching vibrations by ab initio calculations were used in
our model calculations. The calculated bandshapes and fine
structures are in good agreement with the experimental
ones. Our results show that considered mechanisms are the
most important for hydrogen dynamics in hydrogen-bonded
dimers. Infrared spectroscopy is the leading method for
studying hydrogen bond properties. Quantitative theory of
the IR spectra of hydrogen-bonded dimer, presented in this
paper, allows for systematic study of the relation between the
properties of the hydrogen bonds in the ground and excited
electronic states, which is a problem of major scientific
interest.
3. Theoretical Simulation of
Proton Tunneling in the Excited
Electronic State of Tropolone
3.1. Quantum Chemical Calculations. We performed ab
initio CIS calculations of the A˜ state of tropolone using the
GAUSSIAN 03 program package [62]. The geometry was
optimized and the vibrational frequencies were calculated
by the ab initio single-excitation configuration interaction
[70] (CIS) with the 6-311++G(d,p). Optimized geometries
are summarized in Table 5. Previous calculations of Wo´jcik
et al. [59] performed at the CIS/6-31++G(d,p) gave slightly
nonplanar geometry (in the 6-31G(d,p) basis it was planar).
Our calculations confirm nonplanar structure. Increased
basis set diminishes the C=O bond length by 0.007 A˚. The
O· · ·O distance becomes larger by 0.002 A˚ and the O–H
distance is shorter by 0.002 A˚.
The calculated frequencies of the normal modes of the
tropolone molecule are summarized in Table 6. The modes
used in model calculations are pictured in Figure 5. All
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Table 5: Optimized geometries of the tropolone molecule in the A˜ state by the CIS method.
Bond
lengths
CIS/6-
31++G(d,p)
[59] (A˚)
CIS/6-311++G(d,p)
(A˚)
Bond angles
CIS/6-
31++G(d,p)
[59] (◦)
CIS/6-
311++G(d,p)
(◦)
Dihedral angles
CIS/6-
311++G(d,p)
(◦)
O1· · ·O2 2.534 2.536 O1–H1· · ·O2 — 115.6 C1–C2–C3–C4 −2.2
O1–H1 0.954 0.952 C1–O1–H1 108.4 108.3 C2–C3–C4–C5 8.8
C2=O2 1.218 1.211 O2–O1–H1 44.5 44.5 C3–C4–C5–C6 −0.1
C1–O1 1.320 1.320 C1–C2–O2 113.3 113.5 C4–C5–C6–C7 −10.0
C1–C2 1.512 1.510 C1–C2–C3 125.3 125.3 C5–C6–C7–C1 4.6
C2–C3 1.432 1.435 C2–C3–C4 128.3 128.5 C6–C7–C1–C2 8.6
C3–C4 1.398 1.395 C3–C4–C5 129.7 129.9 C7–C1–C2–C3 −9.8
C4–C5 1.387 1.386 C4–C5–C6 129.4 129.4 O1–C1–C2–O2 −5.9
C5–C6 1.425 1.424 C5–C6–C7 128.3 128.4
C6–C7 1.387 1.385 C6–C7–C1 128.8 129.0
C7–C1 1.388 1.388 C7–C1–C2 128.7 128.8
C3–H3 1.074 1.074 C2–C3–H3 — 113.0
C4–H4 1.076 1.076 C3–C4–H4 — 115.0
C5–H5 1.076 1.076 C4–C5–H5 — 115.7
C6–H6 1.075 1.074 C5–C6–H6 — 115.7
C7–H7 1.076 1.076 C6–C7–H7 — 117.0
H6
C6
H5
C5 H4C4
H3
C3
C2
H7 C7
O2
C1
O1
H1
Figure 4: Geometry of the tropolone in the A˜ state optimized by the CIS/6-311++G(d,p), with numbering of atoms.
frequencies have been scaled by a factor of 0.9 as recom-
mended to compensate for the neglect of electron correlation
[68]. The lowest-frequency ν39 mode strikingly changes its
frequency from 109 cm−1 in the ground X˜ state to 39 cm−1
in the excited A˜ state [54]. These experimental frequencies
are reproduced by calculations of Takada and Nakamura [58]
and the present one (105 cm−1 and 29 cm−1, resp.). This
frequency is especially important for the interpretation of the
long sequence of the tunneling energy splittings suppressed
by the excitation of this mode [53, 54].
To obtain two-dimensional potential energy surfaces for
the high-frequency tunneling mode and one of selected low-
frequency modes, nearly planar modes ν33 and ν34 and out-
of-plane modes ν38 and ν39 we performed ab initio calcu-
lations of the normal modes of tropolone in the A˜ state in
high precision format. We applied the keyword “HPModes”
in GAUSSIAN in order to obtain the high precision format
(to five digits) for vibrational frequency eigenvectors in
the frequency output in addition to the normal three-digit
output. In the next step, beginning from the optimized
equilibrium geometry of the tropolone molecule in the A˜
state, the series of geometries were generated. We varied
the amplitudes of atomic movements for a given vibrational
mode, independently for each of two coupling modes, high
frequency O–H stretching tunneling mode and one of the
low-frequency modes. For each geometry mass-weighed nor-
mal coordinates have been calculated for the tunneling mode
and for the low-frequency mode. The amplitudes of atomic
movements were varied in the range comprising structures
where distances between hydrogen atom and two oxygen
atoms are equal. Such points correspond to the barrier in
the double well potential surface and the corresponding
structures are planar. The number of generated structures for
four low-frequency modes coupled with the tunneling mode
varied between 620–670 including points corresponding the
barrier. For each point the single point energy was calculated
at the CIS/6-311++G(d,p) level in the A˜ state of tropolone.
In this way the one half (including barrier) of double well
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Table 6: Computed vibrational frequencies for the tropolone molecule in the A˜ state by the CIS method.
No. Sym. CIS/6-31++G(d,p)[59] CIS/6-311++G(d,p)
Freq. (cm−1) Freq. (cm−1)
1 A 3591 3594
2 A 3041 3021
3 A 3035 3015
4 A 3021 3001
5 A 3015 2994
6 A 3003 2983
7 A 1615 1611
8 A 1548 1538
9 A 1517 1506
10 A 1478 1470
11 A 1431 1423
12 A 1395 1391
13 A 1353 1347
14 A 1281 1273
15 A 1231 1227
16 A 1183 1178
17 A 1145 1139
18 A 1059 1033
19 A 945 998
20 A 899 938
21 A 842 910
22 A 899 894
23 A 842 832
24 A 827 821
25 A 760 752
26 A 703 701
27 A 675 673
28 A 631 617
29 A 616 606
30 A 575 564
31 A 516 515
32 A 477 466
33 A 417 414
34 A 350 348
35 A 347 344
36 A 317 314
37 A 259 262
38 A 132 130
39 A 37 29
potential surface was obtained for each pair of coupled
modes. The second half was obtained using the symmetry
of the potential.
3.2. Model Calculations. On the basis of the ab initio cal-
culations we constructed two-dimensional model PES’s for
the proton tunneling mode ν1 coupled to low-frequency
modes of tropolone which largely aﬀect the tunneling. These
are nearly planar hydrogen-bond streching modes ν33 and ν34
and the lowest-frequency out-of-plane modes ν38 and ν39.
They are shown in Figure 5 and their calculated and exper-
imental vibrational frequencies are compared in Table 7.
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A1 3594 cm−1
(a)
A33 414 cm−1
(b)
A34 348 cm−1
(c)
A38 130 cm−1
(d)
A39 29 cm−1
(e)
Figure 5: Selected modes of tropolone molecule in the A˜ state calculated by the CIS/6-311++G(d,p) method.
Table 7: Vibrational fundamentals in the A˜ state of tropolone.
Mode CIS/6-311++G(d,p) Exp. [54]
(cm−1) (cm−1)
33 414 414
34 348 296
38 130 171
39 29 39
The two-dimensional model potentials used to simulate
vibrational couplings are [58]
(a) the symmetric mode coupling potential (SMC)
describing couplings of the proton tunneling mode
ν1 with the nearly planar modes ν33 and ν34:
VSMC = 18x0 (x − x0)
2(x + x0)
2 +
1
2
ωy
ωx
[
y + α
(
x2 − x20
)]2
(18)
and
(b) the squeezed double well potential (SQZ) describing
couplings of the proton tunneling mode ν1 with the
out-of-plane modes ν38 and ν39:
VSMC = 18x0 (x − x0)
2(x + x0)
2
+
1
2x20
[
ωz
ωx
− γ
(
x2 − x20
)
(ωz/ωx)
]2
z2,
(19)
where x (proton tunneling) and y and z (low frequency
modes) denote the coordinates of the modes ωx, ωy , and
ωz are the angular frequencies 2x0, the distance between
the two minima, α and γ the coupling strengths. In the
formulas (18) and (19), the potentials are expressed in the
units of the quantum ωx and the coordinates x, y, and z are
dimensionless
x = x˜
√
mxωx

,
y = y˜
√
myωy

,
z = z˜
√
mzωz

.
(20)
where x˜, y˜, and z˜ denote the dimensional coordinates
and mx, my , and mz are the eﬀective masses. The model
potentials (18) and (19) have been fitted to the grids of
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Figure 6: Surface plots and contour maps of the two-dimensional SMC potentials obtained from the ab initio CIS calculations for: (a)
coupling of ν1 and ν33 modes, (b) coupling of ν1 and ν34 modes.
energy single points obtained from the ab initio calculations
for each pair: high-frequency tunneling mode and low-fre-
quency mode. The obtained potentials are shown as a sur-
face plots and as a contour plots in Figures 6 and 7. The
energy is expressed in the units of the quantum of the high-
frequency tunneling mode ν1. The optimal values of para-
meters x0, α, γ, for the model potentials have been found
through the nonlinear least-squares method with the Leven-
berg-Marquardt algorithm [71, 72]. These parameters have
been used in subsequent calculations of the energy splittings
and they are listed in Table 8. The parameter α describing
coupling between the O–H stretching mode ν1 and the mode
ν33 or ν34 represents an analogue of a linear distortion param-
eter b2 used for theoretical reproduction of the O–H infrared
bandshape of tropolone [70]. Infrared spectra of tropolone
in the excited electronic state A˜ are yet unknown, but the
value of the parameter b2 = 0.4, describing the coupling
between the ν1 and ν34 modes and used to reproduce IR
Table 8: Parameters of the two-dimensional model potentials given
by (18) and (19).
Mode X0 α γ
33 3.15 0.301
34 3.15 0.323
38 3.15 0.006640
39 3.15 0.000911
bandshape of tropolone in the ground electronic state X˜
[73], is consistent with the value of the parameter α = 0.323
presently used to reproduce the dependence of the tunneling
splittings on excitations of the ν34 mode. Both diﬀerent
spectroscopic facts have the same origin, the anharmonic-
type coupling in the potential energy between the two O–H
and O· · ·O vibrations.
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Figure 7: Surface plots and contour maps of the two-dimensional SQZ potentials obtained from the ab initio CIS calculations for: (a)
coupling of ν1 and ν38 modes, (b) coupling of ν1 and ν39 modes.
Tunneling energy splittings have been calculated vari-
ationally by the DVR method [74, 75]. The results are
presented in Table 9. Comparison between calculated and
experimental splittings shows that two-dimensional model
potentials fitted to the grids of energies calculated by the
CIS/6-311++G(d,p) method very well reproduce experimen-
tally observed tunneling splittings and their dependence on
vibrational excitations in tropolone. The calculated poten-
tial energy surfaces quantitatively explain increase of the
tunneling splittings with excitations of the nearly planar
ν33 and ν34 modes and decrease of the splittings with
excitation of the out-of-plane ν38 and ν39 modes. Especially
striking is long sequence of monotonic decrease of the energy
splittings accompanying excitations of the out-of-plane
ν39 mode quantitatively reproduced by our calculations.
Our calculations predict monotonic increase of tunneling
splitting with vibrational excitations for the nearly planar ν34
mode. The experimental results show an oscillatory behavior
of the energy splitting as a function of the vibrational
quantum number for this mode. Our model cannot explain
such behavior. According to Takada and Nakamura [58], the
energy splitting oscillates with respect to quantum number
in the case of antisymmetric mode coupling potential in so-
called mixed tunneling region which can be an explanation of
the observed eﬀect.
Present approach constitutes improvement of the previ-
ous work [59] which used the same model potentials, given
by (18) and (19); however the method to obtain parameters
was diﬀerent. The coupling parameters α and γ were
obtained from approximate formulas taking into account
only two structures in the A˜ state, stable structure and
saddle point structure (transition state). Parameters obtained
in such way were diﬀerent, especially values of γ were by
one order of magnitude lower than values obtained in this
work. Previous model calculations reproduced quantitatively
experimental tunneling energy splitting in the vibrationally
ground state of tropolone but only qualitatively changes of
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Table 9: Energy splittings calculated for the two-dimensional model potentials for the A˜ state of tropolone.
Band CIS/6-31++G∗∗ (cm−1) [59] CIS/6-311++G∗∗ (cm−1) Exp. [53, 54] (cm−1)
330 22.9 20.3 20
331 25.1 30.2 33
332 27.4 41.2
333 29.7 53.2
340 20.7 20.0 20
341 24.7 28.0 31
342 28.8 36.7 29
343 33.2 46.1
380 24.5 24.4 20
381 24.0 18.2
382 23.5 9.4 5
383 23.0 5.5
390 24.7 22.9 20
391 24.5 20.1
392 24.3 16.8 8
393 24.1 12.9
394 23.9 10.5 6
395 23.7 7.9
396 23.5 5.3 5
397 23.3 3.5
398 23.1 1.6 2
the tunneling splittings with excitations of low-frequency
modes.
Previously there have been other attempts to interpret
tunneling splittings in the A˜ state of tropolone, by Vener
et al. [56] and Smedarchina et al. [57] Vener et al. used
an adiabatic description in a model three-dimensional
potential based on the ab initio CIS/6-31G calculations. Their
approach was not successful in describing the dynamics of
the excited state. Smedarchina et al. employed an instan-
ton method combined with the PES obtained by the ab
initio CIS/6-31G∗∗ calculations. They were able to obtain
satisfactory agreement between theory and experiment for
linearly coupled modes, however they had to adjust the
adiabatic barrier height. Our present results do not require
such adjustment and present pure quantum mechanical
approach to the problem of tunneling splittings in the excited
state of tropolone. Burns et al. have also provided detailed
quantum mechanical computations for the vibrations and
potential energy surface properties of tropolone in its lowest
pi∗-pi electronic excited state [76].
In this approach we do not deal with the other low-fre-
quency modes. The modes we took are typical ones to explain
the eﬀects of vibrational excitation on tunneling. The other
modes are either higher-frequency modes or not hydro-
gen-bond stretching modes (e.g., ν35, ν36, ν37). The model
potentials used in this paper are not adequate to describe the
influence of these modes on proton tunneling.
3.3. Conclusions. The proton tunneling dynamics of tropo-
lone in the excited A˜ state have been studied by perform-
ing the high accuracy quantum mechanical calculations of
the potential energy surfaces and fitting them by two-dimen-
sional model potentials. The tunneling energy splittings
for diﬀerent vibrationally excited states of low-frequency
modes have been calculated and compared with the available
experimental data. The experimentally observed promotion
of the tunneling by the excitation of the planar ν33 and
ν34 modes and suppression by the excitation of the out-of-
plane ν38 and ν39 modes have been reproduced quantitatively
by our calculations. They reproduce the long sequence of
monotonic decrease of the tunneling splittings accompany-
ing excitations of the out-of-plane ν39 mode.
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The hydrogen bond interaction between CH3CHO, CH2FCHO, and CH3CFO and two water molecules is investigated at the
B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level. The results are compared with the complexes involving the same carbonyl derivatives and one water
molecule. The calculations involve the optimization of the structure, the harmonic vibrational frequencies, and relevant NBO
(natural bond orbital) parameters such as the NBO charges, the occupation of antibonding orbitals, and intra- and intermolecular
hyperconjugation energies. Two stable cyclic structures are predicted. The two structures are stabilized by C=O· · ·HO hydrogen
bond. The A structures are further stabilized by CH· · ·O bond involving the CH3 (CH2F) group. This bond results in an
elongation of the CH bond and red shift of the ν(CH) vibration. The B structures are stabilized by CH· · ·O interaction involving
the aldehydic CH bond. The formation of this bond results in a marked contraction of the CH bond and blue shift of the ν(CH)
vibration indicating the predominance of the lone pair eﬀect in determining the CH distances. The total interaction energies range
from −12.40 to −13.50 kcal mol−1. The cooperative energies calculated at the trimer geometry are comprised between −2.30 and
−2.60 kcal mol−1.
1. Introduction
Cooperative interactions involving three or more molecules
are an important component of intermolecular interactions,
particularly those involving hydrogen bonds. The coopera-
tivity of hydrogen bonds plays an important role in control-
ling and regulating the processes in living materials. This has
been recognized since a long time and quantitative aspects
of cooperativity have been discussed [1–7]. Cooperativity
can be positive or negative. It has been shown that a first
hydrogen bond involving a given site of a molecule weakens
the reactivity of the neighboring sites of the same nature
whereas it enhances the electron donor power of the adjacent
sites of opposite nature [4]. Cooperativity between water
molecules is particularly important, because in liquid water
at room temperature, the great majority of the molecules
are hydrogen-bonded to each other, the concentration of
“free” OH groups being very low [8]. For this reason,
extensive theoretical calculations have been carried out on
the cooperativity in water [9–13]. In recent works, the
interaction between proton acceptors (or donors) and two
(or more) water molecules has been discussed [14–21].
In a recent work [22], the complexes between acetalde-
hyde and some of its monofluorinated derivatives and
one water molecule have been investigated by theoretical
methods. It was shown in this work that water acts as a
proton donor toward the C=O bond forming C=O· · ·HO
hydrogen bonds but that water can also act as a proton
acceptor forming weak CH· · ·O hydrogen bonds. It seemed
to us interesting to investigate the interaction between some
of these carbonyl derivatives (CH3CHO, CH2FCHO, and
CH3CFO) and two water molecules in order to discuss the
eﬀect of cooperativity in these hydrogen-bonded systems. To
the best of our knowledge, no experimental data are available
for these systems.
This paper is arranged as follows. The first step of
our study deals with the structure of the complexes. In
the second section, the intramolecular distances, some
2 Journal of Atomic, Molecular, and Optical Physics
vibrational frequencies and the results of a natural bond
orbital (NBO) analysis are discussed. A special attention
is paid to the NBO charges, occupation of antibonding
orbitals, and hyperconjugation energies. In the last section,
the cooperative energies are discussed.
2. Computational Methods
Calulations of the properties of CH3CHO, CH2FCHO, and
CH3CFO, complexed with two water molecules were carried
out using the density functional B3LYP method [23] and the
Gaussian suite of programs [24]. The basis set 6-311++G(d,
p) was invoked. The second-order Mø´ller-Plesset MP2/aug-
cc-PVTZ method was also used to calculate some of the
structures or binding energies. The computed interaction
energies were corrected for the basis superposition error
(BSSE) [25].
The cooperativity in a molecular trimer containing A,
B, and C molecules is given by the three-body term ΔEcoop
which can be defined as the diﬀerence between the total
interaction energy Eint(ABC) and the sum of the pairwise or
two-body interaction energies E2(AB), E2 (BC), E2 (AC).
ΔEcoop = Eint(ABC)− E2(AB)− E2(BC)− E2(AC). (1)
Here, the E2 values correspond to the two-body contribu-
tions at the trimer geometry [26–28] calculated with the
same basis set.
The harmonic vibrational frequencies were calculated to
characterize the stationary points. No scaling factor was used.
The charges on individual atoms, orbital occupancies, and
hyperconjugation energies were obtained by an NBO analysis
[29].
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Structure of the Complexes between CH3CHO,
CH2FCHO, and CH3CFO with Two Water Molecules.
Figure 1 illustrates the structure of the 1-2 complexes
between CH3CHO, CH2CHO, and CH3CFO with two
water molecules calculated with the B3LYP functional. The
distances calculated with the MP2 method are somewhat
shorter. The structure of the complexes with one water
molecule taken from a previous work [22] is shown for
the comparison. As shown in this work, the 1-1 complexes
are characterized by two stable structures. In both A and B
structures, the molecules are held together by a C=O· · ·HO
hydrogen bond. The A complexes are cyclic and stabilized
by a weak C4H5 · · ·O interaction and they are slightly more
stable than the B complexes. These structures have been
established by considering the intermolecular H5 · · ·O
distances and some NBO parameters such as the weak
intermolecular charge transfer from the O atom of water to
the σ∗(C4H5) orbital. In none of the 1-1 complexes the C1H3
bond was involved in the formation of a cyclic structure. Let
us notice that CH3CFO is also able to form a cyclic complex
with two water molecules, one of the OH bonds of the water
dimer being bonded to the F atom. This complex will not be
considered here.
In none of the 1-2 complexes the second water molecule
is bonded to the second electron pair of the carbonyl O atom.
This structure is anticooperative, both electron donor sites
having the same nature [4]. As shown in Figure 1, the inter-
molecular C=O· · ·HO distances are shortened with respect
to their values in the 1-1 complexes by amounts ranging from
0.081 to 0.109 A˚. Further, the O9 . . .H11 distances ranging
from 1.840 to 1.866 A˚ are shorter than in the water dimer
(1.933 A˚). The most spectacular indication of a positive
cooperativity is the shortening of the H5 · · ·O distances
by 0.212 A˚ in CH3CHO (A1-2), 0.585 A˚ in CH2FCHO (A1-
2), and 0.194 A˚ in CH3CFO (A1-2). The short H3 · · ·O
distances of 2.319 A˚ in CH3CHO (B1-2), and 2.255 A˚ in
CH2FCHO(B1-2) also indicates that the trimer is stabilized
by a C1H3 · · ·O interaction. This will be further confirmed
by the NBO data. Therefore, the hydrogen bond pattern
appears to be diﬀerent in the B(1-1) and B(1-2) complexes.
We note also an increase in the angles, the C4H5 · · ·O bond
becoming almost linear in both A(1-2) complexes involving
CH3CHO and CH3CFO and increasing by 40–50◦ in the
other structures. The OH· · ·O angles decrease by 10 to 17◦
from its value in the water dimer (175◦).
3.2. Geometrical and NBO Properties of the Complexes. Tables
1, 2, and 3 list some relevant geometrical properties of
the complexes, namely the C1H3, C4H5, C=O, and HO
distances in the isolated monomers, in the 1-1 and in the
1-2 complexes with water. The corresponding vibrational
frequencies are indicated as well. Tables 1, 2, and 3 also
indicate important NBO parameters, namely, the occupation
of σ∗(C1H3) or σ∗(C4H5) antibonding orbitals, the NBO
charges along with some intra- or intermolecular hypercon-
jugative interactions.
Inspection of the results of Tables 1, 2, and 3 shows that
the elongation of the C=O bonds and the decrease of the
ν(C=O) vibrational frequencies are larger for the 1-2 than for
the 1-1 complexes. Both parameters are linearly related [30]
and suggest a reinforcement of the C=O· · ·HO interaction
in the 1-2 complexes. These data will no more be discussed
hereafter, the main scope of this section being the discussion
of the properties of the CH bonds.
Let us at first discuss the properties of the C1H3 bond
in the CH3CHO and CH2FCHO complexes. As discussed
in [22], the contraction of the C1H3 bond and the increase
of the corresponding vibrational ν(C1H3) frequencies in
the A(1-1) and B(1-1) complexes results from the classical
lone pair eﬀect [31–40]. The C1H3 distances, the σ∗(C1H3)
occupation and the intramolecular LPO2 → σ∗(C1H3)
hyperconjugation energies are almost identical in the A(1-
1) and A(1-2) complexes. The intramolecular hyperconju-
gation energies decrease by 1.42 kcal mol−1 (CH3CHO(1-2)
and by 1.61 kcal mol−1 (CH2FCHO(1-2) from the isolated
molecules. As discussed in the first section, the short
intermolecular H3 · · ·O distances suggest that the C1H3
bond is involved in the formation of the cyclic structure
in the two B(1-2) complexes. This is in full agreement
with the relatively large intermolecular charge transfer from
the O12 atom of water to the σ∗(C1H3) orbital (2.70 and
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Figure 1: A and B structures of CH3CHO, CH2FCHO, and CH3CFO complexed with one and two water molecules calculated at B3LYP/6-
311++G(d,p) level. The distances calculated with the MP2/aug-cc-PVTZ method are indicated in parentheses.
3.40 kcal mol−1). Despite this charge transfer, the σ∗(C1H3)
occupation decreases. This can be explained by the large
variation of the LPO2σ∗(C1H3) hyperconjugation which
decreases by 4.8 kcal mol−1 in both B(1-2) complexes. This
illustrates the predominance of the lone pair eﬀect in determin-
ing the C1H3 distances. These distances are linearly related to
the σ∗ (C1H3) occupation as follows:
r(C1H3)
(
A˚
) = 0.448 σ∗(C1H3)(e) + 1.0801 (r = 0.961).
(2)
The small increase of the s-character of the C1(H3) atom in
the B(1-2) complexes does not influence the C1H3 distances
to a great extent.
Parallel to the decrease of the C1H3 distances, the large
blue shift of the ν (C1H3) vibration must be noticed (93 cm−1
and 61 cm−1). Let us notice that the blue shift of 93 cm−1
in the CH3CHO (B1-2) system is one of the largest ones
predicted in CH· · ·O hydrogen bonds involving neutral
molecules [41–48]. In the present cases, the cooperativity
results in an increase of the blue shift. This increase has also
been found for other systems. For H2C=O complexed with
one and two water molecules, the blue shifts of the νs(CH)
vibration are 45 and 66 cm−1, respectively, [17]. For CH3Cl
complexed with one and two water molecules, the blue shifts
are 13 and 25 cm−1, respectively [19]. Further, the increase
of the polarity of the C1H3 bond in the B(1-2) complexes is
also worth noticing, the positive charge on the proton being
about 0.06e larger than in the isolated molecules.
In a next step, we will discuss the properties of the C4H5
bond in the three carbonyl complexes. As shown in our
previous study [22], the C4H5 bonds in the CH3 or CH2F
groups are weakly sensitive to the formation of a hydrogen
bond with the O atom of water. In the acetone·1H2O
complex as, for example, the two CH bonds which do not
participate in the interaction show a greater sensitivity to
hydrogen bond formation than the CH bond involved in the
interaction. This was rather unexpected and was explained by
the orbital interaction between the bonding σ (CH) orbital
and the antibonding σ∗(C=O) and π∗(C=O) orbitals [22].
For the 1-2 complexes considered here, the value of this
interaction remains almost constant. For the C4H5 bond
of CH3CHO, the value of this orbital interaction is equal
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Table 1: Properties of the isolated CH3CHO and H2O molecules, A and B complexed with 1 and 2 water molecules (distances in A˚,
σ∗occupation in e, hyperconjugation energies in kcal mol−1, and frequencies in cm−1).
Isolated CH3CHO A(1-1) A(1-2) B(1-1) B(1-2)
r(C1H3) 1.1122 1.1094 1.1094 1.1082 1.1054
ν(C1H3) 2871 2905 2906 2923 2964
σ∗(C1H3) 0.071 0.064 0.063 0.062 0.057
%sC1(H3) 30.0 30.0 29.7 30.0 31.7
q(C1) 0.442 0.463 0.474 0.457 0.451
q(H3) 0.092 0.103 0.103 0.116 0.153
r(C4H5) 1.0898 1.0897 1.0910 1.0896 1.0898
ν(C4H5) 3136 3142 3125 3139 3136
σ∗(C4H5) 0.0066 0.0071 0.0122 0.0064 0.0065
%sC4(H5) 25.4 26.2 27.05 25.46 25.48
q(C4) −0.679 −0.689 −0.699 −0.679 −0.680
q(H5) 0.222 0.245 0.262 0.224 0.222
r(C1 = O2) 1.206 1.212 1.214 1.212 1.218
ν(C1 = O2) 1808 1789 1783 1788 1764
LPO2 → σ∗(C1H3) 23.64 22.43 22.22 20.71 18.84
LPO12 → σ∗(C1H3) — — — — 2.70
LPO2 → σ∗(O9H8) — 7.11 9.93 7.35 9.34
LPO9(O12) → σ∗(C4H5) — 0.46 2.95 — —
Isolated H2O A(1-1) A(1-2) B(1-1) B(1-2)
r(OH) 0.9620 0.9711 0.9755a 0.9711 0.9777a
0.9760b 0.9764b
ν(H2O) 3926,3820 3894,3681 3889,3629c 3894,3680 3888,3579c
3890,3579d 3890,3603d
Σq(H2O) — −0.017 +0.009e −0.019 −0.004e
−0.017f −0.017f
aO9H8 bond. bO12H11 bond. r(OH· · · ) in the water dimer is 0.9700 A˚. cν(H8O9H10) dν(H11O12H13), eΣq on (H8O9H10) fΣq on (H11O12H13).
to 0.81 kcal mol−1 in the isolated molecule, 0.71 kcal mol−1
in the A(1-2) complex, and 0.86 kcal mol−1 in the B(1-2)
complex. In contrast with the A(1-1) complexes, there is
a significant elongation of the C4H5 bond in the A(1-2)
complexes equal to 0.0012 A˚ in CH3CHO, 0.0022 A˚ in
CH2FCHO and 0.0024 A˚ in CH3CFO. The corresponding
red shifts of the ν(C4H5) vibration are 11, 20 (average
value of the νas and νs vibrations), and 22 cm−1. It may
be interesting to note that the C4H5 bond contracts by
0.006 A˚ when we consider the A(1-1) complex with the
C4H5 · · ·O bond at the trimer geometry and this is mainly
due to the increase in % s-character of C4(H5) by almost
1.3%. In fact, at the optimized geometry considered here, the
cooperativity markedly enhances the LPO12 → σ∗(C4H5)
charge transfer, resulting in an elongation of the C4H5
bond. Indeed, in CH3CHO, this charge transfer is equal to
0.46 kcal mol−1 in the A(1-1) complex and 2.95 kcal mol−1 in
the A(1-2) complex. This increase is larger in the CH2FCHO
system, being 0.10 kcal mol−1 in the A(1-1) complex and
4.56 kcal mol−1 in the A(1-2) complex. In agreement with
this charge transfer, the σ∗(C4H5) occupation increases by
amounts ranging from 0.0025e (CH2FCHO), and 0.0070e
(CH3CFO) with respect to the A(1-1) complexes.
In these cases also, the hybridization of the C4(H5) atom
slightly increases by ca 1.5% when the C4H5 bond is involved
in the A(1-2) interaction, and this increase does not influence
the C4H5 distances to a great extent.
The C4H5 distances are linearly correlated to the
σ∗(C4H5) occupation as follows:
r(C4H5)
(
A˚
) = 0.371σ∗(C4H5)(e) + 1.0886. (r = 0.973).
(3)
It should be noticed that in all the systems the C4H5
distances where the C4(H5) atom has an sp3 hybridization are
smaller than the C1H3 distances when the C1(H3) atom has
hybridization between sp2.1 and sp2.3. This in contrast with
the usual trend for the CH distances: C(sp3)–H > C(sp2)–H.
Let us notice that the intercept of (2) (1.0801) is smaller than
the intercept of (3) (1.0886). This possibly reflects the larger
CH distances in C (sp3)–H than in C (sp2)–H bonds when the
σ ∗(CH) occupation tends to zero.
We may also notice that the increase of linearity of the
intermolecular O9H8 · · ·O2 and C4H5 · · ·O12 bonds may
also contribute to the stability of the trimers.
We will now briefly discuss the changes induced in the
water molecules. It is known that the OH bond of the water
dimer (O9H8 bond in the present systems) is a better proton
donor and the O atom (O12 atom in the present systems) is
a better proton acceptor than in the water monomer [9–13].
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Table 2: Properties of the isolated CH2FCHO and H2O molecules and the A and B complexes between CH2FCHO and one and two water
molecules (distances in A˚, σ∗occupation in e, hyperconjugation energies in kcal mol−1, and frequencies in cm−1).
IsolatedCH2FCHO A(1-1) A(1-2) B(1-1) B(1-2)
r(C1H3) 1.1096 1.1077 1.1077 1.1065 1.1053
ν(C1H3) 2914 2938 2938 2958 2975
σ∗(C1H3) 0.068 0.063 0.062 0.060 0.056
%sC1(H3) 32.1 31.8 31.7 32.5 33.7
q(C1) 0.408 0.427 0.440 0.421 0.417
q(H3) 0.117 0.125 0.124 0.141 0.177
r(C4H5) 1.0940 1.0933 1.0962 1.0942 1.0945
ν(C4H5H6) 3096,3045 3106,3058 3077,3024 3094,3044 3090,3041
σ∗(C4H5) 0.0199 0.0196 0.0250 0.0200 0.0200
%sC4(H5) 25.74 25.97 27.46 25.70 25.61
q(C4) −0.011 −0.021 −0.038 −0.011 −0.011
q(H5) 0.190 0.207 0.246 0.193 0.191
r(C1 = O2) 1.203 1.208 1.210 1.208 1.213
ν(C1 = O2) 1816 1798 1793 1797 1773
LPO2 → σ∗(C1H3) 22.94 21.42 21.33 20.83 18.15
LPO9 → σ∗(C1H3) — — — — 3.4
LPO2 → σ∗(H8O9) — 5.53 6.94 5.51 9.11
LPO9 (O12) → σ∗(C4H5) — 0.10 4.56 — —
Isolated H2O A(1-1) A(1-2) B(1-1) B(1-2)
r(OH) 0.9620 0.9696 0.9724a 0.9689 0.9753a
0.9756b 0.9746b
ν(H2O) 3926,3820 3896,3725 3893,3676c 3898,3720 3889,3594c
3892,3579d 3892,3631d
Σq(H2O) — −0.013 +0.006e −0.019 0.000e
−0.012f −0.014f
a
O9H8 bond. bO12H11 bond. r(OH· · · ) in the water dimer is 0.9700 A˚. cν(H8O9H10). dν(H11O12H13). eΣq on (H8O9H10)fΣq on (H11O12H13).
Table 3: Properties of isolated CH3CFO and the 1-1 and 1-2 complexes with H2O. Distances in A˚, σ∗occupation in e, hyperconjugation
energies in kcal mol−1, and frequencies in cm−1.
Isolated CH3CFO CH3CFO·1H2O CH3CFO·2H2O
r(C4H5) 1.0877 1.0881 1.0900
ν(C4H5) 3162 3160 3139
σ∗(C4H5) 0.0049 0.0064 0.0122
%sC4(H5) 25.4 26.3 27.1
q(C4) −0.697 −0.707 −0.716
q(H5) 0.231 0.257 0.273
r(C1 = O2) 1.182 1.188 1.189
ν(C1 = O2) 1912 1884 1875
LPO12 → σ∗(C4H5) — 0.78 3.56
LPO2 → σ∗(O9H8) — 4.10 6.67
Isolated H2O CH3CFO·1H2O CH3CFO·2H2O
r(OH) 0.9620 0.9677 0.9710a
0.9756b
ν(H2O) 3926,3820 3901,3748 3891,3704c
3890,3600d
Σq(H2O) — −0.008 +0.009e
−0.014f
a
O9H8 bond. bO12H11 bond. cν(H8O9H10). dν(H11O12H13), eΣq on (H8O9H1O). fΣq on (H11O12H13).
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For NBO charges on H and O atoms in the monomer, dimer,
and complexes, see S.I.).
As previously mentioned, the intermolecular O9 · · ·H11
distances do not markedly diﬀer in the 1-2 complexes. From
this, it can be anticipated that the properties of the water
dimer considered as subsystem will not vary on a spectacular
way. For all the complexes, the results indicate that the bonds
between the two water molecules is stronger than in the
water dimer. Further, as indicated in Tables 1, 2, and 3, the
C=O· · ·HO bond in the 1-2 complexes is stronger than in
the 1-1 complexes. This is shown by the larger elongation
of the O9H8 bond, the larger decrease of the corresponding
vibrational frequencies, and the larger LPO2 → σ∗(O9H8)
hyperconjugation.
The elongations of the OH bond are linearly related to
frequency shifts of the νs(OH) vibration of water as follows:
Δr(OH)
(
A˚
) = 5.10−5Δνs(OH)(cm−1)
+ 0.0029 (r = 0.978).
(4)
This correlation includes all the 1-1 and 1-2 complexes.
Other water properties such as the σ∗(OH) occupation
are summarized in S.I. These results indicate a large positive
NBO charge of the bonding protons H8 and H11, a larger
negative charge on the O9 or O12 atoms, and a larger
σ∗(O9H8) or σ∗(O11H12) occupation than in the 1-1 com-
plexes. It should be also noticed that in the 1-1 complexes, the
water molecule acts as an electron acceptor, with the charge
transfer from the carbonyl derivative to the water molecule
ranging from 0.008 to 0.017e. In the 1-2 complexes, the
sum of the charge on the H8O9H10 molecule remains weak
(positive or negative), the charge being transferred to the
second water molecule which always bears a negative charge.
3.3. Binding Energies. Table 4 reports the total binding
energies in the trimer, E(ABC); the binding energies between
the AB, BC, and AC molecules at the trimer geometry along
with the cooperative energies, ΔEcoop, calculated by (1).
The % cooperativity defined as the ratio ΔEcoop/EABC
ranges between 18% and 20% and is almost constant for
the five systems considered here. This percentage is slightly
larger than in the H2C=O·2H2O system (16%) [27] but
smaller than in the NH2CHO·2H2O system (26%) where the
C=O · · ·HO and CH· · ·O bonds are formed [20].
The binding energies between the two water molecules
are almost the same for all the systems, between −4.50
and −4.62 kcal mol−1. These results are in line with the
small diﬀerences in intermolecular distances and the NBO
parameters in the two bonded water molecules discussed in
the previous section.
The binding energies EAB vary between −4.73 and
−3.60 kcal mol−1. They are ordered according to the proton
aﬃnities of the O atom of the carbonyl group which vary
from 170.1 to 185.3 kcal mol−1 (Table 4)
−EHB
(
kcal mol−1
)
= 0.0786 PA
(
kcal mol−1
)
− 9.83 (r = 0.998).
(5)
Table 4: B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) Total Binding Energies (EABC),
EAB, EBC, and ECA binding energies in the trimer geometry
and cooperative energies (ΔEcoop) for the CH3CHO, CH2FCHO,
and CH3CFO complexes with two water molecules (with BSSE-
corrections in kcal mol−1)a.
System EABC EAB
b EAC EBC ΔEcoop
CH3CHO·2H2O (A) −13.04 −4.64(183.8) −1.52 −4.56 −2.32
CH3CHO·2H2O (B) −13.48 −4.73(185.3) −1.66 −4.50 −2.59
CH2FCHO 2H2O(A) −13.00 −3.60(170.1) −2.31 −4.59 −2.50
CH2FCHO·2H2O (B) −12.49 −3.71(172.4) −1.72 −4.54 −2.52
CH3CFO·2H2O (A) −12.41 −3.60(171.4) −1.87 −4.62 −2.32
a
A = carbonyl derivative, B and C = water. bThe numbers in parentheses are
the Proton Aﬃnities of the O atom of the C=O group (kcal mol−1) taken
from [22].
The slope of this correlation is slightly larger than the slope
of the correlation calculated for the 1-1 complexes (0.061)
[22]. This conclusion must be taken with caution owing to
the small range of considered energies. In a broad energy
range, the cooperativity eﬀects are usually nonlinear [49].
Let us also notice that the C4H5 bonds characterized by
deprotonation enthalpies between 357 and 364 kcal mol−1
are better proton donors that the C1H3 bonds having
much larger deprotonation enthalpies, between 382 and
391 kcal mol−1. The binding energies EAC are weak but do
not reflect the diﬀerences in acidity of the CH bonds. The
same remark also holds for the % of cooperativity which is
almost constant.
4. Conclusions
The present work deals with a theoretical investigation of the
cooperativity in CH3CHO·2H2O, CH2FCHO·2H2O, and
CH3CFO·2H2O systems. The results are compared with
the complexes involving one water molecule. The main
conclusions of our work are the following ones.
(1) For the three systems, two stable cyclic structures
are predicted. Both structures are stabilized by
C=O· · ·HO interaction. In the A structures, the
system is stabilized by a CH· · ·O interaction involv-
ing the CH3 (or CH2F) group. In the B structures,
the CH bond of the HC=O group participates to
the CH· · ·O interaction. The optimized structures
indicate shorter intermolecular distances than in the
1-1 complexes or than in the water dimer.
(2) Formation of the A(1-2) complexes results in an
elongation of the CH bond of the CH3 or CH2F
group involved in the CH· · ·O interaction, a red
shift of the ν(CH) vibration, and an increase in
occupation of the σ∗(CH) orbitals. This elongation
is negligible in the A(1-1) complexes. In contrast,
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formation of the B(1-2) complexes results in a con-
traction of the aldehydic CH bond and a marked blue
shift of the ν(CH) vibration, which are both larger
than in the B(1-1) complexes. This eﬀect is explained
by a large decrease of the intramolecular LPO →
σ∗(CH) hyperconjugation energy and illustrates the
predominance of the lone pair eﬀect in determining
the CH distances.
(3) The elongation of the OH bonds in the water
molecules, the red shifts of the ν(OH) vibrations are
larger than in the water dimer. The same remark also
holds for the variation of the NBO charges on the H
and O atoms.
(4) Quantitative correlations between the CH distances
and the σ∗(CH) occupations or between the fre-
quency shifts of the ν(OH) stretching vibrations
and the elongations of the OH bond of water are
presented.
(5) The total binding energies in the ternary systems
range between −12.41 and −13.48 kcal mol−1. The
two-body interaction energies are calculated at the
trimer geometries. At this geometry, the interaction
energies between the carbonyl derivative and the
considered water molecules slightly increase with the
basicity of the C=O group. The cooperative energies
are comprised between −2.32 and −2.59 kcal mol−1.
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Two forms of cyclic, doubly hydrogen-bonded dimers are discovered for crystalline 1H-pyrrolo[3,2-h]quinoline, a bifunctional
molecule possessing both hydrogen bond donor and acceptor groups. One of the forms is planar, the other is twisted. Analysis of
IR and Raman spectra, combined with DFT calculations, allows one to assign the observed vibrations and to single out vibrational
transitions which can serve as markers of hydrogen bond formation and dimer structure. Raman spectra measured for samples
submitted to high pressure indicate a transition from the planar towards the twisted structure. Formation of intermolecular
hydrogen bonds leads to a large increase of the Raman intensity of the NH stretching band: it can be readily observed for the
dimer, but is absent in the monomer spectrum.
1. Introduction
In studies of the intermolecular hydrogen bond (HB), an
important class of model compounds consists of molecules
which can form both H-bonded dimers and complexes
with water or alcohols [1]. Such molecules are usually
characterized by the simultaneous presence of HB donor and
acceptor groups. Whether the strength of the intermolecular
HBs is greater for dimers or complexes depends on the
relative positions of the donor and acceptor in the molecular
frame. Interestingly, diﬀerent structures and stoichiometries
are often encountered for the same molecule. A well-known
example is 7-azaindole (7AI, Figure 1), which forms doubly
hydrogen bonded dimers in solution [2], while the X-ray
data reveal a tetrameric structure in the crystalline state [3].
Diﬀerent stoichiometries and structures are possible for the
complexes of 7AI with methanol and water: 1 : 1, 1 : 2, and
1 : 3 species have been detected [4–9].
The crystal structure of multiply H-bonded dimers/
oligomers seems to be determined by the interplay of H-
bonding and longer range intermolecular interactions. For
instance, 1-azacarbazole (1AC), a molecule closely related
to 7AI, exists in the crystal in the form of planar, doubly
hydrogen bonded dimers [10] (Figure 2). While there is no
doubt that 1AC also forms dimers in solutions, various
possible structures have been discussed [11–14].
1H-pyrrolo[3,2-h]quinoline (PQ, Scheme 1) can be con-
sidered a counterpart to 7AI with regard to intermolecular
HB characteristics. The NH group of PQ (HB-donor) and
the pyridine nitrogen (HB-acceptor) are positioned three
bonds apart, whereas in 7AI these groups are separated
by two bonds. This change results in completely diﬀerent
excited state behaviour of complexes with water or alcohols
[15–20]. Rapid photoinduced double proton transfer is
observed for PQ in complexes of 1 : 1 stoichiometry. The
process occurs on the time scale of single picoseconds and
is not stopped by lowering of temperature or by increasing
the viscosity of the medium. On the contrary, the reaction is
slower and viscosity-dependent in 7AI complexes [21], since
it requires a solvent rearrangement around an excited chro-
mophore [22–27]. These diﬀerent phototautomerization
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Figure 1: Various motifs of intermolecular HB formed by 7-
azaindole. (a) Dimers and tetramers, (b) complexes with water.
N NH
Scheme 1
characteristics reflect diﬀerent intermolecular HB strengths,
imposed by molecular structure.
The HB characteristics, and, in consequence, tautomer-
ization abilities in the dimeric species are expected to become
reversed in PQ and 7AI. For the latter, a planar dimeric struc-
ture reveals two strong, linear, equivalent HBs. Therefore,
it is not quite surprising that photoinduced double proton
transfer in 7AI dimers has been observed at temperatures
as low as 4 K [28]. In contrast, PQ dimers are predicted
by theory to be nonplanar. This has been confirmed by X-
ray studies, which reported an angle of 22.6◦ between the
two monomeric units [29]. Our previous work on a similar
structure, dipyrido[2,3-a:3,2-i]carbazole [30] demonstrated
that in the crystalline phase this molecule forms cyclic,
but strongly nonplanar doubly hydrogen-bonded dimers
(Figure 3). No tautomeric fluorescence has been observed
for such a dimer, but it could be readily detected when the
crystalline sample was exposed to water vapor, prepared on
a hydrophilic support, or embedded in a polymer containing
hydroxyl groups. A general conclusion from this study was
that HB-donor-acceptor molecules which readily form flat
dimers should have a weak tendency for the formation of
cyclic complexes, and vice versa.
In this work, we analyze structure and vibrational spectra
of crystalline PQ dimers. Somewhat unexpectedly, our X-ray
Figure 2: The structure of dimers of 1-azacarbazole in the solid
phase.
Figure 3: The X-ray structure of dipyrido[2,3-a:3,2-i]carbazole.
measurements of PQ reveal the existence of planar, doubly
hydrogen-bonded dimeric species, and thus a structure very
diﬀerent than the one reported previously [29] (Figure 4).
We analyze the experimental and theoretically predicted
vibrational patterns, with particular interest regarding the
vibrations involved in intermolecular hydrogen bonds.
Finally, we show the influence of high pressure upon the HB
strength, manifested by spectral shifts observed in the Raman
spectra.
2. Experimental and Theoretical Details
Synthesis and purification of PQ have been described before
[31].
The IR spectra were recorded on a Nicolet Magna
560 FTIR spectrometer, equipped with MCT/B liquid-
nitrogen-cooled detector, with 1 cm−1 resolution. For the
measurements of infrared spectra, thin polycrystalline PQ
films were prepared on KBr or ZnSe windows by quick
evaporation from a concentrated solution. The monomer IR
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Figure 4: (a) X-ray structure of PQ reported in [29]; the
geometrical positions of hydrogen atoms were inserted. (b) Our X-
ray structure and atom numbering.
spectra have been recorded for PQ isolated in argon matrices
using a closed-cycle helium cryostat (CSW-202N, Advanced
Research Systems). The compound, contained in a glass tube,
was heated to 350 K and codeposited with argon at a ratio
of about 1 : 1000 onto a cold (20 K) KBr window mounted
in a cryostat with 10−6 Torr background pressure. During
spectral measurements the matrix temperature was kept at
10 K.
Renishaw inVia microscopic system was used for the
measurements of Raman spectra. Ar+ 514.5 nm (Stellar Pro
Modu-Laser, LLC) laser line and a diode laser (HPNIR785)
emitting 785 nm line were used as the excitation sources.
With a×100 microscope objective the laser light was focused
on a sample, the laser power at the sample being 5 mW
or less. The Raman scattered light was collected by the
same objective through a cut-oﬀ filter to block out Rayleigh
scattering. Gratings of 1800 and 1200 grooves/mm were used
for 514.5 and 785 nm laser lines, respectively. The resolution
was 5 cm−1, with the wavenumber accuracy of 2 cm−1, both
calibrated with the Rayleigh line and the 520.6 cm−1 line of
silicon. The Raman scattered light was recorded by a 1024 ×
256 pixel Peltier-cooled RenCam CCD detector.
High pressure experiments have been performed in
Takemura type of diamond anvil cell [32]. The diameter of
the diamond culet was 600 μm and a gasket made of stainless
steel was used with 300 μm centrally drilled hole. Sample
powder was loaded into the gasket hole without any pressure
transmitting medium. Pressures were measured by recording
the fluorescence spectrum of a small ruby chip embedded in
the sample and converting the shift of the wavelength of the
R1 line to pressure, according to the scale proposed by Mao
[33].
The samples of diﬀerent polymorphs were prepared
by quick crystallization by evaporation from concentrated
PQ solutions in dichloromethane, diethyl ether, methanol,
cyclohexane, and toluene.
For the X-ray studies, a colorless PQ crystal of approx-
imate dimensions of 0.1 × 0.2 × 0.2 mm3 was used.
Diﬀraction data were collected at 100 K using a Bruker Kappa
CCD diﬀractometer with graphite monochromated Mo Kα
radiation. Structure was solved by direct methods (SHELXS-
97) and refined on F2 by full-matrix least-squares method
(SHELXL-97) [34]. Formula is C11H8N2, monoclinic, space
group P21/c, a = 9.0104(4), b = 4.7302(1), c = 19.3117(9) A˚,
β = 103.1825(17)◦, R1 = 0.0449 (I > 2σ(I)), wR2 = 0.1144
for all data.
Unit cell parameters (but not the whole data) were
also measured at room temperature, showing no significant
diﬀerences compared with 100 K data (a = 9.13, b = 4.87,
c = 19.42 A˚, β = 102.54◦, parameters not refined).
The crystallographic data have been deposited with the
Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre as a supplementary
publication no. CCDC 868707. The data can be obtained
free of charge at http://www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk or from the
Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre, 12 Union Road,
Cambridge CB2 1EZ, UK.
Geometry optimizations were performed using density
functional theory (DFT), with B3LYP functional and cc-
PVTZ basis set, as implemented in Gaussian 09. This choice
of functional/basis set was guided by extensive calculations
for the PQ monomer which resulted in reliable assignments
of nearly all of the vibrations.
In order to simulate the structure of PQ dimers in
the crystalline environment, DFT-based quantum chemical
calculations were performed using the CASTEP (Cam-
bridge Serial Total Energy Package) computer code [35] in
the framework of the generalized gradient approximation
(GGA), as proposed by Perdew et al. [36], in combination
with Vanderbilt ultrasoft pseudopotentials [37]. The plane
wave basis set was truncated at a kinetic energy of 240 eV.
Computations were performed over a range of k-points
within the Brillouin zone as generated by the full Monkhorst-
Pack scheme [38] with a 2 × 2 × 1 mesh. A further
increase of the cutoﬀ energy and the number of k-points
resulted in negligibly small changes in structure energies,
indicating that the energy values are well converged. Two
initial geometries of planar and twisted PQ dimers were
taken from the X-ray data. In every case a slab including
16 molecules of PQ was constructed and repeated periodi-
cally.
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3. Results
3.1. Dimer Structure. Geometry optimization performed for
the PQ dimer yields a nonplanar, doubly H-bonded struc-
ture. The calculated nonplanar geometry agrees qualitatively
with the X-ray data published in 1991 (Figure 4(a)). How-
ever, the quantitative diﬀerences are quite significant. The
calculated twisting angle between the monomeric moieties,
45.6◦, is much larger than the experimental one, 22.6◦.
For the separation of the H-bonded nitrogen atoms, the
same value, 2.98 A˚, is computed for both pairs, while the
reported X-ray distances are very diﬀerent, 2.92 and 2.99 A˚.
The calculations yield nearly planar monomeric units in
the dimer, whereas the experiment clearly shows distortions.
For instance, the experimental NCCN angles are 3.8◦ and
5.4◦, while the calculations yield the same, smaller value of
2.5◦. These results suggest that intermolecular interactions
in the crystal may aﬀect the dimer structure. We have
therefore repeated the X-ray measurements, performing
experiments both at 293 K and at lower temperatures.
Surprisingly, a diﬀerent structure than previously reported
was obtained (Figure 4(b)), consisting of two doubly H-
bonded PQ monomeric units in a planar arrangement. In
order to obtain a theoretical model for the planar dimer,
we imposed the planarity in the optimization procedure.
This resulted in one negative frequency in the optimized
structure, the vibration corresponding to mutual twisting of
the planar moieties. Computationally, the planar geometry
shows the NN distance of 3.12 A˚, whereas the experimental
value is 3.01 A˚.
One can conclude that PQ forms polymorphs in the
crystal, which diﬀer in the structure of dimers, especially
with regard to parameters usually considered important for
the strength of intermolecular hydrogen bond. Therefore
it seemed interesting to carry out vibrational spectroscopy
studies in order to (i) determine how does the formation of
a doubly H-bonded dimer aﬀect the vibrational pattern and
(ii) probe the possible diﬀerences in the vibrational structure
between planar and nonplanar (but both doubly H-bonded)
dimers.
3.2. IR Measurements. Figure 5 presents the IR spectra
recorded for the monomeric PQ isolated in an Ar matrix
and the spectra of polycrystalline PQ, corresponding to
the planar dimeric structure, measured on a KBr window.
The experimental data are compared with the results of
calculations performed for the monomer and for the two
forms of the dimer: a fully-optimized non-planar structure
and a form with imposed planar geometry.
The spectra of monomeric PQ are very well reproduced
by calculations with regard to both band positions and
intensities. They will be treated in detail in a separate work,
in which the combination of theoretical modelling, IR,
Raman, and high resolution fluorescence spectra obtained
for supersonic jet-isolated PQ allowed reliable assignments
of nearly all of 57 vibrations of monomeric PQ. Here, we
focus on the dimer, using the monomer vibrations as a
starting point. Figure 5 shows that, while the general pattern
of the IR spectrum of dimeric PQ roughly resembles that
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Figure 5: (a) IR spectrum of the monomer in Ar matrix at
15 K; (b) simulated monomer spectrum; (c) dimeric, polycrystalline
PQ at 293 K; results of calculations performed for the planar (d)
and twisted (e) dimer. The scaling factor of 0.9682 was used in
calculations.
of the monomer, significant diﬀerences are observed in
specific regions. The largest diﬀerence is observed for the
NH stretching mode. The monomer peak observed around
3500 cm−1 (the observed triplet is due to argon site structure)
disappears in the crystalline sample, where a broad band
is detected, centered at 3210 cm−1. This red shift of almost
300 cm−1 is characteristic for the formation of fairly strong
NH· · ·N intermolecular hydrogen bonds. The calculations
predict the shifts of 320 and 220 cm−1 for the twisted and
planar forms, respectively. As expected, the larger shift is
computed for a structure with a shorter N–N distance, and
thus a stronger hydrogen bond. The better agreement with
experiment for the larger value is somewhat misleading,
since the X-ray measurements demonstrated that the sample
corresponded to a planar dimer. Further arguments are
provided by the analysis of the IR spectrum in the energy
region corresponding to out-of-plane vibrations. For the
monomeric PQ, calculations yield two modes that contain
significant NH out-of-plane contributions. They can be
readily identified in the experimental spectrum as the bands
at 491 and 527 cm−1. In the IR spectrum of a dimer these
bands are still observed, but, in addition, a broad band
appears at 743 cm−1, in nice agreement with calculations,
which predict for a planar structure a transition at 734 cm−1.
For the twisted dimer structure, there no longer exist pure
“out-of-plane” modes. The mode which still retains much of
that character is predicted to lie at 807 cm−1 and to have an
intensity twice that of the planar structure. Comparison of
the experimental and simulated IR spectra in the region of
650–950 cm−1 leaves no doubt that the observed spectrum
originates from a planar species. The value of the blue
shift of the NH out-of-plane bending mode, which exceeds
200 cm−1, again points to a strong intermolecular HB in
dimeric PQ.
There is no single particular vibration in the monomer
which could be assigned to a pure NH in-plane bending
mode. This is also true for the dimer. The IR transitions
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Figure 6: (a) Raman spectrum of the monomer in Ar matrix at
15 K; (b) simulated monomer spectrum; (c) dimeric, polycrystalline
PQ, measured at 293 K; results of calculations performed for the
planar (d) and twisted (e) dimer. The scaling factor of 0.9682 was
used in calculations.
computed for the planar dimer consist of symmetric and
antisymmetric combinations of the monomer modes. Only
the latter are IR-active. A very similar pattern of IR tran-
sitions is obtained for the nonplanar dimer. Figure 5 shows
that in the region above 1000 cm−1 the predicted IR spectra
for both planar and twisted dimer are almost identical.
The analysis of the IR spectra demonstrates that both
NH stretching and out-of-plane bending modes are eﬃcient
markers for the HB formation. However, only the latter can
be used to indicate the planar structure of the H-bonded
dimer.
3.3. Raman Spectra. Comparison of Raman spectra sim-
ulated and measured for monomeric and dimeric PQ is
presented in Figure 6. Contrary to the case of the IR spectra,
the calculations now predict diﬀerences between monomeric
and dimeric species in the region above 1200 cm−1. Below
that value, the simulated spectra are very similar for the three
species. But even above 1200 cm−1, the Raman spectra com-
puted for planar and twisted dimers resemble each other very
strongly, excluding their use for structure determination.
The calculations predict that the Raman activity of the
NH stretching mode should be drastically increased, about
15 times, upon HB formation. This increase was confirmed
by experiment. No band corresponding to the NH stretch
was observed for monomeric PQ, but it could be readily
detected at 3200 cm−1 for the crystalline sample. Thus,
formation of the intermolecularly H-bonded dimer enhances
the polarizability to a degree that enables observation of a
vibrational feature characteristic of the hydrogen bond.
3.4. Vibrational Assignments. Based on IR and Raman spec-
tra and the results of calculations, we present in Table 1
the tentative assignments for the vibrations of dimeric PQ.
The experimental data given in the Table correspond to the
planar structure, whereas the calculations are given for both
planar and twisted forms. Since the planarity was artificially
imposed in the calculations, one might expect that the results
in this case are less reliable. Still, as can be seen from Figures
5 and 6, the calculated vibrational patterns are very similar,
both for IR and Raman spectra. The largest diﬀerences are
observed for the NH stretching and out-of-plane bending
modes, which were specifically discussed above.
3.5. Obtaining Diﬀerent Polymorphic Forms. As already
mentioned, the crystalline samples of PQ which we have
examined by X-ray, IR and Raman techniques corresponded
to planar dimers, and thus to a diﬀerent polymorphic form
than observed previously [29]. We have tried to obtain
both forms by crystallization from diﬀerent solvents, and
then using Raman spectroscopy as a tool for structure
determination. A trial and error approach was adopted, since
no information about crystallization details was given in the
work reporting the twisted structure [29]. Figure 7 presents
the Raman spectra measured for samples crystallized from
five diﬀerent solvents. The spectra are similar, but significant
diﬀerences can be detected in two regions. A peak of weak
intensity appears at 738 cm−1 for PQ crystallized from
cyclohexane, toluene, and methanol, but not from diethyl
ether and dichloromethane. The second region corresponds
to two fairly strong peaks observed at 1062 and 1074 cm−1.
Their relative intensity patterns (a more intense feature lying
at higher energy) are the same for the samples revealing
the 738 cm−1 transition. For two other samples, which lack
the 738 cm−1 peak, the intensity ratio changes: now the
lower energy peak becomes higher. Such behavior strongly
suggests that the PQ samples obtained from cyclohexane,
toluene, and methanol correspond to planar dimers, whereas
those crystallized from diethyl ether and dichloromethane,
to the nonplanar ones. This is confirmed by the results
of calculations, which predict exactly such reversal of the
relative intensity pattern for the 1062 and 1074 cm−1 peaks
upon going from a planar to a twisted dimeric form (see
Figure 6).
3.6. High-Pressure Experiments. The idea behind spectral
measurements for samples submitted to high pressures was
to observe pressure-induced changes in the strength, and
possibly also of the structure of the intermolecular hydrogen
bond. Figure 8 shows the Raman spectra recorded for PQ
dimers under normal and elevated pressures. Nearly all peaks
observed below 1700 cm−1 evolve in a similar way with
increasing pressure: the maxima shift to the blue by 5–
8 cm−1. Much larger shifts towards higher transition energies
are detected for the CH stretching bands, which shift by
30 cm−1 or more. A reversal of the relative intensities is
observed for the bands at 3114 and 3137 cm−1. All these
changes are reversible, as shown by comparison of the spectra
recorded for the same sample before and after going through
the high pressure cycle.
The eﬀects most relevant to this work are related to
changes in the HB strength and structure. Figure 8 shows that
the NH stretching band, observed at 3200 cm−1, moves to
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Table 1: Comparison of the experimental IR and Raman spectra with the vibrational frequencies calculated for the twisted and planar forms
of the PQ dimer.
Calculateda Observed
Assignmentdfrequencye
(cm−1)
frequencyf
(cm−1)
IR intensityg
(km/mol)
Raman activityg
(A4/amu)
IRb Ramanc
3362
ν1 3218.9 3218.8 2578.38 (1802.54) 28.41 (0) 3180h s as NH str
ν2 3201.3 3211.2 48.28 (0.01) 1126.68 (1032.01) 3193h s s NH str
ν3 3151.3 3065.3 4.97 (7.27) 49.50 (53.58) as CH str
ν4 3151.3 3065.3 0.52 (1.43) 281.36 (272.92) 3137 w s CH str
ν5 3133.0 3039.3 0.75 (0.64) 164.25 (237.43) 3112 w s CH str
ν6 3133.0 3039.3 5.02 (6.87) 39.47 (22.30) as CH str
ν7 3091.4 2996.7 4.88 (0.14) 453.54 (555.04) 3067 w s CH str
ν8 3091.4 2996.6 29.73 (36.36) 95.36 (2.32) as CH str
ν9 3078.3 2983.2 1.61 (0.01) 501.64 (515.94) 3052 w s CH str
ν10 3078.2 2983.1 63.42 (60.51) 27.11 (0.05) as CH str
ν11 3062.4 2970.2 0.17 (17.58) 302.47 (121.90) 3040 w s CH str
ν12 3062.4 2969.9 19.75 (17.35) 24.36 (125.43) as CH str
ν13 3059.7 2966.6 2.18 (8.51) 2.32 (113.18) as CH str
ν14 3059.6 2966.4 0.33 (6.59) 12.54 (140.11) 3019 sh s CH str
ν15 3039.2 2964.5 4.87 (0.27) 148.24 (30.94) 3000 s CH str
ν16 3039.1 2964.5 15.73 (0.38) 28.75 (42.60) as CH str
1660 m
1632 m
ν17 1602.8 1551.4 6.25 (0) 50.40 (53.35) 1620 m NH s b, CC str cr
ν18 1598.7 1548.4 36.68 (27.79) 10.29 (0) 1615 s NH as b,CC str cr
ν19 1581.1 1534.2 27.87 (34.95) 13.16 (0.07) 1594 m (CC, CN) as str pyridine
ν20 1580.3 1533.4 4.33 (0.03) 66.13 (81.74) 1595 m (CC, CN) s str pyridine
ν21 1549.9 1499.8 0.99 (0.01) 28.48 (30.40) 1562 m NH, CH s b pyridine
ν22 1545.9 1497.7 57.03 (43.42) 6.11 (0.01) 1560 m NH, CH as b pyridine
ν23 1515.0 1468.1 4.14 (0) 21.16 (27.48) 1528 w NH, CH18,20,41,39 s b
ν24 1512.5 1466.6 90.78 (95.24) 5.73 (0) 1524 s NH, CH18,20,41,39 as b
ν25 1488.0 1441.3 40.20 (42.88) 17.42 (0) 1497 m NH as b, CC str pyr
ν26 1484.3 1436.4 4.55 (0) 111.20 (172.84) 1500 s NH s b, CC str pyr
ν27 1469.8 1423.5 1.32 (0) 243.81 (225.53) 1484 vs CH20 s b, skel def CC
ν28 1468.1 1422.0 9.96 (7.03) 56.54 (0) 1482 w CH20 as b, skel def CC
ν29 1427.9 1385.4 0.77 (0) 37.40 (32.30) 1440 w NH, CH20,21,41,42 s b, skel def pyr
ν30 1427.2 1379.4 9.25 (10.49) 6.91 (0) 1435 w NH, CH20,21,41,42 as b, skel def pyr
ν31 1414.9 1369.1 4.96 (6.27) 0.97 (0) 1428 w CH17,18,19,20,38,39,40,41 as b, CC str cr
ν32 1414.7 1366.9 0.84 (0) 9.32 (13.32) 1430 m CH17,18,19,20,38,39,40,41 s b, CC str cr
ν33 1394.6 1345.2 0.04 (0) 152.39 (137.61) 1407 m NH, CH21,42 s b, CC str pyr
ν34 1388.7 1343.6 33.68 (37.34) 17.26 (0.01) 1403 m NH, CH21,42 as b, CC str pyr,
ν35 1363.7 1318.7 124.83 (146.01) 22.36 (0) 1386 s skel def, CH as b
ν36 1361.7 1315.9 20.55 (0) 111.09 (157.34) 1386 s skel def, CH s b
ν37 1324.1 1280.6 6.01 (0) 78.48 (84.13) 1341 m skel def, CH s b
ν38 1320.2 1277.8 87.62 (85.48) 10.37 (0) 1333 m skel def, CH as b
ν39 1291.9 1249.4 3.58 (1.30) 32.85 (0.26) 1301 vw skel def, CH as b
ν40 1291.3 1248.8 0.77 (0) 119.86 (125.70) 1302 m skel def, CH s b
ν41 1263.8 1225.6 1.51 (0) 13.98 (24.15) 1275 m
CH s b, C7N11, C28N32, C8C9, C29C30
str
ν42 1263.4 1222.7 37.25 (32.35) 1.74 (0) 1268 m
CH as b, C7N11, C28N32, C8C9,
C29C30 str
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Table 1: Continued.
Calculateda Observed
Assignmentdfrequencye
(cm−1)
frequencyf
(cm−1)
IR intensityg
(km/mol)
Raman activityg
(A4/amu)
IRb Ramanc
ν43 1239.0 1199.9 1.23 (24.33) 2.28 (0.02) 1251 w NH and CH s b
ν44 1236.5 1199.8 24.70 (0.11) 0.43 (4.81) 1243 m NH and CH as b
ν45 1199.6 1160.3 1.67 (0.57) 0.25 (0) 1210 w CH as b, CC str cr
ν46 1199.5 1159.7 0.03 (0) 1.27 (1.08) 1210 w CH s b, CC str cr
ν47 1180.7 1140.7 0.58 (16.59) 2.52 (0) 1193 w CH s b, CC str
ν48 1180.6 1138.8 15.28 (0) 0.09 (2.07) 1193 m CH s b, CC str
ν49 1123.7 1089.2 8.81 (10.81) 0.66 (0.01) 1133 m CH17,18,19,20 and CH38,39,40,41 as b
ν50 1123.5 1089.1 1.71 (0.03) 2.24 (2.15) 1132 w CH17,18,19,20 and CH38,39,40,41 s b
ν51 1112.3 1074.6 0.50 (25.90) 1.01 (0)
CH15,17,18,20 and CH36,38,39,41 and
NH s b
ν52 1110.6 1074.1 22.51 (0) 0.23 (4.96) 1121 m
CH15,17,18,20 and CH36,38,39,41 and
NH as b
ν53 1075.6 1041.7 0.14 (0) 3.42 (8.06) 1090 w skel def, CH s b
ν54 1071.0 1035.3 51.41 (69.84) 0.35 (0) 1082 s skel def, CH as b
ν55 1056.8 1026.7 0.02 (0) 30.98 (69.48) 1075 s CH15,16,36,37 s b
ν56 1055.9 1024.6 4.03 (3.50) 2.00 (0) 1065 w CH15,16,36,37 s b
ν57 1047.8 1015.9 0.86 (0) 53.49 (21.34) 1062 m skel def, CH as b
ν58 1046.4 1012.3 5.31 (11.68) 2.32 (0) 1058 w skel def, CH as b
ν59 1008.9 978.5 5.64 (6.69) 3.18 (0) 1025 w skel def
ν60 1008.6 975.5 0.60 (0) 24.42 (17.84) 1019 w skel def
ν61 968.6 931.8 1.25 (1.27) 0.15 (0) 972 vw 973 vw CH19-21 and CH40-42 s “oop” twisting
ν62 968.6 931.7 0.32 (0) 0.04 (0.24) 965 vw 969 vw CH19-21 and CH40-42 as “oop” twisting
ν63 944.2 909.4 0.03 (0) 0.26 (0.60) 951 w
CH17,18,21 and CH38,39,42 as “oop”
wag
ν64 944.1 909.4 0.11 (0.38) 0.13 (0)
CH17,18,21 and CH38,39,42 as “oop”
wag
ν65 938.9 887.5 0.86 (1.71) 0.40 (0.11) 946 w
CH17-19,21 and CH38-40,42 as “oop”
twisting
ν66 938.8 887.3 0.76 (0.28) 0.41 (0.66) 942 w
CH17-19,21 and CH38-40,42 as “oop”
twisting
ν67 888.4 857.1 51.13 (44.91) 2.84 (0) 899 m as skel def pyr (N11-C12-C13)
ν68 885.0 851.4 16.47 (0) 26.78 (25.25) 890 m s skel def pyr (N11-C12-C13)
ν69 872.9 841.8 10.51 (17.27) 4.86 (0) 882 m skel def, NH s twisting
ν70 871.3 839.8 16.74 (0) 1.46 (20.52) skel def, NH as twisting
ν71 860.9 809.0 9.07 (0) 13.06 (0.03) 853 w CH15,16,36,37 and s “oop” wag
ν72 857.2 808.8 2.82 (21.39) 0.83 (0) 860 vw CH15,16,36,37 and s “oop” wag
ν73 829.1 793.1 1.31 (43.69) 0.63 (0) s skel “oop” def, NH, CH wag
ν74 823.8 789.6 5.18 (0) 0.65 (1.24) as skel “oop” def, NH, CH wag
ν75 814.6 774.0 103.69 (76.52) 2.72 (0) 823 m 826 w s NH “oop”
ν76 805.0 771.8 9.08 (0) 0.45 (0.73) as cr “oop” def, CH as wag
ν77 804.3 735.0 29.08 (0) 0.76 (0.29) 801 s s cr “oop” def, CH s wag
ν78 782.9 733.5 5.92 (33.11) 0.03 (0) as NH “oop”
ν79 764.2 728.2 5.35 (0) 0.23 (32.85) CH17-21,38-42 s “oop” wag
ν80 763.1 727.2 0.29 (2.50) 0.05 (0) CH17-21,38-42 s “oop” wag
ν81 751.2 716.8 1.01 (57.55) 36.36 (0) 763 m s “ip” skel def
ν82 750.8 699.1 1.33 (0) 3.39 (0.26) 773 m 770 sh as “ip” skel def
ν83 727.8 688.3 17.14 (1.95) 0.14 (0) 738 m 739 w CH15-18 and CH36-39 “oop” s wag
ν84 726.3 669.7 2.58 (65.15) 0.02 (0) CH15-18 and CH36-39 “oop” as wag
ν85 696.2 668.3 61.18 (0) 1.87 (0.88) s “oop” skel def, CH s wag
ν86 696.1 656.9 13.35 (0) 0.05 (0.71) as “oop” skel def, CH s wag
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Table 1: Continued.
Calculateda Observed
Assignmentdfrequencye
(cm−1)
frequencyf
(cm−1)
IR intensityg
(km/mol)
Raman activityg
(A4/amu)
IRb Ramanc
ν87 678.6 653.4 0.03 (0) 64.70 (70.42) 684 vw 686 s
s cr and pyridine ring b (sym along
N1-C4, C7-C10 axis)
ν88 675.2 651.1 15.94 (14.61) 1.87 (0) 696 m 696 sh
as cr and pyridine ring b (sym along
N1-C4, C7-C10 axis)
ν89 610.6 589.1 5.28 (4.30) 0.01 (0)
as cr and pyridine ring b (asym along
N1-C4, C7-C10 axis)
ν90 607.0 587.8 1.15 (0) 6.13 (8.11) 615 vw 614 w
s cr and pyridine ring b (asym along
N1-C4, C7-C10 axis)
ν91 605.3 575.9 0.89 (14.68) 0.58 (0) as “oop” skel def pyr
ν92 604.5 572.2 6.17 (0) 2.14 (0.68) 602 w s “oop” skel def pyr
ν93 573.7 552.4 0.75 (2.39) 0.53 (0) as “oop” skel def pyridine and cr
ν94 573.5 547.6 0.55 (0) 0.98 (2.04) 571 w s “oop” skel def pyridine and cr
ν95 516.2 502.9 5.97 (7.19) 1.51 (0) as “ip” skel def pyridine and cr
ν96 516.1 500.6 0.74 (0) 8.04 (10.89) 524 m s “ip” skel def pyridine and cr
ν97 513.7 490.9 0.53 (0) 1.51 (1.03) 513 w s “oop” skel def pyridine and cr
ν98 511.6 485.2 0.17 (0.81) 0.72 (0) as “oop” skel def pyridine and cr
ν99 472.8 455.0 8.28 (0) 1.82 (9.13) as “ip” skel def cr
ν100 471.5 453.5 0.17 (8.39) 8.11 (0) 479 m s “ip” skel def cr
ν101 430.1 414.5 0.54 (8.03) 11.61 (0) 438 m s “ip” skel def cr, CH17,19,38,40 “oop”
ν102 429.9 414.3 7.54 (0) 2.59 (15.89) 432 sh as “ip” skel def cr, CH17,19,38,40 “oop”
ν103 426.3 411.4 0.52 (0) 1.64 (2.25) as “oop” skel def cr, CH17,19,38,40 “oop”
ν104 425.1 410.3 0.58 (2.00) 4.49 (0) 424 w s “oop” skel def cr, CH17,19,38,40 “oop”
ν105 284.4 273.3 1.89 (1.93) 0.81 (0) as “oop” pyridine and cr rock
ν106 283.5 270.9 1.37 (0) 1.34 (2.06) 300 w s “oop” pyridine and cr rock
ν107 252.8 244.7 0.65 (6.73) 0.04 (0) as “oop” pyr and cr rock
ν108 249.5 238.0 6.20 (6.29) 0.17 (0) s “oop” pyr and cr rock
ν109 248.8 237.5 3.53 (0) 0.52 (6.82) 267 w as pyr and pyridine rings “ip” bend
ν110 243.3 231.8 0.07 (0) 5.18 (0.05) 251 m s pyr and pyridine rings “ip” bend
ν111 163.0 141.8 0.01 (0.04) 0.27 (0) 169 w as pyr and pyridine tor
ν112 150.4 139.1 0.03 (0) 0.43 (1.24) 154 m s pyr and pyridine tor
ν113 122.3 117.0 6.27 (0) 0.23 (2.44) as “oop” pyridine and pyr rock
ν114 121.9 112.3 3.70 (6.00) 0.91 (0) s “oop” pyridine and pyr rock
ν115 80.2 75.9 3.58 (1.02) 3.54 (0) dim rock
ν116 78.2 71.4 0.02 (0) 1.54 (1.80) dim b
ν117 67.0 59.6 0.00 (0) 1.15 (3.12) dim b
ν118 43.4 21.3 0.18 (0.12) 9.82 (0) dim rock
ν119 26.1 9.2 0.27 (0) 4.96 (15.09) dim rock
ν120 21.3 −35.3 0.04 (0) 11.69 (0) dim tor
aB3LYP/cc-pVTZ, C2 symmetry group, scaling factor = 0.9682, as recommended in the literature [39].
bPolycrystalline sample, 293 K.
cPolycrystalline sample, 293 K, 785 nm laser (633 nm was used in the NH region).
dAbbreviations. s: symmetric; as: antisymmetric; str: stretch; b: bend; ip: in-plane; oop: out-of-plane; skel def: skeletal deformation; tor: torsion; pyrid:
pyridine; pyr: pyrrole; cr: central ring.
eTwisted dimer.
fPlanar dimer.
gIn parentheses: values computed for the planar dimer.
hVery broad (∼200 cm−1).
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Figure 7: Raman spectra measured for samples crystallized from
five diﬀerent solvents: cyclohexane (a), methanol (b), toluene
(c), dichloromethane (d), diethyl ether (e). Dashed vertical lines
indicate regions with structure-sensitive transitions (see text).
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Figure 8: Raman spectra of crystalline PQ as a function of pressure:
normal pressure, 1 atm (a); 2 × 103 atm (b); 22 × 103 atm (c); 35 ×
103 atm (d); 1 atm (e), at the end of pressure cycle. The low and high
frequency regions are normalized separately to their highest bands.
A region between 1300–1370 cm−1, exhibiting a strong Raman peak
from diamond culets, was removed.
the red with increasing pressure. Such behavior is opposite
to that of other modes and indicates the increase of the
HB strength, most probably due to a shorter NH· · ·N
distance. Unfortunately, the exact amount of the shift cannot
be determined, as the band becomes buried under the
transitions corresponding to CH stretches. Experiments
are planned with either N- or C-deuterated PQ, to avoid
interferences of NH/ND vibrations with other modes.
The second eﬀect is the change in the relative intensity
pattern with increasing pressure, observed for the peaks at
1062 and 1074 cm−1. As discussed above, such behaviour can
indicate a transition from a cyclic toward a twisted structure.
For another mode diagnostic in this respect, 738 cm−1, we
observe decreasing intensity. However, it can still be detected
at the highest pressures applied. It may be that what is
Figure 9: PQ dimer surrounded by identical neighbors (taken from
X-ray data). The dimer in the middle was being distorted along the
twisting coordinate, and then the whole structure was optimized.
observed is gradual twisting, not necessarily leading to the
same angle between the monomeric units as observed for the
nonplanar polymorph under normal pressure. More detailed
investigations are planned once both planar and twisted
dimeric samples are available. The experiments described in
the previous section bode well for such studies.
3.7. Simulations of Polymorphic Structures. The existence of
both planar and twisted dimers leads to the question of
the energy barrier separating the two phases. Theoretical
simulations have been carried out, in order to check the local
minimum character of each structure and to estimate their
relative stabilities. In this procedure, a dimer, surrounded by
14 identical neighbours (Figure 9), was distorted towards the
structure of the other polymorph (twisted for the initially
planar form, and vice versa). The whole ensemble was
then optimized. Both planar and twisted structures relaxed
back to the initial form, showing that they correspond
to the minimum and providing additional independent
confirmation of the existence of two crystal polymorphic
forms of the PQ dimer. These results indicate that a collective
rather than local distortion of the crystal is required for the
phase change in PQ.
In agreement with the high pressure experiments, com-
parison of energies calculated for the slab consisting of 16
molecules for both planar and twisted dimers revealed a
lower energy for the latter.
4. Summary and Conclusions
A combination of X-ray, IR and Raman spectroscopy, high
pressure techniques, and quantum chemical calculations
resulted in the detection of two polymorphic forms of
dimeric PQ. Both types of dimer reveal a cyclic, doubly
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hydrogen-bonded structure, but diﬀer in the planar versus
twisted arrangement of the monomeric units. The calcula-
tions predict a twisted dimer structure, whereas imposing
planarity results in one negative vibrational frequency,
corresponding to the twisting coordinate. These results show
that the isolated dimer should be nonplanar and thus the
polymorphism is due to the interplay of interactions between
the two monomeric units forming the hydrogen bond and
dimer-dimer interactions in the crystal. The experiments
indicate that upon applying pressure the planar form can be
converted into the twisted one.
The NH stretching and out-of-plane bending modes
observed in the IR spectra were shown to be clear indicators
of the HB formation. The analysis of the position of the
latter could be used to determine the structure of the H-
bonded dimer. With respect to the influence of HB formation
on the Raman spectra, a large increase of the intensity
was observed for the NH stretching band in the H-bonded
dimers, indicating increase of polarizability. The Raman
spectra were also diagnostic for structural assignments: even
though the spectra are quite similar, the intensity ratio of two
peaks observed at 1062 and 1074 cm−1 provides information
whether the PQ dimer is planar or not.
Our future plans include testing a possibility of photoin-
duced double proton transfer in both forms of crystalline
PQ. Both kinetics and thermodynamics of such a process
should be strongly structure-sensitive. Moreover, we have
selected PQ as one of the objects in the investigations of
the influence of plasmonic structures on the spectral and
photophysical characteristics of chromophores located in the
vicinity of metallic environments. The results of vibrational
and structural analysis presented in this work will provide
a starting point for experiments in which monomers and
dimers of PQ will be placed on, or close to metal surfaces.
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The aim of the present paper is an analysis of the hydrogen bond properties for the acid-base systems depending on the ability to the
proton transfer in the formulation of the Bro¨nsted approach. After definition of the proton transfer equilibrium expressed by using
the equation logKPT = ξΔpKN , various examples of diﬀerent physical properties, such as dipole moments, IR spectra, and nuclear
magnetic resonances, are presented which correlate with the ΔpKN value. In such a way, a critical state of hydrogen bonding can be
defined that corresponds to the potential of the proton motion for either single minimum or double minimum with low barrier.
A particular attention in this paper found electronic spectra which have not been analysed so far and the quantitative analysis of
the vibrational polarizability which can reach very high values of the order of electronic polarizability.
1. Introduction
The subject of our interest in the present review is hydrogen
bonds which can be expressed as A–H· · ·B. It is an acid-base
system in the Bro¨nsted formulation when the A–H group is
treated as an acid while the B atom or group of atoms as pro-
ton acceptor (base). The potential energy curves for the pro-
ton motion can reach various shapes, as shown in Figure 1.
The extreme curves (1) and (6) correspond to states
either without proton transfer (1) or to the complete ioniza-
tion when the proton is attached to B while atom A is
negatively charged (6). Among the intermediate states take
place those when the proton is located in the central position
either with two minima (3) and a low barrier or with one
single minimum (4).
There is a rich literature [1–16] with various approaches
to the hydrogen bonding corresponding to diﬀerent defini-
tions, showing an increase of systems analyzed with compre-
hensive theoretical treatments, and containing diﬀerent rich
chemical characteristic features of hydrogen bonds. Most
actual comprehensive review was recently published by G.
Gilli and P. Gilli [16].
From the point of view of the approach based on
the acid-base interaction, the substantial, parameter is the
proton transfer degree which evokes changes of further
physico-chemical parameters. The main quantity is the
ΔpKa value which can be expressed in the form:
ΔpKa = pKB+H − pKAH. (1)
This quantity was introduced by Huyskens and Zeegers-
Huyskens [17]. We introduced normalized parameter
defined as
ΔpKN = ΔpKa − ΔpKa (crit), (2)
where ΔpKa(crit) is related to ΔpKa region when the proton
transfer degree reaches 50% [18].
The dependence of proton transfer degree on the ΔpKN
value needs a correction connected with “softness/hardness”
of interaction by using parameter ξ < 1 [19]. The value of this
parameter is the higher, the harder is the interaction reaching
maximal value equal to unity. As will be seen, this quantity
is well correlated with the polarizability in the transition
state of hydrogen bonds. The general equation presenting the
dependence of proton transfer degree on ΔpKN possesses the
form:
logKPT = ξΔpKN. (3)
One should remember that physicochemical parameters
measured depending on ΔpKN and connected with the
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Figure 1: Postulated potential energy curves for the proton motion
starting from nonproton-transfer state (1) up to fully ionized state
(6).
HB PT
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Q
ΔpKN
Figure 2: Three regions of physical properties depending on ΔpKN :
HB-related to nonproton-transfer states, PT-related to proton
transfer state and HB + PT proton transfer equilibrium.
softness of interaction are related not only to ΔpKN as has
been shown in Figure 2.
There exist three regions; the central one with the
equilibria of the proton transfer and side regions without
proton transfer (HB) and with full ionization (PT).
Finally, as will be shown, it is necessary to mention the
role of medium such as electric permittivity of the solvent
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Figure 3: Proton transfer degree from NQR measurements for
complexes composed of chlorine containing proton donors plot-
ted versus ΔpKN : (1) CCl3COOH complexes (ξ = 0.12), (2)
CHCl2COOH complexes (ξ = 0.42), and (3) C6Cl5OH complexes
(ξ = 0.74) [20].
and specific interaction between the solute and solvent
molecules.
For characterization of the role of the ξ parameter we
present in Figure 3 dependencies of the proton transfer
degree deduced from the measurements of nuclear quadru-
ple resonance (NQR) for complexes of CCl3COOH (1) (ξ =
0.12), CHCl2COOH (2) (ξ = 0.42), and C6Cl5OH (3) (ξ =
0.74) [20]. It is well seen the property of the curves in the
critical region when approaching to ΔpKN = 0.
It is justified to mention in the introduction that curves
expressing dependencies of physicochemical parameters on
ΔpKN possess various shapes [18]. One can distinguish
two types of correlations between the physical quantity and
ΔpKN , namely, of the sigma and delta type. The examples of
such correlations will be presented in the next chapter.
2. Examples of Correlation between
Physicochemical Parameters and the
ΔpKN Quantity
So far a most precisely investigated phenomenon is the
dependence of the increase of dipole moment Δμ for
complexes of phenols with N-bases. In Figure 4, we present
correlation between Δμ and ΔpKN obtained for a number of
systems in nonpolar solvents, particularly in benzene [18].
The experimental points are adjusted to the equation [21]:
Δμ = ΔμHB + bHBΔpKN
1 + exp
(
2.303ξΔpKN
)
+
(
ΔμPT + bPTΔpKN
)
· exp(2.303ξΔpKN)
1 + exp
(
2.303ξΔpKN
) ,
(4)
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Figure 4: The increase of dipole moment Δμ plotted versus
normalized parameter ΔpKN [18].
where ΔμHB and ΔμPT mean the increase of the dipole
moment without proton transfer (HB) and after the proton
transfer (PT). These quantities depend nearly linearly on
ΔpKN with coeﬃcients bHB and bPT. When approaching the
critical region around ΔpKN = 0, a stepwise change of the
dipole moment connected with the increase of the proton
degree takes place. The proton transfer degree xPT defines the
equilibrium:
XPT = exp
(
2.303ξΔpKN
)
1 + exp
(
2.303ξΔpKN
) . (5)
To obtain the agreement with the experiment, it is
necessary to introduce the coeﬃcient ξ which, as has been
formulated, characterizes softness/hardness of interactions.
It can be, on the other hand, connected with the barrier
height for the proton transfer. The value of the ξ coeﬃcient
for the case of the situation in Figure 4 equals 0.65.
Very similar run of the dependence on ΔpKN shows
the value of the 15N resonance chemical shift with the ξ
value equal to 0.56 [22]. However, one should remember
that the results are related to markedly diﬀerent experimental
conditions. Thus, the results obtained for 15N chemical
shift were obtained for complexes of carboxylic acids with
pyridine in liquefied freons.
Sigmoidal type of the relationship of physical quantity on
ΔpKN is also observed for complexes of pentachlorophenol
with amines by using the nuclear quadrupole resonance
(NQR) [23] that is presented in Figure 5. In addition to
experimental points, there are indicated values correspond-
ing to neat pentachlorophenol, H-bis-phenolate, as well
as to Na+ and tributylamine salts. One should remember
that NQR measurements are performed for solid state that
reflects observed behavior.
The similar shape of the plot with that in Figure 5 is
observed between geometrical parameters of complexes and
ΔpKN and particularly between C–O bond length and ΔpKN
[25].
An example of correlation between the measured quan-
tity and ΔpKN of the delta type relates first of all to the
proton magnetic resonance δ1H. It is presented for the
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Figure 5: The dependence of average NQR 35Cl frequency upon
ΔpKN for complexes of pentachlorophenol [24].
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Figure 6: The dependence of δ1H for complexes of carboxylic acids
with pyridine in liquid freon [22].
systems analogues to the δ15N resonance [18]. The experi-
mental points of δ1H presented in Figure 6 were obtained in
the same conditions as for δ15N. The value of the ξ parameter
is, however, somewhat lower (0.46) that we are not able to
explain. From already done numerous experiments it follows
that methods applied do not possess marked influence on the
ξ value.
In the analysis of the correlation plots exhibiting an
extremum in the critical region as in the case of δ1H, a
modified approach can be used. Thus, for the description
of the dependence of given physical property Q showing an
extremum, the following simple procedure can be employed.
The reference value of a given physical property Q is
its extremum; that is, maximum or minimum. In the
case of δ1H for the systems composed of carboxylic acids
and pyridine in liquid freons the maximum value equals
21.5 ppm. The delta type correlation can be transformed
to the sigmoidal one by assuming that Q(crit) = 0, while
ΔQHB < 0 and ΔQPT > 0 as has been done in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Correlation between δ1H and ΔpKN for complexes of
carboxylic acids with pyridine in liquid freon according (6).
The correlation between ΔQ and ΔpKN is presented in the
following equation [18]:
ΔQ = ΔQHB + ΔQPT exp
(
2.303ξΔpKN
)
1 + exp
(
2.303ξΔpKN
) . (6)
The parameters for best fitting are Qmax = 21.5 ppm ΔQHB =
−8.3 ppm while ΔQPT = 4.4 ppm and ξ = 0.46 as has been
already mentioned.
The properties of infra-red spectra are commonly
accepted for the hydrogen bonded systems. This relates first
of all to the absorption band ascribed to the stretching
vibrations of either AH group (HB state) or BH+ group
(PT state). The evolution of broad absorption ascribed to
the ν(AH) or ν(NH+) vibrations is illustrated in Figure 8
taking as an example complexes of pentachlorophenol with
amines [26]. In the infra-red spectra the correlated quantity
is the center of gravity of protonic vibrations (νcg) versus
the ΔpKN value. Figure 9 represents numerous data related
to νcg collected for various O–H· · ·N hydrogen bridges
[27]. The scattering of experimental points is very large
that seems to be understandable taking into account various
experimental conditions and diﬀerences in the acid-base
interaction for various components. One of the reasons of
scattering is a diﬃculty connected with precise assessment
of the position of broad bands. As follows from the results
collected by Albrecht and Zundel [28] for the complexes
of phenols with octylamine, the maximal absorbance in
the range of continuous absorption corresponds to 50% of
proton transfer that is shown in Figure 10.
3. Electronic Spectra and
the Proton Transfer Degree
The UV-Vis spectroscopy is a very useful method of studies
on the proton transfer degree in the Bro¨nsted acid-base
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Figure 8: The evolution of infra-red absorption ascribed to ν(OH)
when increasing ΔpKN for complexes of pentachlorophenol with
amines [26].
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Figure 9: The center of gravity νcg for protonic vibrations as a
function of ΔpKN for various complexes of carboxylic acids [27].
system for the diluted solutions. The majority of quantitative
data related to the proton transfer equilibria relates mainly to
the complexes between phenols and amines [24, 29–35]. In
the UV spectra, the tautomeric equilibrium is characterized
by appearance of a new band corresponding to the π → π∗
transition in the phenolate ion. After careful quantitative
separation of the HB and PT bands the proton transfer
equilibrium cPT/cHB can be evaluated. As an example of the
UV spectra with the proton transfer equilibrium, we use
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Figure 10: The proton transfer degree (a) and intensity of continuous absorption (b) for complexes of phenols with octylamine [28].
the system of 2,4,6-trichlorophenol in tributylamine (TBA)
[29] presented in Figure 11 which shows the overlapping of
HP and PT bands. From the equilibrium constant, other
thermodynamic parameters can be determined according to
equation:
lnK = ΔS
◦
R
− ΔH
◦
RT
, (7)
where K is calculated by using intensities of bands and molar
absorption coeﬃcients of corresponding forms:
K =
(
IPT
IHB
)(
εHB
εPT
)
. (8)
The first quantitative studies by using the electronic
absorption spectra were performed by Baba et al. [30]
for complex of 4-nitrophenol with triethylamine in 1,2-
dichloroethane who found ΔH◦ = −13 kJ·mol−1 and ΔS◦ =
−49.8 J·mol−1·K−1. Similarly, Crooks and Robinson [31]
investigated complexes of bromophenol with methyl deriva-
tives of pyridine in chlorobenzene. The obtained data corre-
spond to −ΔH◦ in the range 12–38 kJ·mol−1 and −ΔS◦ in
the range 29–55 J·mol−1·K−1. The values of thermodynamic
parameters for the complexes of chlorophenols with TBA
[29] are comparable with those of nitrophenol.
From the studies [29, 37–44] it follows that the con-
centration of the PT form, independently of the H-bonding
type, increases with an increase of ΔpKa value of interacting
components, as well as with increase of the solvent activity
and the drop of temperature.
For the systems with negative or close to zero ΔpKa
values, it was not possible to find traces of the PT band
even in the most active solvents at temperatures as low as
below −190◦C [38]. Thus, for observation in UV spectrum
participation of the PT form even in favorable conditions
(low temperature and high polarity of solvent), some
boundary ΔpKa value is necessary.
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Figure 11: The plot of the absorbance versus wavenumber for
2,4,6-trichlorophenol in tributylamine at room temperature, c =
5 · 10−4 mol·dm−3; d = 5 mm.
Figure 12 shows the UV spectra for the series of
complexes formed by TBA with various chlorophenols of
increasing acidity. It can be seen that 2,4-dichlorophenol
and 2,4,5-trichlorophenol do not show any contributions
of PT species, only 2,6-dichlorophenol shows traces of the
ionic PT form. For 2,4,6-trichlorophenol, a considerable
amount (ca. 25%) of the PT form was estimated from
the UV spectrum. Pentachlorophenol appears entirely in
the zwitterionic state, whereas in a case of 2,6-dichloro-
and 2,4,5-trichloro derivatives, characterized by almost the
same ΔpKa values, some contribution of the PT state shows
only the former one. The ΔpKa value is not, however,
a completely satisfactory measure of the proton donor-
acceptor properties in nonaqueous media.
In several papers, for example, [45–48] one considers
the attention that one should apply another scale of proton
donor and acceptor properties for defining the proton
6 Journal of Atomic, Molecular, and Optical Physics
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Figure 12: UV spectra of chlorophenols: (a) 2,4-dichlorophenol,
(b) 2,4,5-trichlorophenol, (c) 2,6-dichlorophenol, (d) 2,4,6-tri-
chlorophenol, (e) pentachlorophenol in TBA at room temperature,
c = 5 · 10−4 mol·dm−3; d = 5 mm [29].
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Figure 13: UV spectra of 2,4-dichlorophenol in TBA as a function
of temperature: 298 K (1), 223 K (2), 203 K (3), 186 K (4), 165K
(5), 143 K (6), 128 K (7). C = 4 × 10−4 mol dm−3, d = 5 mm,
wavenumber of PT form∼= 32160 cm−1 and HB form∼= 33840 cm−1
[29].
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Figure 14: Comparison of the ΔH◦PT with ET parameters for
Mannich bases: (A) 2-(N,N-dimethylaminomethyl)-4,6-dibro- mo-
phenol, (B) 2-(N,N-diethylaminomethyl)-4-nitro-phenol, (C) 2-
(N,N-diethylaminomethyl)-3,4,6-trichlorophenol, (D) 2-(N,N-di-
ethylaminomethyl)-3,4,5,6-tetrachlorophenol, (E) 2-(N,N-dieth-
ylaminomethyl)-4-nitronaphthol-1, in 1,2-dichloroethane (1), di-
chloromethane (2), n-butylchloride (3), chloroform (4), 1,4-diox-
ane (5), isopropylbenzene (6) squalane (7), methanol (8), ethanol
(9), butan-1-ol (10), propan-1-ol (11), acetonitrile (12), and N,N-
dimethylformamide (13) [36].
position in hydrogen-bonded complexes. In the analysis, one
takes into account the proton aﬃnity and deprotonation
enthalpy based on calculations by using DFT methods.
However, in the present article, we limited our considerations
to experimental methods leading to evaluation of the pKa
values.
A strong influence of cooling on the increase of con-
centration of the PT form indicates on negative change of
enthalpy eﬀect on the proton transfer process. In Figure 13,
the UV spectra of 2,4-dichlorophenol in TBA are shown as
a function of temperature [29]. The 2,4-dichlorophenol—
TBA system at room temperature does not show any
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contribution of the PT state. Similar to other systems of
this type, we observe a very strong influence of cooling on
the contribution of the PT state. At the temperatures 203,
186, and 165 K, the values of KPT are 0.33, 0.82, and 5.70,
respectively. The complete proton-transfer state is reached at
about 143 K and further cooling does not aﬀect the intensity
of the phenolate band.
By using electronic spectroscopy in the UV range, the
PT equilibrium constants have been measured as a function
of temperature in various solvents for various H-bonded
systems. They allowed to determine the thermodynamic
parameters of the PT process and correlate with various
empirical parameters of the solvent activity. The results for
Mannich bases [36, 39, 40] correlated with the Dimroth-
Reichardt ET parameter [49, 50] are presented in Figure 14.
These correlations present individual straight lines with
similar slope for particular Mannich bases. Such clear
diﬀerentiation shows that the diﬀerences in the proton
aﬃnity of particular acid-base centers contribute essentially
to the stabilization of both forms. The observed eﬀect of
solvent activity shows that the proton transfer process is
characterized by two factors. Simultaneously, with previous
ΔpKa eﬀect that can be classified as inter one, an additional
factor, called an external, takes place, which correlates with
the solvent activity expressed by the ET parameter. Formally,
one can express
ΔH◦PT = ΔH◦int
(
ΔpKa
)
+ ΔH◦ext(ET), (9)
however, quantitative estimation of both components is not
an easy task.
The attempt has been undertaken to correlate the ΔH◦PT
values with other parameters characterized the solvent
activity, but the best correlation was obtained with ET .
Thus, the external factor contains two eﬀects, that is, the
electrostatic stabilization of the ionic form and the donor-
acceptor interaction of solvent molecules with the free
electron pair of the phenolate oxygen atom. So far, no proton
transfer equilibrium was observed in the gas phase that
prooves decisive role of the solvent for observation of the
proton transfer. This is confirmed by relatively high values
of entropy eﬀect, ΔS◦PT from −30 up to −70 J K−1 mol−1
[36, 39, 40] that confirms a considerable redistribution of
molecules and high increase of ordering of solvent molecules
under influence of intramolecular proton transfer.
The UV spectra were used to locate the position of 50%
proton transfer in chloranilic acid-amine complexes; the
similar result was deduced from IR and NMR studies [51].
Chranina et al. [52] studied the proton transfer equilibria
between hydroxyanthraquinone dyes and aliphatic amines in
low-polarity solvents by UV spectroscopy. The shift of this
equilibrium in an external electrical field has been observed
by the method of electrochromism in the visible region. Also,
the mechanism of proton transfer reactions between various
acids and amines was studied kinetically by applying UV
spectroscopy, when the order and the isotopic ratio eﬀect
were discussed [53, 54].
4. Vibrational Polarization of
Hydrogen Bonded Systems
It has been broadly postulated by Zundel [55] that for
the characteristic dependences of the important physical
parameters on ΔpKN , with the anomalous behavior in the
critical region, the large proton polarizability of the hydrogen
bonds is responsible. The extraordinary increase in proton
polarizability with increased strength of the hydrogen bonds
in heteroconjugated systems was the aim of detailed infrared
studies conducted by Hawranek’s group. For six systems
of pentachlorophenol (PCPh) dissolved in diﬀerent basis,
the molar vibrational polarization (Pvib, called also atomic
polarization as it arises from atomic motions) and molar
electronic polarization were determined according to the
procedure sketched below. Names of the basis are given in
Table 1. The PCPh-base complexes were studied in binary
solutions, that is, the proton donor (PCPh) was directly
dissolved in an excess of the proton acceptor. Such condi-
tions facilitated accurate determination of optical quantities
necessary for calculations of the Pvib values, according to the
following scheme.
Table 1 shows the Pvib2 values along with the position
(νmax) and the half width (Δν1/2) of the νs(OH) band.
The spectral parameters were obtained only for H-bonded
systems related to the nonproton-transfer state, their values
cannot be estimated with a suﬃcient accuracy for systems
corresponding to other two states (see Figure 2). The plot of
the Pvib2 values versus ΔpKa, shown in Figure 15, possess the
delta type character with a maximum.
It has to be mentioned here that the measurements
in binary system have many advantages that facilitate the
used procedure of determination of the molar vibrational
polarization. However, there is also one disadvantage: the
Pvib values are obtained for H-bonded systems diﬀerently
polarized by their environment. The PCPh-base complexes
are immersed in various media that have diﬀerent macro-
scopic parameters and more or less strongly polarize the
hydrogen bonds. For each system, the ξ and ΔpKa (crit)
parameters should be determined whenever the ΔpKa values
are subjected to the normalization procedure. Due to the lack
of such data, the Pvib values on Figure 15 are plotted against
ΔpKa parameter. We can guess that the normalization
and the diﬀerent influence of solvents on the vibrational
polarization should not meaningfully change the delta-type
relation between Pvib and strength of the hydrogen-bonded
systems.
According to Table 1, the molar vibrational polarization
increases from a very small value for TMPh in inert CCl4
solution, to a slightly larger for the OH group involved in
a weak OH· · ·Cl intramolecular hydrogen bond in PCPh.
Noticeable increase is observed for OH group engaged in a
weak intermolecular hydrogen bonds in the PCPh-CH3CN
and PCPh-dioxane systems. Their Pvib values compared with
that for the 2,4,6-TMPh-CCl4 indicate on the 17- and 20-fold
increase. The changes are strictly correlated with the typical
spectral features of H-bond formation, that is, the shift of
νs(OH) bands towards lower frequencies and the increase in
its bandwidth. In relation to the system with intramolecular
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Table 1: Spectral parameters related to the νs(OH) band and Pvib of the H-bond complexes of PCPh.
Acceptor νmax (cm−1) Δν1/2 (cm−1) Pvib (cm3 mol−1) Reference
CCl4 3525 21.6 0.048 [56]
CH3CN 3322 275.5 0.294 [57]
Dioxane-D8 3162 316.5 0.333 [58]
3-Chloropyridine 2737 945 1.182 [59]
Pyridine — — 12.5 [60]
2,4,6-Trimethylpyridine — — 17. 8 [61]
Tri-n-octylamine — — 9.0 [62]
2,4,6-TMPh-CCl4 3622 0.017 [56]
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Figure 15: Pvib plotted versus ΔpKa of complexes formed by PCPh
with various proton acceptors.
hydrogen bonds (PCPh-CCl4), the increase is 6-fold for the
PCPh-CH3CN and 7-fold for the PCPh-dioxane complex.
It reveals that formation even rather weak intermolecular
H-bond, when the proton is located in a relatively narrow
single-minimum proton potential near the acid (Figure 1
(1)), leads to a drastic increase in Pvib of the OH group.
The PCPh-3-chloropyridine system, with still relatively
asymmetrical hydrogen bond, is close to a border between
the HB and the PT equilibrium states (see Figure 2).
However, its Pvib value, compared with that obtained for
the system with intramolecular H-bonded, shows almost
25- and 70-fold increase in comparison with the free OH-
group in the 2,4,6-TMPh-CCl4 system. Despite this, the
molar vibrational polarization of the PCPh-3-chloropyridine
system is still markedly less than its molar electronic
polarization.
The complex of PCPh with pyridine with symmetrical
O· · ·H· · ·N hydrogen bond is classified to the proton
transfer state. The molar vibrational polarization of the
OH group rises to 12.5 cm3·mol−1. This value compared
with that obtained for free (2,4,6-TMPh-CCl4) and for the
intramolecularly bonded (PCPh-CCl4) OH group shows
almost 600- and 200-fold increase, respectively.
According to [28], the complex of PCPh with 2,4,5-
trimethylpyridine is close to the border between the PT
equilibrium and the PT states. Its molar vibrational polar-
ization is more than 370 and 1000 times higher than in
the PCPh-CCl4 and 2,4,6-TMPh-CCl4 system, respectively.
For the PCPh-2,4,6-trimethylpyridine complex hydrogen
bond possess largest proton polarizability. The last complex
of PCPh with tri-n-octylamine belongs to the PT state.
According to Figure 15, its Pvib value drops almost twice
when compared with the previous system. For such large
change of Pvib, a characteristic evolution of the infrared
spectra corresponding to the PT state, shown in Figure 8, is
responsible.
Summing up, the very large Pvib values determined for
PCPh complexes with pyridine and 3-chloropyridine are
excellent confirmation of the extraordinary properties of
hydrogen bonds from the transition region with symmetrical
potential. Moreover, they confirm very well Zundel’s concept
that an extreme broadening of the OH band occurs for
hydrogen bonds showing the largest proton polarizability
[55].
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